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Abstract 
Traditionally, colour images have been captured by image sensors with a trichromatic check-
erboard colour filter using the Bayer Pattern. This filter exhibits non-optimum colour aliasing. 
The following thesis introduces a novel way of processing an image using a hexagonal array 
with trichromatic or quadrochromatic filters. This form of processing ensures that all colours 
are equally sampled, and that the resolution in all directions for all colour channels is practic-
ally the same. This leads to a minimisation of aliasing if the lens is optimised for the array. A 
CMOS camera was manufactured with rectangular pixels placed on a hexagonal lattice, as truly 
hexagonal pixels could not be manufactured with a standard CMOS process. Using raw data 
captured by the camera in association with colour filters, the trichromatic and quadrochromatic 
colour filter array options were evaluated. 
The implementation of the colour processor using switched capacitors is investigated alongside 
the more conservative digital route. A switched capacitor readout buffer is designed and simu-
lated to test the overall performance of the circuit. Using this information, the design based on 
a switched capacitor implementation for the colour processor is evaluated and rejected. The di-
gital resources required by the new system are investigated by programming an FPGA capable 
of processing raw data from the hexagonal CMOS camera into a colour picture in real-time. 
The resulting digital resources required to reconstruct an image from a camera with hexagonal 
pixels is compared to those needed by the Bayer pattern. 
Finally since the processing of the image is going to be performed on the same die as the sensor, 
the supplies are going to be affected by the switching elements, whether the colour processor is 
implemented in switched capacitor or digital form. This thesis also investigates how the pixels 
react to varying supplies, and how to render them more resistant to variations in the supplies, so 
as to deliver a better picture at a minimum cost. Various solutions to improve the power supply 
rejection of the camera are investigated and simulated. The more interesting options are layed 
out and tested. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Overview of the thesis 
Driven by the desire for cheaper and better cameras to record events, CMOS sensors are ap-
pearing, competing with the more mature CCD technology, which suffers from high voltage 
and power requirements alongside less scope for circuit integration. However CMOS cameras 
do not yet offer the picture quality of a CCD, but the gap is narrowing, as variations of the 
standard CMOS process are experimented with. Although such experiments, if successful, will 
increase the cost of manufacturing a wafer, it must be kept in mind that this process is already 
being pursued to make available specific analogue components. 
In both CCD and CMOS technologies, pixels are placed on a square lattice, which is the most 
obvious extension to one dimentional sampling theory. However it is not the most efficient 
way of capturing a circularly bandlimited image, as demonstrated when biologist looked into 
the eye's structure. The photosensing elements in the eye (cones and rods) are placed on a 
hexagonal lattice. This ensures that the Nyquist frequency is the same whatever the direction, 
i.e., it is circularly bandlimited. 
The fabrication process available during the course of the PhD was a CMOS one, thus a CMOS 
camera with hexagonal pixels was manufactured. However the cost of manufacturing a truly 
hexagonal pixel is deemed too high, so rectangular pixels are placed on a hexagonal lattice. 
Colour can be reproduced by dividing the visible light spectra into three separate but over-
lapping colour spectra. These three spectra, commonly referred as red, green and blue, are 
combined together to correctly reproduce colour in the captured image. The eye operates in 
such a manner by using different pigmentation in its cones. Colour detection, whether using 
CCD or CMOS is done by using filters with a similar frequency response to the ones found 
in the eye, placed according to the Bayer pattern above the array of pixels. The Bayer pattern 
allocates twice as many pixels for the green channel as it does for the red and blue channels, 
leading to colour aliasing. Other cameras with square pixels use four different colour filters 
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in order to improve the sensor's resolution of the colour spectrum, at the cost of extra colour 
processing. However the resolution of the camera is dependant on the direction of the signal, 
which again leads to aliasing. A good introduction to the problem is given in Findlater's [2] 
approach to solving this problem using double junction diodes. This thesis, instead, looks at 
alternative colour filter arrangements. Two new colour patterns, which are capable of recon-
structing an image captured by an array with three or four colour filters are investigated and 
tested for the hexagonal array. They are named three filter hexagonal colour pattern (TFHCP), 
and four filter hexagonal pattern (FFHCP) respectively. These colour filter patterns are placed 
in such a way that the bandlimited properties of the hexagonal array are preserved for the dif-
ferent colour channels. Assuming that the lens has been properly designed, aliasing should not 
occur. 
Although the eye uses a hexagonal lattice to place its photoreceptors, giving it an equal resolu-
tion in all directions, some experiments indicate that the eye is more sensitive in the horizontal 
and vertical directions. The choice of the array structure would be due to the spatial response 
of the lens, which acts as an anti-aliasing low pass filter. Quantifying the performance im-
provement of using a hexagonal array rather than a standard array proves difficult as it is rather 
subjective. Thus cost will be used to compare both systems. To do this, a real-time colour 
reconstruction processor using the three colour filter array on the hexagonal array would have 
to cost less than the industry standard method using the Bayer pattern. 
Thanks to the simplicity of the image reconstruction algorithms for the three filter version, a 
switched capacitor implementation of the colour reconstruction processor was first investigated. 
However, such an option was abandoned, as the analogue circuits were too sensitive to power 
supply noise and used up too much area. The industry-standard digital option was then used, 
and a FPGA was programmed to perform real time colour processing. Using the results and 
implementation of the processor for the three filter hexagonal pattern, the novel system was 
compared to that of the industry-standard Bayer pattern. 
The eye is very sensitive to mismatch in pictures. Due to the constraints placed in a camera in 
terms of area, mismatch is inevitable. Techniques are used to minimise the offset component 
of mismatch, however they assume steady supplies to work effectively. A camera operates in 
a mixed-mode environment, meaning that supplies are noisy. The effect of supply variation on 
the different reference inputs of the pixel were measured from a dummy array. This showed the 
need for supply resistant reference designs. Such designs were investigated, and a novel pixel 
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architecture designed and tested. 
1.2 Aim at start 
The thesis investigates two different aspects of a digital camera design, namely the use of an 
array of hexagonal pixels with its specific colour reconstructing processor and a novel pixel 
architecture, in order to build a cheap, high quality CMOS camera. 
The use of a hexagonal array will eliminate the colour aliasing problems seen with cameras 
based on square pixels, once the lens is properly optimised, as a two dimensional anti-alias 
filter. Hexagonal sampling being the most efficient way to capture a two dimensional signal, 
the switch from a square lattice to a hexagonal one will offer savings in area, as less pixels will 
be required to capture an image. 
To extend the dynamic range of a camera, the noise floor must be kept as low as possible. 
However, a CMOS camera is a mixed mode system, in which digital signals are present, leading 
to noisy supplies. In order to keep the supply noise component in the noise floor as small as 
possible, the power supply rejection of a pixel array are measured, and methods to improve its 
supply rejection investigated. 
1.3 Structure of the thesis 
The following chapters describe the implementation of a CMOS real time camera using hexagonal 
pixels, starting from basic CMOS camera architecture: 
• Chapter two introduces silicon semiconductor physics, photo-receptors, noise and the 
various topologies used to build a pixel with their pros and cons. 
• Chapter three deals with colour reconstruction, one and two dimentional sampling the-
ory, modular transfer funtions. Different colour filters are investigated, alongside their 
respective image reconstruction algorithms. 
• Chapter four covers the image sensor using rectangular pixels placed on a hexagonal grid. 
The properties of the pixel are experimentally found, their flaws investigated and altern-
ative layouts proposed. Using colorised chips, or filters, the various options for colour 
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filter patterns alongside their colour processor for the hexagonal array are experimentally 
tested, using a computer. 
• Chapter five deals with the reference generators used to bias the pixel array, and their 
effects on the quality of the image if they are noisy. A new pixel, in the quest to design 
better bias circuits, a novel pixel architecture. The switched capacitor implementation of 
the image reconstruction processor is investigated. 
• Chapter six describes the implementation of a real time image reconstruction processor 
using an FPGA for the three filter hexagonal array. Using the circuits topology, the 
system is compared to the Bayer pattern from a cost effectiveness point of view. 
• Chapter seven concludes the thesis 
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Silicon Vision 
2.1 Introduction 
A CMOS camera is composed of many identical pixels, which can convert light into an elec-
trical signal. Each pixel is composed of one or more transistors and at least one photosensitive 
element. This section provides the background knoledge required for the design of a CMOS 
pixel. After briefly introducing how light affects silicon, different photosensive devices are 
described and evaluated. As noise has an effect on the quality of a picture, basic noise theory 
is introduced. Device matching is also discussed, as a CMOS camera is composed of many 
pixels, which should ideally be identical, so as not to superimpose fixed pattern noise onto in 
the resulting image. Finally different pixel architectures are described. 
2.2 Photo-detectors 
2.2.1 Introduction 
A camera is composed of many pixels in order to capture an image. Each of these pixels needs 
to detect and quantify the amount of light it receives and consequently requires a photosensitive 
element known as a photo-detector. This section describes how silicon reacts to light, and how 
different photo-detective devices can be made using this material. 
2.2.2 silicon and light 
2.2.2.1 Energy in light 
The fundamental unit of light energy is called the photon (ph). The photon's energy, termed 
Eh is given in Equation 2. 1, where v is the light's frequency, and h, Plank's constant. 
Eh=hxv 	 (2.1) 
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2.2.2.2 Semiconductor's reaction to light 
Silicon has four valence electrons. In order for these electrons to escape the attraction of the 
nucleus, a minimum amount of energy must be provided. This energy is commonly known as 
the bandgap energy. If less energy is provided, the electron cannot escape, but if the amount 
of energy is the same as bandgap energy then the electron escapes leaving behind a "hole". If 
the photon energy is higher than the bandgap energy, the electron escapes, the excess energy 
(the photon energy minus the bandgap energy) is released as heat. Figure 2.1 illustrates these 
points. [3] 
o / HEAT 
• (c)f\/ 
Escape 
(b) 	 I 
photon 	 I I Eg: band—gap energy 
Eph 1(a) 
Valence band 
• 	0 	0 
photon energy is less than the bandgap energy 
photon energy is equal to the bandgap energy 
C) photon energy is greater than the bandgap energy 
Figure 2.1: Behaviour of Silicon when light is applied to it 
Silicon has a bandgap energy of 1.12 eV. This energy is equivalent to a photon with a wavelength 
lower than 1.1 rim, according to Yang [3]. As the visible spectrum ranges from 400nm to 
700nm, silicon is ideal as a semiconductor material on which a camera can be built upon. 
The depth of silicon when the electron-hole pair is created is dependent on the wavelength of 
the light hitting it. Photons with a low wavelength (bluish light), create an electron-hole pair 
near the surface whereas high wavelength (reddish light), create an electron-hole pair deeper in 
the silicon [4]. 
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2.2.3 The photo-diode 
2.2.3.1 Introduction 
The photo-diode is the simplest element made out of silicon which can be used to detect light. 
It is basically a diode, and its symbol is shown in Figure 2.2. A detailed description of the 
photo-diode can be found in Martiny's Thesis [5]. 
/ 
.@ . 
Figure 2.2: Symbol of a photo-diode 
2.2.3.2 Basic physical properties of the photo-diode 
The photo-diode uses the above mentionned property of silicon where an electron-hole pair can 
be liberated in response to light energy. This property enables the device to conduct a quantity 
of electricity, which is directly dependent on the amount of light received by the device. Heat 
however also supplies energy, which if high enough can be sufficient to liberate the semicon-
ductor material's electrons. Thus as the ambient temperature increases, more energy is available 
to create electron-hole pairs leading to an increase in conductivity. Therefore, the current flow-
ing through the device is dependent on both temperature and light. Current due to light is known 
as photo-current, whereas current due to heat is termed as dark current. 
2.2.3.3 I/V characteristics of a photo-diode 
Figure 2.3 shows a typical I/V curve of a photo-diode. When the device is forward biased, it 
operates as a standard diode. However when reverse biased, it behaves as a photo-detector. As 
light increases, the reverse current also increases. Note that the reverse voltage has little effect 
on the photocurrent's amplitude, within a certain threshold. Past this threshold the photo-diode 
breaks down, leading to a sudden increase in current. 
When no light is applied to the reverse biased photo-diode, a very small current still flows. 
It is termed the dark current and is caused by heat. Due to the thermal sensitivity of silicon, 
this current doubles with the increase of seven degrees centigrade. The magnitude of the dark 
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current is strongly influenced by the quality of the crystal lattice of the doped silicon. The dark 
current can be reduced by carefully choosing the manufacturing process as shown by Yang et 
al [6], who demonstrated the utility of hydrogen annealing. It is also important to note that the 
dark current cannot be assumed to be constant over a large area of silicon. 
J.  
07V 
X 
Figure 2.3: 1-V Curve of a photo-diode 
2.2.3.4 Quantum efficiency 
The effectiveness of a photo-diode to transform light of a certain wavelength v into an electric 
current is termed quantum efficiency, denoted 	It is calculated using the following formula: 
number of collected electron hole pairs 
l(v) = 	 (2.2) number of incident photons of wavelenth v 
A photon cannot create more than one electron-hole pair and not all electron-hole pairs created 
are capable of making a usable electric current, due to recombination effects. Thus the quantum 
efficiency of a photo-diode is always less than one. 
2.2.3.5 Random Noise 
Nonidealities in the surface of the silicon produces a lot of noise. 
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2.2.4 The photo-transistor 
2.2.4.1 Introduction 
The photo-transistor is another photosensitive device. Its main advantage is to provide gain to 
the photo-generated current, so that smaller variations in light can be detected. However the 
gain of the device is highly dependent on the quality of the material used and the bias current's 
magnitude. 
2.2.4.2 Basic physical properties of the photo-transistor 
Bipolar transistors are current amplifying devices, which amplify their base current 'B  by a 
factor 3. This results in an output current named collector current, Ic whose magnitude is 
equal to 13 x 'B•  Details in the operation of a bipolar can be found easily in literature, and thus 
will not be covered here [7-9]. A standard bipolar transistor is fed a reference base current, 
which is then amplified. In the case of a photo-transistor, the base current is created by light 
hitting its base. As in the standard bipolar, this small flow of current will be amplified to create 
a larger flow through the collector, as shown in Figure 2.4. 
STANDARD BiT 	 PHOTO—BiT 
ii 	I 
NLNH4 
II° 
I injected holes lost to eecnnbination in the base; 
holes reaching the reverse bias collector junction; 
thermally generated electons and holes making the reverse 
saturation current of the collector junction; 
electton.s supplied by the base contact for recombination 
with holes; 
elccttons injected across the foesvntsl biased emitteejunction; 
electronscreated by pbotogencrntiott 
Figure 2.4: Operation of the BiT and the photo-transistor 
2.2.4.3 Noise and offsets in a photo-transistor 
Similar to the diode, the bipolar transistor suffers from dark current in its reversed biased diode. 
Delbruck [10] states that the real trouble comes from the hot spots, created by defects in the 
silicon, which create an especially non-uniform dark current. Random noises, due to the silicon 
lattice and then amplified. A major problem, however, comes from the gain of the bipolar 
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transistor. The gain of the device is dependent on the current flowing through it. At low light 
levels, the current flowing through the device is low, which leads to a low 0. On the other hand, 
in a high luminosity environment the current flowing through the device is high, leading to a 
high 3. Additionally, the quality of the silicon can also affect the magnitude of . Therefore 0 
cannot be assumed to be constant over a large area, which is unhelpful in our situation where 
many pixels are used and expected to be identical. 
2.2.4.4 Conclusion 
Although the bipolar would appear to be a great component for detecting light, as it provides 
a high quantum efficiency, it is handicapped by the wide variations in its gain. This drawback 
does not make it very attractive for large pixel arrays, as these would introduce too many offsets, 
which would then to be eliminated via costly post-processing. 
2.2.5 The photo-gate 
The photo-gate is basically a n-type MOSFET, where a depletion zone is created under the gate. 
If light is applied to the device an electron-hole pair is created. The electron is drawn to the 
gate whereas the hole is pushed away. Charge is thus collected undeneath the gate and will be 
proportional to the intensity of light hitting the device. As light has to traverse a gate before 
hitting the silicon, the response blue light response is poor, as most low wavelength photon will 
be captured by the gate oxide. Blue light response can however be improved if the gate is made 
transparent [11]. 
As demonstrated by Mendis in [12], the photo-gate does not perform as well as a standard 
photo-diode. It suffers from a high dark current, poor response to blue light, and low quantum 
efficiency. Moini explains in [13], that the poor quantum efficiency is due to fact that the 
photo-current filling the potential well is mainly provided by the diffusion of carriers. 
2.2.6 Double junction diodes and stacked diodes 
Due to the fact that different types of doped silicon layers can be sandwiched together, a stack 
of diodes can be manufactured. Standard CMOS processes allow up to three layers of doped 
silicon, so that two photo-diodes can be created, as shown in Figure 2.5 [2,14-16]. Other more 
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exotic processes, can let the user have more stacked diodes. As only the standard process is 
available for this investigation, only a stack of two diodes (or double junction diode) will be 
described. 
p-1YP 	
• \ 	\pyp  
~Ypc W0111 
~Ype _U 
p—'y  p-4y 	,g.u.i. 
Figure 2.5: Structure of the double junction diode 
The depth at which light is absorbed in silicon is related to the wavelength of the incident light. 
Blue light is absorbed very near the surface, whereas red light is absorbed deeper down. As both 
diodes are physically on top of each other, the top diode (near the surface) will collect more 
blue light, whilst the bottom one will collect more red light. As described by Findlater [2], 
such properties can be used for colour detection as the location of the diode endows it with the 
properties of a colour filter. 
2.3 Silicon Generated Noise 
2.3.1 Introduction 
All analogue signals are accompanied by noise. The effect of this noise can be considered to be 
negligible if and only if the signal is very much larger than it. However, this is no longer valid if 
the signal and the noise are of similar magnitude. As the intensity of light on the pixel decreases 
so does the current flowing through this pixel. This implies that the signal to noise ratio also 
decreases rendering the information more susceptible to noise. Thereafter, noise limits the 
performance of the photo-receiver in a low light environment. This section will introduce the 
various types of noise observed in silicon and describe their properties. 
2.3.2 Describing Random Signals 
2.3.2.1 Introduction 
The properties of a random signal cannot easily be visualised with respect to time, as the signal 
changes continuously. In order to visualise the properties of a random signal, a set of statistical 
methods is introduced. 
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2.3.2.2 The probability density function 
Consider a noise signal n(t). Noise signals are random . However, n(t) can be described in 
terms of a probability density function, annoted pdf( t ) (noisevalue) . Noisevalue is a value 
the noise can take, whilst pdf( t ) (noise value) is the probability that the noise function n(t) 
can be equal to noisevalue at a particular moment in time. The CMOS process on which the 
camera is built suffers from three different types of noise. However all three have a normal 
distribution, which is described in Figure 2.6. 
noisevalue 
Figure 2.6: Probability Density Function 
2.3.2.3 Mean and variance 
Probability density functions have specific statistics which characterise them. The two most 
commonly used statistics for describing the probability density function are the mean and 
standard deviation. The mean is equal to the average of all the measurements as computed 
by equation 2.4. 
mean = n(t) = E[n(t)] 	 (2.3) 
= (noi
loi
noseva1ue=oo  
sevalue.pdf () (noisevalue))t5noisevalue 
sevalue=—oo 
The variance is equal to the square of the spread of the values around the mean, as given in 
equation 2.5. EII.I is the expertation operator. 
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variance = var(n(t)) = E[n(t) 2] - E[n(i)]2 	 (2.4) 
 noisevalue_co 
= J oiseva!ue=—o 
(noisevalue 2 .pdffl(t) (noise value) ) önoisevalue - mean 2 
2.3.2.4 Spectral density function 
Another approach to describing random signals is to display their spectral composition as a 
spectral density function. The spectral density function can be found by applying the Fourier 
Transform (equation 2.5) to the autocorrelation of the noise signal (equation 2.6), as stated in 
the Wiener- Khinchine relationship, to give equation 2.7. 
F(w) = 
1 
2x x f f(t)e3wt 	 (2.5) ir 
	
Rj(r) lim7_> 	f:
00  
f(r) x f(t + 7) 6-F 	 (2.6) 
SNN(W) = F[RNN(T)] = 
RNN(T)edr V 2 .Hz' or 12  Hz —' (2.7) 
Spectral density curves are often used to build noise sources, which can be included into schem-
atics so as to give us a mean to quantify their effect on different parts of the schematic. First 
of all two frequency limits must be set: a low, wiower, and a high one, wupper. Once this is 
done, the power of the noise can be determined as: 
/ rwipper 
noisesource = 	SNN(w)(w) 	 (2.8) 
V 
Noise can be represented in a circuit as a voltage or current source, whose amplitude is the 
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square root of the noise power observed between a lower and an upper frequency. If several 
noise sources are represented together as a voltage or current source, the magnitude of this 
current source is the square root of the sum of the noise powers observed between a lower and 
upper frequency. Note that the powers to be added together must have the same units, (i.e do 
not add V 2 .Hz 1 and 12 .Hz 1 ). Data sheets are specially conceived to exercise the mind in 
the art of converting units! 
2.3.3 Classification of noise 
2.3.3.1 Introduction 
Noise is often classified by observing the shape of its power spectral density function. This 
section introduces the main categories of noise. Although most noise signals observed do not 
fit exactly into one of the categories presented, these categories are still used for purposes of 
convenience. 
2.3.3.2 White Noise 
White noise has a constant noise power spectral density over the whole frequency range, as 
shown in Figure 2.7. The power spectral density of white noise is equal to a constant. 
WHITE NOISE 
I 
or 
i 2 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 2.7: The properties spectral density of white noise 
2.3.3.3 Pink Noise 
Pink noise has a noise power proportional to the inverse of the frequency, as shown in Fig-
ure 2.8. The power spectral density of pink noise can be visualised as 21 , where A is a constant 
and f is the frequency of interest in the noise signal. 
14 
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PINK NOISE 
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Figure 2.8: The properties spectral density of pink noise 
2.3.3.4 Spot Noise 
Spot noise has a noise power divided into well delimited intervals, as shown in Figure 2.9. The 
power spectral density of spot noise can be described with A x (u(f - 	- u(f - 
where A is a constant, f is the frequency of interest, fmj  and fma  delimitates the boundaries 
of the spot noise. u(.) is a step function. 
V 2 
or 
fmin 	fmax 	 frequency 
Figure 2.9: Spot Noise 
2.3.4 Noise in devices made with a CMOS process 
2.3.4.1 Introduction 
Noise comes from different sources and therefore has different patterns. As a CMOS process 
is being utilised to manufacture the camera, the three different types of noise emanating from 
this technology will be described [171. 
2.3.4.2 Thermal 
Thermal noise is produced by the random motion of electrons caused by heat, in resistive ma- 
terial. Thermal noise's power spectrum has zero mean, but has a very flat and wide bandwidth 
and so it is always modelled as white noise. The power spectral density of the noise if a voltage 
15 
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source model is used,is: 
VR = 4kTR x tf (V 2 ) 	 (2.9) 
where k is the Bolt zmann's constant; 
T is the temperature; 
R is the resistance of the material; 
df is the frequency bandwidth. 
Similarly the power spectral density of the noise if a current source model is used, is: 
= 4kTf (12) 	 (2.10) 
Thermal noise is represented either as a voltage source in series with the resistive element or as 
a current source in parallel with the resistive element as shown in Figure 2.10. 
+&:f-* -~ -T-- ,;4kTR . df 	k,~ X df	FR 
Figure 2.10: Representing thermal noise in a circuit 
Thermal noise has a white noise pattern, which means that it emits the same amount of power 
across frequencies. Thus its influence will be directly affected by parasitic capacitors. Let 
us consider a resistive material connected to a capacitor as shown in Figure 2.11, and let us 
measure the amount of noise, which is seen at the capacitor. The noise seen at the output of the 
circuit is equal to: 
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noi.seout 
= 	
xc 
R+XC x 
noisein 	 (2.11) 
R 
-  1+RCx nozsezn 	 (2.12) 
- 	 j 
The noise power seen at the output would be equal to: 
,. CK 
noiseont2 
= J 4kTR x 	Rdf 	- kT 1/2 1 + (wRC)2 - 	RMS 	 (2.13) 
Thus the noise in volts is: 
noiseout = X1/RMS 	 (2.14) 
4kTRxdf 
Thevenin's model for the thermal noise 
in the resistor 
Figure 2.11: Thermal noise in a circuit with a parasitic capacitor 
The noise seen at the capacitor is only dependent on the size of the capacitor. This value of 
thermal noise is very useful when dealing with switching elements and some pixel designs, as 
the amount of noise, due to the thermal origin can be easily calculated. For instance, a typical 
pixel with a standard photo-diode will have a parasitic capacitance of 4W, which would lead to 
a thermal noise source of approximately lm.VRJs. 
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2.3.4.3 Shot noise 
Shot noise is very similar to thermal noise in physical appearance but is dependent on the 
current flow. It appears in junction diodes whether they are forward or reverse biased. Its value 
is given by 
= 2qThf (12) 
	
(2.15) 
Although shot noise and thermal noise have very similar properties, people have assumed that 
their origins are different as shot noise is dependent on current whereas thermal noise is a 
function of heat. However Sharpeshkar [18] argues that both noises are actually one and same 
thing. 
2.3.4.4 Flicker noise 
Flicker noise is introduced by the non-homogeneouity of a conductive material. The more 
homogeneous the material is, the lower the flicker noise. Flicker noise is frequency and current 
dependent. Its value can be determined from: 
- 	KJImf (J2) 	 (2.16) "flicker 	- fn 
where m , n and K are experimentally found real number. 
2.3.5 Photon shot noise 
Light is not a fixed continuous flow of photons, it is in reality a random flow of photons, which 
follows the property that its mean is equal to its variance, i.e: iphoto = Uphoton 
2.3.6 Photo-diode noise 
Diodes are mainly affected by shot and flicker noise, provoked by the current flowing through 
the diode. Shot noise is calculated with both photo-current ( 'photo) and dark current ( I. )' 
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whereas flicker noise is only calculated with the dark current. As explained above noises can 
only be added when in their power format, such that the amount of noise power generated by 
the pixel in a band will be equal to flicker noise power plus the shot noise power, as shown in 
Equation 2.18. 
photodiodenoise = 	shot + Iflicker 	 (2.17) 
= 2q(Iphoto+Idark)f+ 'f'dmark51 
f
n 
Thus the photo-diode with its noise source can be expressed as in Figure 2.12. 
+ i 2 
flicker 	sho photodjode 
Figure 2.12: Photo-diode with its noise source 
2.3.7 MOSFET noise 
2.3.7.1 Introduction 
The noise emanating from a MOSFET depends largely on the region of operation of the device. 
Depending on its purpose, the MOSFET can either be operated in sub-threshold (low power 
analogue circuits) or in weak inversion (low voltage drop designs) or in strong inversion (when 
good matching is required). 
2.3.7.2 The MOSFET is operating in sub-threshold 
In the sub-threshold region, Sai -peshkar has shown [19], that the noise is mainly shot noise and 
can be calculated using Equation 2.18, where 'sat  is the saturation current of the transistor and 
UT is the thermal voltage. 
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YAL 
22=2qxI3x(1+eU1T)f 	 (2.18) 
2.3.7.3 The MOSFET is operating in weak inversion 
In weak inversion, the transistor suffers from shot noise and flicker noise. The shot noise has 
been evaluated by Tsividis [20], where I is the drain current and UT is the thermal voltage, is 
equal to 
- 
= [2qI x (1 + e UT )] x 6f 	 (2.19) 
Flicker noise is more difficult to determine theoretically as it depends on the process technology. 
Therefore the its contribution is to be experimentally determined, then modelised. 
2.3.7.4 The MOSFET is operating in strong inversion 
In strong inversion, the MOSFET suffers from both thermal noise and flicker noise. The thermal 
noise is due to the channel's resistance, whilst the flicker noise is caused by the quality of the 
channel. The thermal component has been computed by Tsividis [20], and is equal to: 
4kT x [2WItCOX  x (V - 	x bf 	 (2.20) 
2.3.7.5 Conclusion 
MOSFET's are noisy devices. The quantity of noise they produce, however is dependent on the 
region of operation of the devices and their physical size. Generally for MOSFETs operating 
in strong inversion, the bigger the device, the quieter it becomes, as the flicker noise tends to 
get smaller. The choice of the region of operation of a transistor is often determined on other 
criteria than noise. Thus noise is often reduced by making the transistors physically bigger 
thereby leading to a reduction in shot noise. However large transistors are not always an option 
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due to space constraints, so other methods are used to reduce the effects of noise generated in 
MOSFETs. 
Finally, the light captured by the sensor is also a random signal, whose properties are well 
defined. Such properties are used to experimentally deterrmine the electrical characteristics of 
a pixel. 
2.4 Matching of silicon devices 
2.4.1 Introduction 
A camera is made of many pixels, to enable it to capture an image. Each pixel is made of elec-
trical components. Due to tolerances in the manufacturing process, two electrical components, 
which ideally should be identical, cannot be in reality. The mismatches between pixels will 
result in visible errors, which do not change with time as long as the environment remains the 
same. These error is referred to in CMOS cameras as Fixed Pattern Noise (FPN). Often the 
main components of FPN could be described as offsets. 
2.4.2 Mismatch in a standard CMOS process 
All layers in a CMOS process display local variations, which are randomly distributed over the 
whole die. For example, the variation in the polysilicon layer will affect the resistance of a 
resistor made with it. The severity of variations is layer dependent, which leads to certain facts, 
such that matching for capacitors is much better than for resistors and MOSFETs [21]. 
The best approach to combat mismatch is to ensure that the device size is much larger than its 
variation. This results in a variation, which is much lower than the actual value used so that 
it can be ignored. However, a large slice of the cost of a silicon chip is the area it uses. As a 
camera has to offer a certain resolution and fit into a cost effective area, the pixels are made as 
small as possible, leading to the use of minimum sized devices suffering from high mismatch 
Process variation can also be combatted by the design and layout strategy used. Let us first 
consider global variations. Global variations affect the mean value of components, thus a design 
using ratios rather than means will be more resistant to these variations. 
Gradient variations describe how the process parameters vary slowly over the whole chip. In 
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order to combat them, a common centroid layout strategy must be used. The positioning of the 
elements with respect to each other, using this philosophy, will minimise first order gradient 
variations 
As circuits are getting smaller, boundary effects are becoming more important. Again a solution 
can be found by a shrewd layout, by using dummy components, which ensure all the important 
components have similar boundaries. 
Also, stress in silicon varies with its direction, which is a consequence of its particular crys-
talline structure. If devices, to be matched have different orientations, then mismatches will 
appear. Hence all matched devices should have the same spatial orientation. 
2.4.3 Conclusion 
Generally, matching is dependent on the device's size and the layout and design strategy used. 
A minimum geometry device will suffer more from mismatch than will a large device. It is 
therefore recommended to use large devices, if mismatch is going to be a concern. However, 
this is not always possible as in the case of a pixel, which needs to be as small as possible leading 
to a pixel to pixel mismatch, thus another method has to be used to eliminate the offsets. 
2.5 Pixels 
2.5.1 Introduction 
The pixel is the basic element of a digital camera, which can detect light, transform the intensity 
of light into an electrical signal, and pass on the electrical signal to a processor. All pixels used 
in cameras use a photo-detector. In our case, the photo-diode has been chosen as it offers better 
matching on a large scale than other photo receptor designs. Different types of pixels can be 
built around the photo-diode, each with their pros and cons, as described below. 
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2.5.2 The Passive Pixel 
2.5.2.1 Introduction 
The most common photosensitive component is the photo-diode. Under reverse bias, the re-
verse current flowing through it is dependent on the amount of light it receives. As shown in the 
previous section, the current caused by different lighting conditions, can vary over six orders 
of magnitude: i.e: from a few fA to a few nA. In order to enable the camera to operate under 
these very different conditions, the photo-currents should be integrated over a suitable period 
of time, as demonstrated by Weckler [22]. An alternative, which uses pulse coded information 
to describe the intensity of light, is described by Yang [ 23]. 
2.5.2.2 Basic principles behind integration 
Integration of current over time is easily achieved using a capacitor being discharged over 
time. Consider the circuit on the left of Figure 2.13. The switch S 1 is initially closed and the 
photo-diode and its parasitic capacitor are charged up to 1REF•  At time t=O, the switch S is 
opened, allowing the diode to discharge its parasitic capacitor at a rate, which is dependant on 
the incident light. At time tinegratio7i, the voltage on the parasitic capacitor will be Vpjx = 
VREF 
- 'photo where 'PHOTODIODE  is the current flowing through the diode, 
C. is the pixel capacitance and Vp jX  is the voltage on the pixel node. Replacing Si by a 
MOSFET in the simplified circuit leads us to the circuit in the centre of Figure 2.13. 
ROWfl 
ROW 
X+ 	
V() 
Figure 2.13: integrating a passive pixels output 
2.5.2.3 Simple schematic 
Figure 2.14 shows the schematic of a passive pixel circuit, its timing diagram and how it can be 
made into an array [24]. At first, the pixel is reset by switching on simultaneously MRESET  and 
MRO w. Both transistors act as short-circuits, and the photo-diode is charged up to the potential 
VRT. After a short while, both transistors are turned off, and act as open-circuits. This lets 
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the photo-diode discharge the pixel capacitance at a rate which is dependent on the ambient 
luminosity. Once the integration time is over, MROW is turned on. At this point the transistor 
acts as a short-circuit, C'C'OL  and Cpjx find themselves connected in parallel, and thus share 
their charge to provide a common potential difference. As the pixel has been discharged and 
not the column, the resulting voltage on the column is reduced as CC'OL  charges up Cpix; the 
magnitude of change being dependent on the ratio of both capacitances. The sensing amplifier 
amplifies this difference, leading to a measurement of light. The design of the sensing amplifier 
is either one of the many variations of the inverter [25], or a switched capacitor amplifier [26]. 
Once the signal has been buffered by the sense amplifier, it is either directly digitised in a 
column ADC [27], or all columns are multiplexed and digitised by a high speed ADC. 
Note that as the sensor becomes larger, the column capacitance becomes bigger. Thus the effect 
of the discharged pixel when reading becomes more minimal, and the system requires more gain 
from the sensing amplifier. This leads to an increase in noise from the amplifier. In order to 
avoid this situation, the column capacitance can be reduced either by using a tree structure or a 
dummy column cascode. However such circuits create electron traps, which are prejudicial to 
low light operation where few electrons are generated per pixel. Also, one may add, that light 
induced electrons caused by the active layer used in each row transistor become more important 
as the array becomes larger, which also makes life more difficult in detecting the variations in 
charge caused by the pixel being read out. However these light induced electrons can be kept 
low enough by covering the active layer of the MOSFET with a metal lightshield. 
V(ROW) 
VRT VDD 
V)M  RESET ROW 	
AW1ER 	
° 
F1 M ROW  v(PVC) 
J COL 	 VRT 
GND 
Figure 2.14: The passive pixel schematic, with its timing 
High levels of light and a high integration period might completely discharge a pixel. Once 
the pixel is fully discharged, the photo-current caused by the light will have to find charge 
somewhere else, such as from neighbouring cells via the substrate or via MROW.  Such an 
event is not acceptable, so a clamp is added to the circuit, which will prevent the pixel from 
being discharged beyond a certain point. The typical schematic of the pixel becomes the one 
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shown in Figure 2.15. 
BLOOM 	 ROW -. 
' U 
GND 1photodiode 
Figure 2.15: The passive pixel schematic with the anti-blooming clamp 
Due to manufacturing tolerances, all the transistors have different sizes and physical properties, 
leading to offsets being introduced over the array, which is commonly referred to as fixed 
pattern noise (or FPN) [28]. One way to reduce FPN is to use these since big transistors can 
smooth out high frequency errors in the silicon. 
Dark current is a temperature dependent offset current in photo-diodes, which is caused by 
thermally created electron-hole pairs. The only way to combat it to measure the size of the dark 
current and take it into account in the post-processing. However such steps require enough 
memory to store a whole frame. Such a memory is often referred to as framestore. 
kT noise encompasses all the noise being sampled onto the diode when it is being reset. Since 
noise is different at all moments in time its effects are time variant. In order to eliminate 
the photodiode should be replaced with a pinned photodiode, commonly used in CCD [29]. 
The layout structure of the pinned photo-diode, described by Teranishi in [30], ensures that it 
is fully depleted during reset, ensuring that no noise can be sampled onto it [11]. However, a 
less standard and more expensive process will have to be used. 
2.5.3 Conclusion 
The IT pixel has the highest fill factor as a pixel contains only one transistor. Athough thermal 
noise can be virtually eliminated with the use of a pinned photodiode, the system suffers if 
the array becomes too large since column capacitances also become large. As the column 
capacitance increases so does the gain the sense amplifier will have to provide leading to an 
increase in thermal noise generated by the sense amplifier. These problems can be alleviated if 
a column tree structure is used, but at the cost of operation in a low light environment as the 
tree stucture introduces more electron traps. 
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2.5.4 The 3T Pixel 
2.5.4.1 Introduction 
As pixel arrays become larger, simple passive pixels are no longer desirable as the long column 
lines produce big column capacitances, which smoothers the pixel signal. Another topology is 
required and is represented by the 3T Cell, which is basically a IT cell followed by a buffer. 
2.5.4.2 Simple 3T Cell 
The most common pixel layout for large pixel arrays is the 3T cell, shown in Figure 2.16. It 
works as follows. MRESET is used to reset the pixel by setting I pjx  to a certain fixed voltage, 
named here as VRT. Once the pixel has been reset, current is allowed to flow through the reverse 
biased photo-diode from MBUFFER.S  gate capacitance. This causes the voltage Vpjx to drop. 
After a certain period of time, named integration time, MREAD  is turned on. The voltage 
Vpjx is buffered to V-OL.  Note that the voltage VCQL = Vpjj - V.qsMBUFFER, where 
TgSMBUFFER is the gate source voltage drop across MBUFFER  (which could be operating in 
subthreshold or saturation depending on column current). 
VRT 
I i 
PIX 
RST 	
READ 
/U 
photodiod 
ICOLI 	ICCOL 
Figure 2.16: The 3T Pixel 
The higher the intensity of light, the higher the current flowing through the photo-diode. This 
causes Vpjx to drop faster during the integration time, leading to a small value for Vpj. If the 
light intensity is weak, the current flowing the the photo-diode is low. Hence VP[X  falls slowly 
with time, leading to a high value of Vpjx. Figure 2.17 shows the effect of different intensities 
of light on the value of VCOL. 
The 3T Pixel has, however, four main drawbacks: 
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UNDER A LOW LIGHT ENVIRONMENT 
\ / 
VET 
VET - 
UNDER A HIGH LIGHT ENVIRONMENT 
I- 
VET 
L,-VRT - V.(MBUFFER)  
Figure 2.17: Timing and voltages for a 3Tpixel 
• 1-'7 mismatch. In order to maximise the diode area in a pixel, the size of the three tran-
sistors used in the same pixel must be minimised. This is usually achieved by making the 
transistors as small as possible and squeezing them to fit into the smallest area (thus they 
may no longer in the same direction). This introduces matching errors (or TT mismatch) 
in the transistors and leads to Fixed Pattern Noise. 
• Dark current. A diode is used in every pixel thus dark current will be present. 
• 	noise of the pixel. Noise is sampled onto the diode when it is reset. As Cpi,.l  is 
very small, the amount of noise sampled onto the diode is quite high (approximately 1 
mVjs). 
• The source follower suffers from the fact that it is manufactured with minimum sized 
devices, which produce a lot of flicker noise. 
2.5.4.3 Correlated double sampling in a 3T Pixel 
Photosensitive cells are usually manufactured with minimum sized MOSFETs as the space 
allocated to the photosensitive device must be as large as possible with respect to the overall 
size of the cell. However the downside of using minimum sized devices is the appearance of 
high V1 mismatch. This is made worse by the variation in silicon quality if the pixel array is 
going to be made very large. In other words it is wise to assume that all cells in an array have 
very different electrical properties, which will be evident in the end product. 
One of the successful ways of removing mismatch is double sampling, whose timing is shown 
in Figure 2.18. One sample is used to measure the data (which will invariably contain mismatch 
information) and the other will measure only mismatch. By subtracting the second sample from 
the first an accurate measurement is obtained. However this method has two drawbacks. The 
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first is that memory, equal to the total number of pixels used in the pixel array, is required for the 
first sample which contains all the offsets. The second drawback comes from the noise injected 
during the reading sequence. As both measurements occur at very different times, the noise 
provided by the source follower will be totally uncorrelated. The noise power contribution of 
the source amplifier will then be amplified by two. 
VRT 
LU 
'[ I 
PIX 
P 7 
RD 
M: 
ntodior1 -rPIX AD COL 
'COL 
J,, ICOL  
RST 
VDD 
RD 
VDD I[\ 
V(PIX) 
integration time 
The offsets in the pixel 	The integrated light 
are read out 	 is read out 
Figure 2.18: Correlated double sampling in a 3T Pixel 
2.5.4.4 Double sampling in a 3T pixel 
The main drawback of the previous system is the fact that memory is required. Memory the size 
of the whole array is an expensive item, thus another timing scheme has been put into place, 
which avoids the use of memory. 
VRT RD 
. 
VDD________ 
P M BUFFER L/ "B 
photdepiX 
RD 
DD VI R 
COL 
V(P[X) 
ICOL  VRTI 
lCOL 2 Integration time 
Figure 2.19: Double sampling in a 3Tpixel 
Figure 2.19 shows the 3T Cell and the timings used to control it. The right hand side describes 
the timing used for the correlated double sampling. At first the pixel is reset, then CpJX is 
permitted to be discharged by the photo-diode. Once the integration time is over the result at 
output is read. Once read, the pixel is reset once more and Cpjx is discharged for a short 
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moment before being re-read. Using these two values, an accurate measurement of light can be 
obtained by subtracting the second from the first. 
Double sampling, however suffers from the fact that thermal noise is being read twice onto the 
pixel for both measurements. As the two noise samples are uncorrelated, their respective noise 
powers are added together. On the other hand the noise due to the source follower (MBUFFER) 
is reduced since it is effectively being sampled twice in rapid succession. 
2.5.4.5 Eliminating the Dark Current 
Dark current is device dependent, but will behave in an orderly manner. Thus it is more or less 
predictable with temperature provided an accurate device dependent measurement is taken. 
Fundamentally, there are two ways of neutralising the effect of dark current. One is to store 
a picture when no light can get to the chip and store it in memory. This has to be done very 
regularly as temperature might change. Such a procedure would require a complex shutter 
system and enough memory to store the effect of dark current for each pixel. Figure 2.20 shows 
how a circuit might use the above to eliminate the effect of dark current. 
RST 	 SHUTTER OPEN 	 SHUTTER CLOSED 
RD 
H / 
V(PIX) 
TL 	- 
V(COL) 
VRT 
-VETEUR) 
Sig-] pW D,k Om, 	Dk CR 
Figure 2.20: Eliminating the effect of dark current using a shutter 
The other approach is to measure the dark current under specific conditions for each pixel in 
the camera and store it in a memory block. As there is a relationship between dark current and 
temperature, a processor could estimate the dark current using the information mesured. The 
resultant value could be used to eliminate the dark current. Note that this method requires no 
mechanical shutter. Figure 2.21 shows a possible layout for this circuit. 
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Figure 2.21: Eliminating the effect of dark current using an equation based approach 
25.4.6 Eliminating the Hidden Node 
In a standard pixel resetting scheme, during the resetting sequence, MRESET  is turned on, 
whilst MREAD  is switched off. However a parasitic capacitor named CHjddenNode,  shown in 
Figure 2.22 will introduce an error in the output. When the pixel is reset, this capacitor is not 
charged as MREAD is off. Once the contents of the pixel are ready to be read, the transistor 
A'IREAD is activated. However this has the nasty side-effect of turning on CHidC1enNOtI.  This 
capacitance will take some of the charge for the pixel capacitance, leading to an error being 
introduced. 
RST 
I 
RD 
BUFFER / 	1irin: 
1 READ E 
PIX 
-I 	_1pix i 	_1 
1 
COL 
I 
T 
Figure 2.22: The origins of the hidden node, and the timing sequence used to minimise its effect 
The way used to combat the error introduced by CJqjd nN 0d, is to ensure that this capacitance 
is pre-charged so that when the contents of the pixel are read out, the hidden node has no effect 
on the output signal. The easy way to do this is to ensure that MREAD  and MRESET  are turned 
on, when the pixel is reset. The action of turning on both transistors, ensures that CHddp.J0d 
is charged up. At the end of the reset sequence, both MREAD and MRESET  are switched 
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off, and the charge contained in CHiddenNocle  is pushed onto the photodiode. When the pixel 
is read out MREAD is turned on, and the charge previously pushed onto the photodiode by 
CHiddnNode is returned to it, giving us a measurement free from the effect of this parasitic 
capacitance. 
2.5.5 Reducing 	noise using soft reset 
Soft reset was introduced by Pain [31]. The idea consists of slowly turning off the reset tran-
sistor at the end of the reset cycle. By doing this the properties of the Reset transistor changes, 
but so also does its noise generation properties. The result is that the noise power sampled onto 
the photo-diode is halved, or square rooted in voltage terms, such that the reset noise sampled 
onto the photo-diode is equal to IET 
2.5.6 Reducing 	noise using capacitive feedback 
In order to further reduce 	noise sampled onto the photo-diode, feedback could be used. 
However an amplifier does not have the bandwidth necessary to reduce the thermal noise, at 
high frequencies. An alternative approach is to apply capacitive feedback. This has been suc-
cessfully done by Boyd Fowler and his team [32] . However the pixels used were quite large 
and only one row of them was laid out. This is mainly due to the fact that the capacitors used 
for the feedback loop, should be much larger than the parasitic ones. 
The idea of using capacitive feedback for a full sized array was investigated by Simony [33]. 
Although the concept worked well in an ideal environment (no parasitics), its performance 
dropped once all the parasitics were introduced into the simulation models. Takayanagi and his 
colleagues managed to produce a working cell, described in [34]. , whose architecture is shown 
in Figure 2.23 and the timing used in Figure 2.24. 
During the reset sequence, MSEL is turned on first. Then transistors MRST1, MRST2 are turned 
on, whilst simultaneously Mpsw and MNSW  are turned off. At this point, MNB  and MBUF 
form a source follower, whereas MPB and MBUF  operate together as an inverter. As MRST1 
is on, the voltage seen on the photodiode is the balance voltage (named Vj*) of the inverter 
made of MpB and MB [IF. As MRST1  is turned off, noise is sampled onto the photodiode, 
but is eliminated by the capacitive feedback made of C2 and C4 . When MRST2  is turned off, 
noise is sampled onto the photodiode, but its intensity is lower than when the pixel was reset 
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by shutting MRST1. 
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Figure 2.23: Pixel with capacitive feedback 
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Figure 2.24: Timing used for the pixel with capacitive feedback 
The idea of using an amplifier in the feedback loop shown by Fowler [32] was slightly altered 
by placing the amplifier in the column. The amplifier was not primarily designed to reduce 
thermal noise with capacitive feedback, but to provide power supply rejection and cancel fixel 
pattern noise. Only noise with a frequency lower than the bandwidth of the amplifier will be 
attenuated. 
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2.5.7 The 4T Pixel 
2.5.7.1 Introduction 
The 4T pixel is basically a hybrid between the pixel used in a CCD camera and the 3T pixel [35]. 
CCD pixels do not suffer from !3II  noise, leading to superior quality pictures. However it relies 
on a technology, which cannot be easily integrated. In order to achieve no noise whilst 
maintaining the possibility of circuit integration, the diode used in CCD is placed in a 3T cell, 
leading to the 4T cell. However it is important to note that a special process is required to get 
the specific pinned photodiode. Its main asset is that no noise can be sampled onto it if it is 
reverse biased beyond a certain voltage. 
2.5.7.2 Operation of a 4T cell 
The schematic of the 4T pixel is shown on the left hand side of Figure 2.25. The node Vpi, of 
the photodiode is reset to VRT by turning on AVIRST and MTX. MTX is then turned off leaving 
the photo-diode to integrate. The sense node is still held to VRT via MRESET.  After a suitable 
integration time, MRESET is turned off letting the sense node float. The output of the pixel is 
read by turning MREAD  on. Once this measurement is made, MTX is turned on connecting 
the SENSE node to the photo-diode. As the photo-diode has been depleted of charge, charge 
flows from the SENSE node flows towards the photodiode, until an equilibrium is reached. 
The output is measured again. The two measurements are stored and combined to give a meas-
urement of light, devoid of transistor offsets and noise, which would have been sampled 
onto CSENSE.  The noise emanating from the buffer is sampled twice in quick succession, 
leading to a reduction in its noise. 
2.5.7.3 Conclusion 
The 4T pixel offers a great advantage with respect to the standard 3T Cell as 	noise is 
cancelled out. However the fill factor is poor as four transistors have to be fitted in a single 
pixel. As area is costly in CMOS design, the pixels should be made as small as possible. With 
this in mind, 4T cells are laid out sharing components, in most cases MRESET,  MBUFFER 
and MREAD. By sharing out these components, 4T cells become 2.5T cells, whose schematic 
is shown on the right of Figure 2.25. However this leads to a row mismatch as pixels on 
consecutive rows are not laid out identically. Such offsets will have to be taken care of during 
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Figure 2.25: The 4T Pixel (left) and the 2.5T pixel (right) 
the postprocessing stages. 
2.5.8 Logarithmic pixels 
2.5.8.1 Introduction 
The dynamic range for a picture is restricted to 50 to 60 dBs range on a linear pixel arrangement, 
as the integration time is clearly defined for a picture. In order to increase this range, logarithmic 
pixels are used, which considerably increases the dynamic range to approximately 120 dBs. 
2.5.8.2 Simple logarithmic pixels 
Figure 2.26 shows two variations of the logarithmic pixel built using the 3T structure. The one 
on the left uses a Pmos transistor connected as a diode, whereas the one on the right uses a 
biased Nmos transistor. Both Nmos or Pmos transistors operate in their sub-threshold region 
as the currents flowing through them are very small. The preferred topology is the one on the 
right, as it offers better integration prospects thanks to its use of only Nmos transistors. As 
MLog is operating in weak inversion 361, its gate-source voltage is given by: 
nkT = 	x In( 1d ) + VT 	 (2.21) q 10 
Logarithmic pixels suffer from two drawbacks. The first is due to the offsets which are dif- 
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Figure 2.26: The logarithmic pixel 
ficult to eliminate. The second is due to the slow response time of the device caused by the 
small currents flowing through the pixel, which can however be solved by using an amplifier 
to improve the response time, as shown by Huppertz [37]. The offsets cannot be solved by 
correlated double sampling, as it is the case for integration based pixels, as demonstrated by 
Joseph et al [38]. The basic idea behind reducing offsets in a logarithmic pixel is to eliminate 
the offsets caused by the transistor MLOG. Loose in [39] , feeds a reference current into MLOC; 
and eliminates its offsets by varying the transistor's gate voltage using a calibration amplifier. 
Collins [40] ,uses a Pmos MLOG transistor with a floating gate, which can be trimmed to reduce 
offsets. Kavadias [41] makes two measurements from the logarithmic pixel. The first measures 
only the pixel current whilst the second measures the photo-current and a reference current. 
By using both results, the fixed FPN caused by V1 mismatch can be cancelled. However this 
method does not eliminate those errors, where VT is not the origin. 
2.5.8.3 Conclusion 
Logarithmic pixels offer a wide dynamic range. The difficulty, however, in reducing the Fixed 
Pattern Noise using a simple circuit makes it a less attractive option than the options presented 
earlier. 
2.5.9 Double junction pixels 
A comprehensive study of the BDJ can be found in Findlater's Thesis [2], so this section will 
simply focus on the design chosen by him, for his camera. The BDJ offers the potential of 
two readings for one pixel, each reading being dependent on the wavelength of the incoming 
signal. To exploit the advantages of such a diode in a camera, the 6T cell shown in Figure 2.27 
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is used. The design is compact and only uses Nmos transistors, but its biasing is critical. If 
biased incorrectly, the BDJ will behave as a bipolar. 
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Figure 2.27: The 6T Pixel used for the BDJ system 
As in a 3T pixel system, the 6T system uses the following three stages: reset, integrate and 
read. During the reset stage, CMRESETP  and MMRESETN are turned on, clamping VpIXP 
and VP!XN to VI? TP and VRTN respectively. In order to avoid making a bipolar out of 
the BDJ, VRTP must be kept smaller than VRTN. Once the diodes are reset, they are left 
to integrate by turning MRESETP  and MMRESETN off. The voltage VPIXN decreases as 
the capactitance on the photodiode N gets discharged. On the other hand VPIXP increases 
with respect to VPIXN. If the integration time is set too high, both nodes might collide with 
each other, transforming the BDJ into a bipolar. Thus the integration time is critical. Once the 
integration time is over, the two pixels are read out by switching MREADN and MREADP On. 
It is important to note that the N readout suffers only from onenoise, whereas the the P 
readout suffers from two. 
Although Findlater points out several problems with pixel to pixel matching, it is very important 
to highlight the fact that the process used was not optimised. 
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2.6 Conclusion 
The basic components and architectures used in CMOS cameras have been summarised. Ideally 
a camera would use a 4T Cell. However the pinned photodiodes used in such systems are not 
available for this project, thus a standard 3T pixed will have to be used. The pixel will be 
controlled with the double sampling timings, as the memory required for correlated double 
sampling proves too costly. Performance will therefore be limited by these constraints. 
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Image reconstruction and quantifying 
its quality 
3.1 Introduction 
This section introduces the fundamental theory behind the construction of a CMOS camera. 
The first topic covered is colour theory, which tells us that colour can be successfully repro-
duced with only three colours. CMOS cameras sample a picture using an array of pixels, 
thus two dimensional sampling theory is also covered. MTF is introduced alongside the tools 
required for assessing the quality of a sampled picture. Once all these concepts have been intro-
duced, the standard method of sampling a picture with a colour filter pattern, know as the Bayer 
pattern [42], is described and from it novel sampling and colour filter patterns are described. 
3.2 Colour Reproduction 
Hunt's "Reproduction of Colour" [43], makes a good starting point for understanding colour 
reproduction theory. Colour can be reproduced successfully if the original image has been 
filtered via at least three colour filter, whose characteristics have been set up by the Comite 
Internationale de 1 'Eclairage (CIE) . Due to their colour characteristics, these are widely know 
as red, green and blue filters. By combining the information selected by the three colours, most 
colours can be reproduced. 
Manufactured filters for a CMOS camera will usually not match the tn-chromatic stimuli of 
the display. This causes incorrect colours to be displayed. A signal processing step, called 
colour matrixing is used to alter the raw information, so that colours as close as possible to the 
correct colours are displayed. Assuming that the raw data is decomposed into the three colour 
components, r, gj and b1 and the colour produced on the display is decomposed into three sets 
of colours named r0 , g0 and b 0 , the correct colour can be displayed from the raw data captured 
by using the following Equation: 
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The coefficients of the matrix, rn11 to in 3 , and the offsets, Toffset and bjjse t are found exper-
imentally. To obtain the coefficients experimentally, the following procedure was used. Twenty 
four pictures of known colours were taken under D65 lighting conditions. The random noise 
taken with each picture was reduced by averaging 256 pictures of the same colour. The mean 
and standard deviation of the colour was then calculated. Although only the mean is used to 
find the coefficients of the colour matrix, the standard deviation is a useful parameter to express 
a degree of confidence in the quality of the measurement. Once the twenty four mean values 
are found, twenty four colour matrices can be computed. Since only one colour matrix can be 
used, it will have to be a compromise of the twenty four experimentally found matrices. This 
is done using a Least Square Fit [44]. The main drawback of such a method, is the increase in 
noise for each of the output colour channels, as the uncorrelated noise in the three input colour 
channels are added together. 
Two programs were available, one written by S.G Smith, the other by K.M. Findlater and both 
were used by the author in his experiments. Two different sets of red, green and blue filters 
were used, thus two different colour matrix coefficients had to be determined. The results for 
both sets of filters are shown in Table 3.1. 
coefficient values for the filters 
used in the colorised chip 
values for the filters 
used to create colour patterns 
for the non-colorised chip 
m 11 1.69 1.55754 
rn 12 -0.69 -0.118027 
M13 0 -0.439517 
M21 -0.19 -0.299688 
M22 1.46 1.50428 
M23 -0.29 -0.204592 
-0.14 0.285712 
M32 -0.75 -1.89847 
77-133 1.89 2.611276 
Table 3.1: Results for the colour matrix coefficients 
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3.3 Sampling Theory 
3.3.1 Introduction 
As a CMOS camera is composed of an array of pixels, the picture the camera takes is a digital 
sample of the image. In order to explain the effects of sampling, one dimensional sampling is 
explained and then the concept is generalised to two dimensions. 
3.3.2 One-dimensional sampling 
Figure 3.1 shows a row of pixels, which will be used to capture an image. Each pixel will 
only take a measurement of an area of the scenery. By having many pixels, many points of the 
image can be taken, and from these points a picture can be reconstructed. In order to make the 
mathematics easier, the measurement the pixel takes of an area of the picture, is idealised as a 
particular sample of the scenery, as shown in the bottom of Figure 3.1. Such a simplification, 
however, will lead to some discrepancies between the theoretical results and practical results, 
as shown by Theuvissen [45] 
IIINlI' 
AoQIif,do of tm.00iy 
Figure 3.1: Real and idealised sampling in 1D 
The only portion of an image, which can be accurately be reproduced, is the one where the 
rate of change of data with distance is lower than the number of samples taken from it, as 
shown in Figure 3.2. As the rate of change of the data increases and reaches a similar order 
of magnitude to the rate of sampling, the accuracy of the reconstructed data becomes lower. 
If the rate of change of the data with distance becomes greater than the sampling rate then 
the data cannot be correctly reproduced. Sampling theory says that a band-limited signal with 
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maximum frequency fmax,  can only be reconstructed successfully if the samples taken from 
it are at a distance 2X)—ax'  In other words a sine wave can only be detected if two samples 
per wavelength are taken. The maximum continuous time frequency, which can successfully 
be reproduced when sampled is known as the Nyquist frequency. The Nyquist frequency is 
equal to th where d is the distance between two pixels. If the sampling rate is lower than 
the information in the data then distortion occurs. These distortions, due to under-sampling, are 
known as aliasing in signal processing, or Moire effects in optics. 
Figure 3.2: Sampling in one dimension 
3.3.3 One dimensional sampling seen from a frequency point of view 
Consider a signal s(d). By applying a Fourier transform to it as shown in Equation 3.2, its 
frequency domain equivalent S(f) can be found. 
CC 
S(f) 
= 	
s(d) x e 2 d 	 (3.2) 
Let s(d) be sampled by an idealised row of pixels of width x o . The result in the spatial domain 
would be Ek  s(d) x 6(x - kx o ), where k is a whole number. Converting it to the frequency 
domain leads to a convolution of the Fourier Transform of both elements, i.e. V k,5(f) * z.\(f - 
kf0 ), where Jo = i-, and k is still a whole number. 
Figure 3.3 visualises the two equations above, by showing a spatial signal s(d) being sampled 
at different rates on the left hand side. On the right hand side, the same signals are being visu-
alised from a frequency domain angle. The three sampling rates show the three cases possible: 
oversampling, sampling at the Nyquist rate and under-sampling. In both the oversampling and 
sampling at the Nyquist rate, no aliasing is observed in the time domain. This is confirmed in 
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the frequency domain, as the real data and its images do not touch each other. On the other 
hand, in the case where the data is under-sampled, aliasing occurs. This is very clearly seen in 
the frequency domain, when the data and its images overlap with each other [46]. 
SPATIAL DOMAIN 	 IREQIJEJ4I.Y DOMAIN 
SAMPLING RATE IS GREATER THAN TILE NYQUIST RATE 
SAMPLING RATE IS EQUAL TO TILE NYQUIET RATE 
I - _y7h - 
SAMPLING RATE IS LOWER 11IAN TILE NYQIJLST RATE 
AUASINQ 
Figure 3.3: Spatial and frequency representation of sampling 
3.3.4 Viewing the frequency response of a row of pixels 
Viewing a signal from the spatial frequency point of view is very useful, as one can visualise 
the aliasing clearly. To achieve this the signal s(d) should be a sine wave whose frequency is 
proportional to d, as shown in Equation 3.3, where A is a constant: 
s(d) = sin (Ad 2 ) 
	
(3.3) 
If the image contents are below Nyquist image is correctly reproduced. However, as the fre-
quency of the signal gets larger, artifacts appear in the image as the real signal can no longer be 
displayed correctly. 
3.3.5 Two-dimensional sampling 
Camera imaging pixels are generally placed in a two dimensional plane in order to capture a 
picture. The positioning of each pixel with respect to its neighbours has a direct effect on the 
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aliasing pattern. As shown earlier, aliasing is visualised better in the frequency domain, thus 
the dimensional sampling theory tends to formulate results in this domain rather than the spatial 
one. 
3.3.6 Frequency representation of a two-dimensional pixel array 
Figure 3.4 shows the interleaved and non-interleaved sampling pattern schemes, which describe 
the most common lattices used in digital cameras. Dubois's analysis [47] of both sampling 
schemes is purely analytical and will not be reproduced here. Instead a visual interpretation of 
the two dimensional sampling patterns used in this thesis will be presented. 
dl I  
Non—interleaved sampling pattern 
• . • . . • 
• • I S I S 
• S S S I I 
• . . I S • 
• I • S • • 
• . . S S S 
d2 
Interleaved sampling pattern 
OP 
dl 	! I ! 	! I! 
Figure 3.4: The interleaved and non-interleaved sampling patterns 
To visually find the Nyquist and folding frequencies in a one-dimensional system, the distance d 
between two samples is evaluated, from which the folding and Nyquist frequencies can be com-
puted as 1 and 1 respectively. In the two dimensional spatial domain, the one-dimensional 
sampling point becomes a sampling line. In the two dimensional frequency domain, the Nyquist 
frequency becomes the Nyquist boundary, the folding frequency becomes the folding point. 
The spatial plane on the left hand side of Figure 3.5, describes the pixel array made of non-
interleaved rectangles of height d1 and length d2 . Note that each rectangle can be represented 
by a sampling point. The spatial plane in the middle of Figure 3.5 describes the pixel array with 
its four sets of sampling lines. Note that the sampling lines passing through the central pixel 
have been omitted for clarity purposes. 
Consider the horizontal sampling lines. A two-dimensional signal is going to be vertically 
sampled by these lines for every step equal to d 1 . Converting this to the frequency domain, a 
folding point will appear for every frequency step equal to in the vertical direction. d i 
Consider the vertical sampling lines. A two-dimensional signal is going to be horizontally 
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Figure 3.5: Determining the frequency response of the non-interpolated array 
sampled by these lines for every step equal to d2 . Converting this to the frequency domain, a 
folding point will appear for every frequency step equal to 1 in the horizontal direction. 
Consider the first set of diagonal sampling lines. A two-dimensional signal is going to be 
diagonally sampled in the tan- di  direction, for every incremental steps of length 
Converting this into the frequency domain, will give a folding point in the tan (2),  for every 
step equal to 	= 	+ () 2 
Finally consider the second set of diagonal sampling lines. A two-dimensional signal is go- 
ing to be diagonally sampled in the -tan- ' (2)  direction, for every incremental steps of 
di 
length 	Converting this into the frequency domain, will give a folding point in the 
-tan— ' (2.),  for every step equal to 	= 	+ ( JIL 
Combining the information given above, the folding points can be placed on a two dimensional 
frequency plane, as shown on the right hand side of Figure 3.5. As every folding point is an 
image of the central point, the Nyquist boundary can be plotted as a rectangle of length 
and height 
The spatial plane on the left hand side of Figure 3.6, describes an interleaved pixel array using 
pixels twice as long as they are high. Note that each rectangle can be replaced by a sampling 
point. The lattice created by the lattice is a square one, rotated by 45 1 . The spatial plane in the 
middle of Figure 3.6, describes the pixel array its four sets of sampling lines. 
Consider the horizontal sampling lines. A two-dimensional signal is going to be vertically 
sampled by these lines for every step equal to d. Converting this to the frequency domain, a 
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Figure 3.6: Determining the frequency response of the interpolated array made up with rect-
angles whose length's are twice their height 
folding point will appear for every frequency step equal to in the vertical direction. 
Consider the vertical sampling lines. A two-dimensional signal is going to be horizontally 
sampled by these lines for every step equal to d. Converting this to the frequency domain, a 
folding point will appear for every frequency step equal to in the horizontal direction. 
Consider the first set of diagonal sampling lines. A two-dimensional signal is going to be diag-
onally sampled in the —45 1 direction, for every incremental steps of length d x Converting 
this into the frequency domain, will give a folding point in the —45° direction, for every step 
equal to 
Finally consider the second set of diagonal sampling lines. A two-dimensional signal is going 
to be diagonally sampled in the 45 1  direction, for every incremental steps of length d x 
Converting this into the frequency domain, will give a folding point in the 45° direction, for 
every step equal to 
Combining the information given above, the folding points can be placed on a two dimensional 
frequency plane, as shown on the right hand side of Figure 3.6. As every folding point is 
an image of the central point, the Nyquist boundary can be plotted as a right angled isoceles 
triangle whose equal sides equal . 
The spatial plane on the left hand side of Figure 3.7, describes an interleaved pixel array using 
hexagonal pixels. Note that each hexagonal pixel can be replaced by a sampling point. The 
spatial plane in the middle of Figure 3.6, describes the pixel array its four sets of sampling 
lines. 
Consider the horizontal sampling lines. A two-dimensional signal is going to be vertically 
sampled by these lines for every step equal to Y13d . Converting this to the frequency domain, 
45 
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Figure 3.7: Determining the frequency response of the interpolated array made up with 
hexagonal pixels 
a folding point will appear for every frequency step equal toin the vertical direction. 
Consider the vertical sampling lines. A two-dimensional signal is going to be horizontally 
sampled by these lines for every step equal to 4 . Converting this to the frequency domain, a 
folding point will appear for every frequency step equal to 1 in the horizontal direction. d. 
Consider the first set of diagonal sampling lines. A two-dimensional signal is going to be 
diagonally sampled in the 300  direction, for every incremental steps of length Converting 
this into the frequency domain, will give a folding point in the 30°, for every step equal to 
Finally consider the second set of diagonal sampling lines. A two-dimensional signal is going 
to be diagonally sampled in the —30 0 direction, for every incremental steps of length i.L • 
Converting this into the frequency domain, will give a folding point in the —30°, for every step 
equal to dxJT 
Combining the information given above, the folding points can be placed on a two dimensional 
frequency plane, as shown on the right hand side of Figure 3.7. As every folding point is an 
image of the central point, the Nyquist boundary can be plotted as a quarter of a hexagon, 
whose boundaries within two circles of radiusand 2 respectively. A hexagon is often 
used to model circles, as shown in mobile phone cell theory. A hexagonal Nyquist boundary 
ensures that resolution is more or less the same whatever the direction the signal is travelling, 
leading to the fact that hexagonal sampling is the most efficient way of capturing a circularly 
bandlimited signal [48,49]. The improvement over a standard rectangular lattice is evaluated 
at 13.4 percent [501. Although one can argue that images of the world are not necessarily 
circularly bandlimited [1], the argument behind the use of a hexagons, mainly lies with research 
conducted in animal vision, which shows that photoreceptors contained in the eye are placed 
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according to a hexagonal grid [51,52]. 
3.4 Quantifying the quality of a picture 
3.4.1 Introduction 
The quality of an imaging device can be measured and quantified using an optical transfer func-
tion, commonly referred to as OTE Similarly to audio systems, OTF is divided into two com-
ponents: magnitude and phase. The magnitude is referred to as Modulation Transfer Function 
or MTF, while phase is referred to as Phase Transfer Function or PTF. In a properly focussed 
system, the effects of phase can be often neglected, and the MTF alone is used to define the 
performance of a camera. 
Modulation is the variation of a sinusoidal signal about its average value or in mathematical 
terms the peak amplitude of a sinusoidal signal. A modulation transfer function is the ratio 
between the output modulation and the input modulation [53]. Usually the MTF's amplitude is 
plotted against the frequency of the modulating signal. 
Normally MTFs are used as linear filters, as they are easier to handle and still can provide a 
good overview of a system. However, although most blocks in a camera can be characterised 
as a linear filters, the same cannot be said of the lattice on which the pixels are placed, which 
is basically a two dimensional sampling device. The addition of the pixel array will require a 
convolution, rather than a straight multiplication used for the other elements. 
3.4.2 The MTF of a camera 
3.4.3 Introduction 
Figure 3.8 describes the different blocks used in a CMOS digital camera. Each individual block 
has its own MTF, which can be expressed mathematically [54]. Before combining the different 
blocks to get an overview on how the system works, each individual part is described. 
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Figure 3.8: A camera system 
3.4.4 The Lens 
The lens is used to focus the image onto the array of pixels. It also behaves as a filter for high 
frequency spatial information. If used correctly, this property can be used to prevent aliasing 
when sampling the picture. The MTF of a circular, clear aperture, diffraction limited lens is 
given in Equation 3.4 [55]. 
MTFL ens = 	x 
	
where 	foc 
Ix 
for 	f 
else MTFL ens 
[cos1() - Ix x 	- (k ) 21 	(3.4) 
bc bc bc 
is the optical cutoff of the lens and, 
is the spatial frequency of the image. 
<foc 
=0. 
Figure 3.9 shows the normalised response of this equation on a two dimensional plane. As the 
reader will observe, low spatial frequencies are left unaltered, whilst higher ones are attenuated. 
3.4.4.1 The pixel array with the colour filter 
In our case the receiver is a block of pixels with filters on them. This means the picture is being 
sampled at a certain rate, and the colour contained within this picture is being sampled further. 
The MTF of the pixel array can be decomposed into two parts: the pixel, and the lattice on 
which the pixels are placed. 
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Amplitude 
fx 
Figure 3.9: The normalised MTF of the lens 
Similarly to a sampling pulse, the pixel has a sinc response, which is dictated by the dimensions 
of the photo-detector. However, thanks to the presence of a micro-lens above it, the dimensions 
of the photo-detector are artificially increased to be close to the actual size of the pixel. As the 
detector may be rectangular rather than square, the length and width of the pixel are taken into 
account as illustrated in Equation 3.5. 
MTFDetcctor  (fr, fy) = SIflC (dHfr )SinC(dVf p ) 	 (3.5) 
where dH is the height of the pixel, and 
dv is the length of the pixel. 
The lattice on which the pixels are placed, has an effect on the overall quality of the picture and 
hence is added to this MTF analysis. As the standard square lattice is the most common, its 
MTF contribution is shown in Figure 3.10. It is important to note that the lattice has no effect 
on the gain, but contributes to aliasing. As the lattice operates as a sampling device, it cannot 
be multiplied with the other contributions but must be convolved with them. 
fx 
Figure 3.10: The MTF of the lattice 
The attenuation provided by the MTF of a pixel is not usually within the Nyquist boundaries 
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set by the lattice, therefore the attenuating effect of the pixel is often ignored. Therefore the 
pixel is visualised as an ideal sample, represented by the fermi dirac function. 
3.4.4.2 The electrical portion of the circuitry 
An ideal electrical circuit would have no effect on the signal seen by the pixel. However, this is 
not the case in real life, as electrical circuits will add noise, distortion and truncation errors (if 
an AID converter is used). As more than one pixel is read at one time, several identical electrical 
circuits will be performing the same task at one moment in time. Any mismatch between these 
circuits will have a detrimental effect on the picture taken. 
3.4.4.3 Combining all the MTFs 
Referring to Figure 3.8, the expression for the MTF for the entire array can be written as de-
scribed in Equation 3.6. 
MTFtotai = ((MTF1 en3 X !VITFpjxe i) * MTFi att ice ) X MTFe iecironics 	(3.6) 
Equation 3.6 is illustrated in Figure 3.11, where an image is being captured. The cutoff of the 
lens is chosen to ensure that no aliasing occurs in the array. Due to the non-ideal differences in 
pixel and column amplifier reponse (e.g. offsets, etc), the electronics MTF is different for each 
pixel. 
3.4.4.4 Conclusion 
This section has briefly introduced how a camera's performance can be described. The import-
ant aspects to remember are that the lenses dampen high frequency signals and the array of 
pixels will introduce sampling errors if the incoming data is not properly filtered. 
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Figure 3.11: The MTF of the total circuit 
3.4.5 Testing the performance of a camera 
3.4.5.1 Introduction 
There is more than one approach available to measuring the performance of a camera. The test 
patterns can either be one dimensional or two dimensional, and both give important information 
about the performance of the camera. 
Two methods are described here. The first is known as the bar test, which basically tests the 
camera's spatial frequency in one direction. Although this may seem rather limited, as a camera 
is a two dimensional object, the test can be directly placed onto the camera using metal layers, 
leading to very accurate results. The second test is known as the chirp test. A chirp is a two 
dimensional spatial frequency test, which cannot be placed directly on the chip. 
3.4.5.2 The bar target 
Figure 3.12 shows a bar target. It contains one spatial frequency (in cycles per mm) applied 
to only one direction. The intensity of the bar changes between white and black at a specified 
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spatial frequency. 
The bar target can be slightly altered by replacing the sine wave, by a square wave. Such a 
modification enables us to use it directly on silicon via the highest layer of metal. If the effect 
of the lens needs to be taken into account, a poster of the bar target is produced and a picture 
of it is taken by the camera. The relative simplicity of this test has ensured its wide use. Being 
able to apply the test directly on the silicon or away from it, permits us to isolate the lens and 
see its affect on the picture. Once a picture using the bar chart as a target is obtained, the output 
is compared to the input, and the modulation transfer calculated as the output modulation over 
the input modulation, as described by Williams [56] . The bar chart is replaced by another one 
with a different frequency, the experiment is performed again and a new modulation transfer is 
calculated. Once enough frequencies are tested, all the results are plotted on a curve comparing 
the modulation transfer versus the frequency at which the bar chart is operating. 
Figure 3.12: The bar target (single sinewave) 
The whole sequence of using many bar charts, each with different frequencies can be simplified, 
by using a bar chart known as the one dimensional chirp, whose frequency linearly increases 
from one side of it to the other, as shown in Figure 3.13. 
However the main drawback of the bar chart, is that it only tests the performance of the camera 
in one direction. As a camera is a two dimensional device, many pictures will have to be taken 
in order to get an idea of the performance of the device in a two dimensional plane for all 
signal frequencies. This is time consuming, thus another method is preferred, called the two 
dimensional chirp chart test (from now on referred to as simply as the chirp chart). 
The second drawback of the one dimensional chirp chart is the difficulty of calculating the MTF 
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Figure 3.13: The one dimensional chirp chart 
as the one dimensional chirp chart target's frequency increases as discussed by Granger [57]. 
Granger proposes to perform an edge test using a knife target setup. Edge data can be extracted, 
and its second moment data converted into a modulation transfer function, which would then 
be used as an image quality metric. Although the method sounds promising, the setup of the 
experiment is not simple. The only way to ensure that the edge is correctly produced is to fit 
the mask straight onto the silicon as a top metal layer. However, this would require a special 
process if the experiment were to be setup correctly. These facilities were not available for this 
project. 
3.4.5.3 The chirp chart 
The chirp chart, shown in Figure 3.14 is a two dimensional monochrome image, which facilit-
ates the visualisation of aliasing effects. Basically it is a sine wave whose frequency increases 
linearly with its distance from its origin. The chirp chart can be used in two ways to visualise 
the aliasing of a particular camera. One method described by Kimura et al [58] permits the 
simulation of the aliasing using a computer. The other is to take a picture using a camera with 
no filter, and artificially create the colour filter pattern in software. The latter method will give 
a more realistic answer, as all the limitations in the camera design will be taken into account. 
This procedure however, requires a camera to be designed, which is not always possible. 
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Figure 3.14: The chirp chart 
3.4.6 Conclusion 
There are many tests available to check the performance of an array of pixels. However the 
only one, which can give immediate information on aliasing etc, for a two dimensional plane 
is the chirp chart. It can be used to check the performance of a chip, but also can be used to 
simulate the performance of an array. 
3.5 Detecting colour 
3.5.1 Introduction 
Having introduced the basic concepts used in camera systems, this section will compare the 
performance of different shapes of arrays and colour filter patterns. Using two dimensional 
sampling theory, the frequency domain of each type of array/colour filter combination will be 
analysed in order to view how much information can be captured by the camera without causing 
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aliasing. The results will be corroborated with chirp charts, which will have been sampled 
using the same array/colour filter combination. In order to compare the different systems, it is 
assumed that each array should cover the same area of silicon. The number of pixels should 
also be the same for each system. 
The processing stages used to reconstruct an image from a CMOS sensor with a tn-chromatic 
colour filter have been overviewed by Jung et al [59], or described in more detail by D'Luna et 
al [601. Figure 3.15 describes how colour is captured on a CMOS camera and the steps used to 
reconstruct a colour image. Only the processing stages indicated by an asterisk are discussed, 
as the others will be common to the different systems. Interpolation is the stage in which 
the missing colour information is estimated and the aperture correction is used to improve the 
edges. The display is assumed to be made of an array of squares, thus a resampler is required 
when more exotic arrays are used. 
Red 
Blue 
Red 
Blue 
Red 
Blue 
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Green Green Green 
CMOS * Colour * Colour Aperture 	* Resampler )IE 
Image Interpolation Correction Correction 
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Figure 3.15: Preprocessing stages used to reconstruct colour 
3.5.2 The Bayer Pattern 
3.5.2.1 Introduction 
The Bayer pattern [42], shown in Figure 3.16 is the current industry tn-chromatic colour filter 
pattern. 
Red Pixel 
Green Pixel 
Green Pixel 
Blue Pixel 
Figure 3.16: The Bayer pattern 
As the reader will notice, the green colour is sampled at double the rate of the red or blue colour. 
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This creates an uneven sampling rate for the three different colours, leading to uneven aliasing 
for the three colour channels. However, this drawback is compensated by the fact that green is 
a wide-band colour filter, which detects luminosity very well. 
3.5.2.2 Colour aliasing due to the Bayer pattern 
Figure 3.17 describes visually how the frequency response of the Bayer pattern can be determ-
ined theoretically. The figure is decomposed into four boxes. The top left hand box, shows how 
the frequency response of an array of square pixels without any filters is built. This will tell us 
which folding points are caused by the array itself. The top right hand box, shows the array of 
red pixels (pixels with a red filter). From this box, the aliasing caused by the red pixels can be 
determined. The experiment is repeated for the green (bottom left hand box) and blue (bottom 
right hand box) colour channels. 
Look at the box on the top left of Figure 3.17, containing the information concerning the array 
of pixels with no filters on it. The top left spatial diagram in the box shows the array of pixels. 
In order to apply sampling theory to this array, every pixel is represented by a sample point. 
The result is displayed on the top right spatial diagram. Referring back to Figure 3.5, the 
two dimensional frequency domain of the filter is determined and plotted on the bottom right 
frequency plot. All folding points are displayed. The maximum amount of information which 
can be gathered without causing aliasing is shown on the two dimensional frequency diagram 
on the bottom left, and is a square of sidelength . 
Information about the red channel is displayed on the top right box in Figure 3.17. In this box, 
the top left spatial diagram shows the red pixels as they would be placed according to the Bayer 
pattern. Each red pixel samples red information and is represented as a sampling point on the 
top right spatial diagram. This diagram is converted to the frequency domain using Figure 3.5; 
the resulting two dimensional frequency diagram being plotted on the bottom right. Using this 
plot, the maximum resolution in the red channel without aliasing appearing is determined and 
showed on the bottom right frequency plot. The amount of information which can be captured 
by the red pixels, without causing aliasing is contained within a square with a sidelength of 
The green channel is the most sampled colour in the Bayer pattern. Information about it is 
described in the bottom left box in Figure 3.17. The top left spatial diagram in this box shows 
where the green pixels lie on the array according to the Bayer pattern. Each green pixel is rep- 
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Figure 3.17: Aliasing in the different colour channels when the Bayer pattern is used 
resented by a sampling point resulting in the top right spatial plot. This plot is converted to the 
frequency domain using the information provided by Figure 3.6. Using this two dimensional 
frequency plot, the amount of information the green channel can capture without causing au-
asing can be estimated to be within a right angled isoceles triangle whose equal sides are of 
length th. 
The blue channel is described in the bottom right box and as it is sampled in a comparable 
fashion to the red channel. Thus has the same frequency domain properties (only the phase will 
change). 
The above information provides us with the location for the aliasing points in the three colour 
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channels. To confirm this analysis a program was written by the author, after listening to 
recommendations from S.G.Smith, which sampled a chirp chart the way the Bayer filter would 
in order view how the aliasing would occur ideally. The results are shown in Figure 3.18 
Figure 3.18: Colour aliasing caused by the Bayer Pattern 
The top left puddle in Figure 3.18 is the original one. The other black and white puddles are 
folded (aliased) images, whose origins are plotted in the two dimensional frequency plane for 
the array of square pixels. As shown in Figure 3.17, blue and red sampling mirror points have 
the same frequency. Thus the red and blue puddles are caused by their sampling mirror points. 
The green and violet puddles are caused by the sampling mirror of the three colour channels 
being superimposed in the frequency domain. To explain why some puddles are green and 
violet rather than being a separately red green and blue puddle, one needs to look at a Bayer 
pattern diagonally. One line is always green, whereas its adjacent diagonal lines are red and 
blue (i.e. purple). 
3.5.2.3 Bilinear Interpolation 
Figure 3.19 shows how the missing data caused by the presence of filters can be reconstructed. 
Although better interpolation methods are available, such processes require a lot of processing 
power, making them not so attractive for a camera on a chip. It is shown in the literature, that 
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most cameras on a chip do in fact use standard bilinear interpolation. All three colours detected 
by the camera are separated into their respective channels: the red, green and blue channels. 
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Figure 3.19: Applying bilinear interpolation for the Bayer Pattern 
The missing data from each colour channel is reconstructed using its neighbours, which pos-
sess real colour information. Let us consider pixel A in the red channel. The amount of red 
information it has can be estimated from its four neighbours: the top left one, the bottom left 
one, the top right one and the bottom right one. Pixel B's colour content can be estimated using 
its left and right neighbours, whereas pixel C's colour information can be deduced using its top 
and bottom neighbours. 
Figure 3.20 shows the three situations in which the a non-red pixel has to have its red content 
estimated by using the results of its red neighbours. In the three cases, the pixel, which has to 
have its red content estimated is placed on row i, and column j, and their red content value is 
written as Rij. The formulas used to estimate the red content of the non-red pixels in the same 
environment as pixels A to C in Figure 3.20 are given in Equation 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 respectively. 
Rij = 	X R+1,+i + x R_1 ,j 1 + x R1,_i + x R_ 1 ,_ 1 	(3.7) 
Rij = 	• R+1, + x 	 (3.8) 
• R, 3 +1 + x R_1 	 (3.9) 
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Figure 3.20: Applying bilinear interpolation to estimate the red light received by a non-red 
pixel. 
All pixels, which cannot detect green light, have four neighbours (top, bottom, left and right), 
as shown in Figure 3.21. The green content of any non-green pixel in the same situation as 
pixel D in Figure 3.21, lying on row i and column j, is annoted G1, 3 and is computed using 
Equation 3.10. 
Gjj = x 	+ x G_i + x Gi + x G_1, 	(3.10) 
INII  . 
Figure 3.21: Applying bilinear interpolation to estimate the green light received by a non-
green pixel. 
Figure 3.22 shows the three situations in which a non-blue pixel will be placed with respect to 
blue pixels. The amount of blue light these three pixels E, F and G receive are computed using 
Equations 3.11 to 3.13. The quantity of blue light received by a pixel on row i and column  is 
annotated B, 3 . 
	
= 	x B 1 , +1 + x B_ 1 , 1 + x B,_1 + x B_ 1 ,_ 1 	(3.11) 
ij = 	x 	+ x B1_ 1 , 	 (3.12) 
B1, = 	x 	-- x B_ 1 	 (3.13) 
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Figure 3.22: Applying bilinear interpolation to estimate the blue light received by a non-blue 
pixel. 
Bilinear interpolation is often criticised as it tends to smooth the image, thus other methods have 
been devised. Cai has presented a saturation based adaptive inverse gradient interpolation [61], 
which extends the work done by Kimmel [621. However these processes are compute and 
memory intensive. 
Kuno [63] assumes in that red green and blue correlate for sudden changes (containing high fre-
quency information), and uses the green channel (the most sampled and hence the most sensitive 
to high frequencies) to extend the frequency range of the blue and red channels. Doswald [64] 
follows similar principles as Kuno but with slightly different formulae in the case where high 
frequency information is present. 
On the other side of the scale, Kuo [65] tries to reduce as far as possible the complexity of the 
circuitry by combining the bilinear interpolation and the colour correction stages. 
3.5.2.4 Aperture correction 
Aperture correction is used to highlight the edges in a picture. The utility of such a technique 
is very well described by Jung in [66], who points out that eyes are actually designed to detect 
edges. By emphasising the high frequency components, the subjective quality of the picture 
finds itself enhanced. 
The basic idea consists of taking the high frequency components of the picture using a Lapla-
cian high pass filter, as shown by S.G.Smith [67]. The data is then fed through a non-linear gain 
stage. This non-linear gain stage ensures that a uniform surface does not find itself corrupted 
with high pass information; and that edges are not over emphasised. 
In order to achieve this, the gain stage has a gain of zero below a certain lower cutoff point, 
a fixed gain above the lower cut-off point but below a higher cut-off point. The information 
above the cut-off point is clamped. 
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Figure 3.23: Laplacian filter used on the green channel 
As the green channel has the most samples and a wide-band filter, it is used to build the high 
pass information, as shown in Figure 3.23. Added to that, Stefano et al [68], applied aperture 
correction for the three colour channels, using their respective information rather than use only 
the information from the green channel for the high pass image, and did not observe a sig-
nicant improvement. Equation 3.14 describe how the high pass content of a pixel is derived 
using its luminosity content and that of its green neighbours, according to the Laplacian filter. 
H ighpas.sG23  is the high pass content of a pixel with a green filter on row i and column j, and 
G,3 is the green content of the same pixel. 
highpas.sG2 , = 4 x G1, - G+1,+1 - G21 ,_ 1 - G1_1,+ - G1_1 , 1 	(3.14) 
As the information is constructed from the raw data, bilinear interpolation will have to be 
performed to give a value to the missing points in the array. The final high pass picture is 
then placed on all channels. The fact that only one channel is used for the whole process of 
enhancing the edge, ensures that the hardware is kept to a minimum. 
3.5.2.5 Conclusion 
The Bayer pattern is the current industry standard colour filter array. Although there is a 
sampling mismatch between the colour channels, the green channel provides most of the lu-
minosity, which is required to get the outline of the picture. The aliasing caused by the under-
sampling in the red and blue channels can often reduced by post-processing, whereby the high 
frequency component of each of these channels is replaced by that of the green channel. 
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3.5.3 Rotated Bayer 
3.5.3.1 Introduction 
Figure 3.24 shows how the average power in 500 pictures is distributed. Figure 3.24 tells us that 
visual information is contained mainly in the horizontal and vertical directions rather than in the 
diagonal direction. In order to ensure that a camera is composed of square pixels matches such 
a power density distribution, Yamada [1] proposes to rotate the Bayer pattern by 45 degrees. 
This section will show that although Yamada's assumption is entirely correct if a rotated array 
of monochrome square pixels is considered, the assumption is no longer valid once the colour 
filter pattern is placed on the array. 
requency) 
Figure 3.24: Average power density distribution for 500 pictures [1] 
3.5.3.2 The layout strategy to implement the rotated Bayer in a CMOS sensor 
The left hand side of Figure 3.25 shows the ideal rotated Bayer array. Such a structure is not 
a preferred configuration since horizontal rows of rectangles are preferred for manufacturing 
reasons . The right hand side of Figure 3.25, illustrates a way of emulating the rotated Bayer 
pattern using a more standard approach to building an array of pixels. In order to compare this 
way of capturing an image, with others, the area of an individual pixel must be kept the same 
as the one for the standard Bayer pattern. This results in a pixel, which is twice as long as it is 
high. For comparative purposes with the standard Bayer pattern, its width is x d, and its 
height is, d being the sidelength of a square pixel used with the Bayer pattern. 
One favourable aspect of the rotated Bayer pattern is that the green filters are all placed on a 
line reducing fringe effects caused by having two different types of adjacent filters. 
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Figure 3.25: An idealised and an easily manufacturable rotated Bayer pattern 
3.5.3.3 Colour aliasing in the rotated Bayer system 
Figure 3.26 describes how the frequency response of the Bayer pattern can be determined theor-
etically. Similarly to the case with the Bayer pattern, Figure 3.26 is presented as four quadrants. 
The top left quadrant shows the frequency response of the array of pixels without the colour 
filters placed on it. This will give us an indication of which aliasirig points are due to the array 
itself. The top right quadrant shows the array of pixels covered with the red filter, from which 
the aliasing caused by red pixels can be determined. The bottom left quadrant shows the green 
channel, whereas the bottom right channel shows the blue channel. 
Consider the top left quadrant in Figure 3.26, which contains information about the array of 
pixels, without the filters. The top left spatial diagram in this quadrant shows the array of 
pixels. Each pixel is represented by a sampling point in the top right spatial diagram. Using 
Figure 3.6, the two dimensional frequency plot of the raw array of pixels can be determined. 
The result is shown in the bottom right frequency plot. Using this frequency plot, the maximum 
amount of information the array can correctly sample without causing aliasing is displayed in 
the bottom left frequency plot. The information is contained within a right angled isoceles 
triangle with the equal side equal to 3. As is pointed out by Yamada et al [I], this structure is 
optimum for sampling information, according to the frequency spectrum given in Figure 3.24. 
Information about the red channel is displayed on the top right box in Figure 3.26. The top 
left spatial diagram of this box shows the pixels how they would be placed according to the 
rotated Bayer pattern. Each red sample is represented as a sampling point on the top right 
spatial diagram. Using Figure 3.6, a two dimensional frequency plot shown in the bottom left 
corner of the box can be derived. The maximum amount of red information the camera can read 
without causing aliasing in the red channel is contained within a right angled isoceles triangle 
with the equal side equal toThe blue channel, whose information is displayed in the box 
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Figure 3.26: Aliasing in the different colour channels when the rotated Bayer is used 
on bottom right corner of Figure 3.26, has the same properties as the red channel if the phase 
response is ignored. 
The green channel is the most densely sampled colour channel. It contains most information 
about luminosity giving it a strong influence on the overall quality of the picture. The inform-
ation about the green channel is displayed on the bottom left box in Figure 3.26. The top left 
spatial diagram of this box, shows the allocation of green filters on the array. Each green pixel 
is replaced by a sampling point on the top right spatial diagram. Using Figure 3.5, the spatial 
diagram is converted into a two dimensional frequency as shown in the bottom right plot. The 
maximum amount of information the green channel can reproduce without causing any aliasing 
is shown on the bottom left frequency plot. The area covers a square with a side equal to 
reconstruction and quantifying its quality 
With respect to the (original) Bayer pattern, the frequency response for the red/blue colour 
channel has been extended in the horizontallvertical directions. On the other hand, the green 
channel, which is most sensitive to luminosity, sees its effectiveness at capturing pictures on 
the horizontal/vertical direction actually reduce, although its resolution in the diagonal direction 
increases 
41(3 
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Figure 3.27: Aliasing in the rotated Bayer pattern 
In order to visualise the effects of aliasing in the three colour channels, a two dimensional 
monochrome chirp chart is sampled using a virtual rotated Bayer pattern placed on an array 
with pixels of dimension d x by. The result, which has been bilinearly interpolated and 
resampled is shown in Figure 3.27. 
The chirp has been rotated so as to fit the page. Thus the original puddle is placed at the bottom 
left of the picture. The other two black and white puddles are folded images, which are caused 
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by the array. As the red and blue filters are placed in a similar fashion, the frequency response of 
both channels are the same (apart from the phase), which causes the red and blue puddles. The 
green and purple puddles occur when the sampling images of all three colour channels occur 
at the same frequency coordinates. The reason why the puddle is a green and violet one, rather 
than a red, green and blue one, is that if one looks at the rotated Bayer pattern horizontally, a 
green row is adjacent to two red and blue lines, which will be viewed as purple from a distance. 
3.5.3.4 Bilinear interpolation in the rotated Bayer system 
Figure 3.28 shows the information captured by the Rotated Bayer Pattern being placed into 
three separate colour channels. The missing red pixels can be reconstructed from neighbouring 
cells, using either formula 3.15 or 3.16 depending on whether the location of the pixels with 
respect to pixels with red information is similar to that of pixel A or B respectively. 
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Figure 3.28: Bilinear interpolation for the rotated bayer 
Figure 3.29 shows the two situations where a non-red pixel, needs the information from its 
red neighbours to estimate the amount of red information it should receive. In both situations, 
both pixels concerned, named A and B, are placed on row i and column j. Their red content is 
referred to as Ri ,j and their red content can be computed using Equations 3.15 and 3.16. 
Rij = 	x R~ + x 	 (3.15) 
Rij = 	x 	+ x R_1 ,_ 1 	 (3.16) 
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Figure 3.29: Bilinear interpolation in the red channel 
Pixels, which cannot detect green as pixel C in Figure 3.30, are computed using Equation 3.17 
assuming that Gi , j is the green content of the pixel on row i and column j. 
1 	 1 	 1 	 1 
G,3 =   x G+1,3 + x G+1, ~1 + x G_1,, + x G2_1,,+1 
Figure 3.30: Bilinear interpolation in the green channel 
Pixels with no blue filter can estimate the amount of blue light they receive from neighbouring 
cells with blue filters, according to Figure 3.31. Depending on whether the pixel is in a similar 
situation as pixel D or E, Equations 3.17 and 3.18 respectively should be used. Bij is the 
quantity of blue light captured by the pixel on row i and column j. 
Bij = 	x B1 1 , + x B_ 1 ,_ 1 	 (3.17) 
Bij = 	x B,_ 1 + X B_ 1 , 	 (3.18) 
3.5.3.5 Converting the data from a rotated Bayer to that of a standard display 
In general, displays use an array of squares, whereas the information obtained from a rotated 
Bayer uses rectangles with a width twice as long as the height. Additionally to that, even and 
odd rows are shifted with respect to each other by half a pixel width. As the display cannot 
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Figure 3.31: Bilinear interpolation in the blue channel 
be redesigned, the information from the pixel array has to be either resampled or two adjacent 
pixels in the display are used to display the information captured by a pixel on the camera. 
If the first option is taken, the accuracy of data heightwise is greater than lengthwise. Thus 
the height-wise sampling rate must be kept, and the lengthwise information oversampled by a 
factor of two (a pixel is twice as long as it is high). By oversampling odd and even rows slightly 
differently, the phase shift between them can be eliminated. Note that both sets of rows will 
move in opposite directions by a quarter of a pixel-width distance. Figure 3.32 illustrates the 
resampling. 
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Figure 3.32: Resampling the rotated Bayer data 
The resampling option would require digital resources, thus using two adjacent pixels to dis-
play the information from one pixel in the camera becomes more attractive. Such a method is 
illustrated in Figure 3.33. 
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size of a pixel on a camera using the rotated Bayer pattern 
size of a pixel used in a standard display 
Figure 3.33: Displaying a rotated Bayer on a standard array 
3.5.3.6 Conclusion 
The raw rotated Bayer was conceived to optimise horizontal and vertical information, in order 
to match the power spectrum of 500 photos. However this is no longer true once the colour 
filters are added, as the green channel (luminance) finds its horizontal and vertical accuracy has 
been clipped to the benefit of accuracy of diagonal information. Assuming that the pictures 
taken using such a scheme are better than the ones taken with a standard Bayer pattern, is it not 
clear that the improvement is due to the fact that diagonal resolution in the green channel has 
been extended. 
3.5.4 The three filter hexagonal colour pattern (TFHCP) 
3.5.4.1 Introduction 
As detailed previously, sampling using an array of hexagons is more efficient than sampling 
with a standard array of squares if the data is circularly bandlimited in the frequency domain. 
The other advantage of such a system is its capacity to sample all three colours equally whilst 
maintaining a hexagonal sampling pattern in all three colour channels, as show in Figure 3.34. 
Therefore the lens can easily be optimised, and used more effectively as an anti-alias filter. 
Similarly to the rotated Bayer pattern, the array of hexagons need to be replaced by a matching 
array of rectangles, so that a standard manufacturing process can be used. 
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S Idealised photopixel, which is sensitive to red light 
S Idealised photopixel, which is sensitive to green light 
S Idealised photopixel, which is sensitive to blue light 
Figure 3.34: An ideal hexagonal array with the three filter hexagonal colour pattern (TFHCP) 
3.5.4.2 Manufacturing a hexagonal lattice 
Manufacturing using hexagonal pixels is problematic, as standard silicon processes currently 
in use do not have sixty degree angles. More exotic processes, such as HEXFLEX, can provide 
sixty degree angles, but are significantly more expensive. Thus the hexagons have first to 
be converted into rectangles. The principle feature of the hexagonal array, which should be 
preserved is the centroid to centroid distance between a pixel and its six neighbours, which 
must be kept identical. Figure 3.35 shows that this can be done by having pixels with a height 
to width ratio of to 1. In order to make this comparable to a standard Bayer pattern where 
the area of a pixel is set to d2 , the pixel should be 1.07 x d long and 0.93 x d high. 
d *d 
	
14i 
Figure 3.35: Converting a hexagonal array into an equivalent array made of rectangles 
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3.5.43 Colour Aliasing in the TFHCP 
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Figure 3.36: Aliasing in the monochrome array and the green channel 
The TFHCP has the same number of filters for each colour channel. Also the pattern used for 
each different filter is the same, so only one colour needs to be studied for aliasing. The others 
will have the same aliasing pattern but with a different phase. Figure 3.36 shows the green 
pixels in the TFHCP. Each pixel is then represented as a point on a two dimensional sampling 
plot, from which a frequency plot can be extracted (similar results can be viewed in [49]). 
Using this plot a Nyquist line can be delineated, from which the area of data, which causes 
no aliasing can be drawn. This area resembles a quarter of a hexagon, whose boundaries are 
situated within an inner circle of radius 3X1b7Xd  and an outer circle of radius 3x03xj•  As the 
boundaries are defined by a circle, a lens can easily be optimised to eliminate aliasing. 
In order to fully visualise the aliasing in all three channels, a chirp chart is artificially sampled, 
using rectangular pixels of size 1.07 x d long and 0.93 x d wide. As shown in Figure 3.37, 
the top left puddle is the original picture, whereas the other black and white puddles are mirror 
image caused by the monochromatic sampling architecture. All other puddles are composed of 
concentric red, green and blue circles, whose centres are the folding points for the red, green and 
blue channels. The folding points for all three channels incidently have the same coordinates 
in the two dimensional frequency domain. 
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Figure 3.37: Chirp chart 
3.5.4.4 Bilinear interpolation used for the TFHCP 
Each pixel is surrounded by six neighbouring pixels, which have different colour filters from 
it. Therefore, the colour information the central pixel cannot detect is estimated from its neigh-
bours. For instance, a red pixel is surrounded by three blue and three green pixels. So the 
amount of green and blue light, the red pixel cannot detect can be averaged from its green and 
blue neighbours respectively. Figure 3.38 shows the three colours gathered by a hexagonal 
array being divided into their respective colour channels. 
As discussed previously, each colour is equally sampled and each type of filter has the same 
spatial disposition, although each colour is offset with respect to one other. This means that the 
bilinear interpolation algorithms are the same for each colour, so only the red channel needs to 
be analysed. There are only four situations in which a non red pixel can be placed with respect 
to red pixels. These four situations are illustrated in Figure 3.38 by pixels A, B, C and D. Non 
red pixels in the same situation as pixels A, B, C and D, can be evaluated using Equations 3.19, 
3.20, 3.21 and 3.22 respectively. 
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THE RED CHANNEL 
	
THE GREEN CHANNEL 
	
THE BLUE CHANNEL 
Figure 3.38: Applying bilinear interpolation in a TFHCP system 
Ri,j - 	x R_1, + x R j_1 + x 	 (3.19) 
R ij = 	x R11, 	 ,_ + x R_ 1 1 + x R_i,i 	(3.20) 
Rij= 	x R_1, + x R 1 ,_ 1 + x R 1 , +1 	(3.21) 
Ri,j= 	x R11, + x Rj,_i + X Rj,_1 	 (3.22) 
3.5.4.5 Aperture correction 
In order to highlight the edges of a picture a high pass image of the picture captured by the 
hexagonal array should be created. As all three colours are equally sampled in the system, 
one high-pass image could be created to represent each colour channel. Alternatively only the 
green channel is high-passed, as the green filter is most sensitive to luminance. The resulting 
high pass information is applied to all three channels. The author has chosen the second option, 
purely on the grounds that it will use less computing resources, and the fact that the green 
channel is the luminance channel. 
Figure 3.39 shows how the green filters are distributed over the hexagonal array. By slightly 
altering the standard Laplacian filter, Equations 3.23 and 3.24 are derived to find the high pass 
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component of a green pixel, depending on whether it lies on an even or odd row. 
highpassG,3 = 6 x G,3 - G1,3 _2 - 
- G_2,3 +1 - G2+2,3 _1 - Gi+i,j+i - 	 (3.23) 
highpa.ssG2 ,3 = 6 x G, 3 - G,3 _ 2 - 
- G_1,3+1 - 	 - Gj+2,3+i - 	 (3.24) 
The pixel in question is on the even row The pixel in question is on the odd row 
Figure 3.39: Aperture correction 
3.5.4.6 Displaying the information gathered by the hexagonal array 
As with the rotated Bayer system, the output from the chip with hexagonal pixels will not be 
compatible with the display. The only option is this case is to resample the data taken from 
the hexagonal array. As the pixels are 4 high for a length of 1, it is better to oversample the 
horizontal data in order not to lose any of the vertical information, which has been sampled 
more accurately. Thus the horizontal information has to be oversampled by a factor of 
A more practical ratio of 	as an approximation. It should be pointed out that two rows are 13 
shifted by half a pixel with respect to its neibouring rows. Thus the oversampling can be used 
to eliminate this shift by realigning the rows either by shifting them by a quarter of a pixel to 
the right or to the left. One advantage of oversampling is the fact that amount of pixels required 
for a picture displayed with an array of squares can be reduced by a ratio of 4. 
3.5.5 Conclusion 
The TFHCP described above, permits us to use the most efficient two dimensional sampling 
methods. Added to this, each colour channel is equally sampled, which makes it easy to op- 
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timise the tens to attenuate high frequency spatial information, which would otherwise provoke 
aliasing. However the advantages are offset by the fact that the data needs to be resampled in 
order for it to be displayed on a standard display. 
3.5.6 The four filter hexagonal colour filter (FFHCP) and HexBayer 
3.5.6.1 Introduction 
Figure 3.40: An ideal hexagonal array with the four filter hexagonal colour pattern (top) and 
another with the Bayer pattern (bottom) 
Arrays using hexagons can also easily have four equally sampled colours, as shown in the top 
hexagonal array in Figure 3.40. With respect to a three colour filter system, a well designed four 
colour system will offer a better insight in the colour spectrum of the incoming signal, leading 
to improved colour reproduction. For illustration purposes, the fourth colour has been chosen 
as yellow, thus a four colour system would be made with red, green, blue and yellow filters. 
As only red, blue and green filters were available for experiments, it was decided to replace 
the yellow filter by another green filter, recreating de facto a form of Bayer pattern. Therefore 
the system described in this section will be referred to as HexBayer. Figure 3.40 describes the 
HexBayer pattern. The properties of a four colour scheme can also be analysed by studying the 
red and blue channels of the HexBayer system. Looking at the response of the green channels 
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will give information on how the two wideband filters used in the four filter hexagonal colour 
pattern can be combined together to give extra performance. 
3.5.6.2 Colour aliasing in the four filter hexagonal colour pattern (FFHCP) 
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Figure 3.41: Aliasing in the four filter hexagonal colour pattern 
The four filter hexagonal colour (FFHCP) is very similar to that of the TFHCP, as only one 
colour channel needs to be analysed, the three others having a similar response. Figure 3.41 de-
scribes how the frequency response of the array itself (left hand side box) and the green channel 
(right hand side box) are derived from their respective spatial sampling pattern. The hexagonal 
array on which the FFHCP is placed is the same as for the TFHCP, thus its response will not be 
discussed here. The right hand side box in Figure 3.41, describes how the frequency response 
of the green channel is derived. The top left spatial plane in Figure 3.41 shows how the green 
filters are placed on the hexagonal array. Each filter is replaced by an ideal sampling point, on 
the top right spatial plane. The bottom right two dimensional frequency plot is derived from 
the top right spatial plane. Using the two dimensional frequency plot, the Nyquist boundary is 
drawn on the bottom left two dimensional frequency plot. This boundary lies between an inner 
circle of radius 41b7Xd  and an outer circle of radius 4xO.93xd 
3.5.6.3 Colour aliasing in the HexBayer pattern 
Figure 3.42 is decomposed into four boxes. The top left box describes the hexagonal array 
without any pixels, which will give information on how the array itself causes aliasing. The 
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top right block describes the red channel, from which the aliasing caused by the red filters can 
be determined. The green and blue colour channels are analysed next on the bottom right and 
bottom left boxes respectively. The hexagonal array has already been analysed previously in 
the TFHCP, and it is important to note that the red and blue colour filter patterns used in the 
HexBayer array are in the same situation as the green ones studied earlier for the FFHCP. Only 
the green channel has any novelty. As the author did not have four different colour filters, so a 
true four colour filter system could not be created, thus the experimental information gathered 
in the red and blue channels of the HexBayer system are used to give an indication on how 
the overall system would work. Finally the green channel in the HexBayer colour sampling 
scheme can provide useful information on how the two wideband filters in the FFHCP can be 
combined. 
Look at the bottom left box in Figure 3.42, which describes the green colour channel. The top 
left spatial plane in this box shows how the green filters are scattered across the array. Each 
filter is represented as a sampling point on the top right spatial plane. The top right spatial 
plane with the green sampling points can be converted into a two dimensional frequency plot 
on the bottom left, in which all the folding points are placed. Using the information gathered 
by this plot, the Nyquist boundaries can be determined as shown in the bottom left frequency 
plane. The area which can be sampled without aliasing is contained within a rectangle of size 
4x0.93xd times 0.5xL07xd  Note that the rectangle offers better horizontal performance, than 
vertical performance. This is a major drawback in the system. 
In order to view the aliasing for all three colour channels simultaneously, a chirp chart was 
artificially sampled and reconstructed using bilinear interpolation. The result is shown in Fig-
ure 3.43 
3.5.6.4 Bilinear interpolation for the FFHCP 
The top schematic in Figure 3.44 shows how the four colours gathered from the FFHCP, using 
red, green, blue and yellow filters are divided into four bins. As in the three filter hexagonal 
colour pattern, each type of filter has the same spatial disposition, thus only one channel needs 
to be studied. However as lines are interleaved one pixel on the even line and one pixel on the 
odd line both need to be studied. Let us look into the red and blue colour channels. Three pixels 
cannot detect red. Let us call them pixel A, B and C. Three pixels cannot detect blue. Let us 
call these pixel D, E, F. Assuming that the non-red pixel is in the same situation as A, B, C, 
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Figure 3.42: Aliasing in HexBayer system 
their respective red content can be estimated using equations 3.25, 3.26 and 3.27 where R, 3 is 
the amount of red light for the pixel on row i, and column j. 
	
Rij = x R_1 + x 	 (3.25) 
Rij = x R1_ + x 	 (3.26) 
x R1_1, ~1 + x 	 (3.27) 
The amount blue light the non-blue pixels in the same situation as the pixels D, E and F capture 
can be estimated using Equation 3.28, 3.29 and 3.30 respectively, where Bjj is the amount of 
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Figure 3.43: The green data in the HexBaver svste,n 
blue light measured for the pixel on row i and column j. 
Bij= x B 2 , 	,3 
	
+ x B 1 	 (3.28) 
B, 3 = x B1 1 ,_ 1 + x B_1,3 (3.29) 
Bij = x 	+ x B_ 1 ,_ 1 	 (3.30) 
3.5.6.5 Bilinear interpolation for the HexBayer colour pattern 
Figure 3.45 shows the colour information from the HexBayer pattern being separated into three 
colour bins: red,green and blue. If the pixel cannot detect any red information, an estimate 
of the red colour has to be computed from neighbouring red pixels. There are three different 
ways the non-red pixels are positioned with respect to red pixels, namely A, B and C in Fig-
ure 3.45. Depending on whether the non-red pixel is in the same situation as pixel A, B or C, 
Equation 3.3 1, Equation 3.32 or Equation 3.33 is used to estimated the quantity of red light 
the pixel should see. is the amount of red light perceived by the pixel lying on row i and 
column j) 
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Figure 3.44: Applying bilinear interpolation for the FFHCP 
Rij = x R_1,_1 + x 	 (3.31) 
Rij = x R1_ , + x R1, 3 _1 	 (3.32) 
Rij = x R ,_1 + x 	 (3.33) 
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Figure 3.45: Applying bilinear interpolation for the FFHCP 
If the pixel has a red or blue pixel such as pixel D in Figure 3.45, its green component can be 
found by applying Equation 3.34, where G, 3 is the amount of green light seen by the pixel 
placed on row i and column j. 
Gjj = x G_1,_1 + x G1 1 , + x G_1,_1 + x 	 (3.34) 
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Pixels, which cannot detect blue light can be placed in three different ways, with respect to 
pixels with blue filters. The three positions are shown as pixel E, F and G in Figure 3.45. Their 
respective content of blue light can be estimated by averaging the amount of blue light their 
blue neighbours have through Equation 3.35, Equation 3.36 or Equation 3.37 respectively. 
	
T
x B_ 1 , + x 	 (3.35) 
B, 3 = x B_1 ,_ 1 + x B,3 	 (3.36) 
1 	1 
Bij = x B,2 _ 1 + x 	 (3.37) 
3.5.6.6 Conclusion 
As shown in the frequency response of the HexBayer system, the extra green pixel does not 
lead to a performance gain in the green channel as any improvement is limited to the horizontal 
direction. Thus such a system is not good from a performance point of view. However experi-
mental results from such a system will provide us with a good insight into the performance of 
a four colour system. 
3.5.7 Conclusion 
Various colour filter arrangements have been presented in this section. The industry standard 
Bayer pattern which is placed on a non-interleaved lattice made up of square pixels with side-
length d, is analysed first and its aliasing pattern given in Figure 3.17. The resolution of the 
green channel is at its highest in the vertical and horizontal direction, reaching a value of I. 
In the diagonal directions the resolutions are lower, reaching a minima ofin the 45° dir -
ection. The resolution of both red and blue channels is lowest in the horizontal and vertical 
directions with a Nyquist frequency of It increases in the diagonal directions reaching 
a maxima at 45 0 , with a Nyquist frequency ofThe rotated Bayer pattern, introduced 
by [1], is placed on an interleaved lattice of width x d and height. Its aliasing pattern 
is given in Figure 3.26. The resolution of the green channel is at its highest in the 45°, with a 
frequency of, decreasing to a minima of 	in the vertical and horizontal directions. On 
the other hand, the red and blue channel's resolution are at their highest point at 	in the 
horizontal and vertical directions. The resolution declines in the diagonal directions, to reach a 
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minimum Nyquist frequency of v/2 in the 45° direction. 
Both the Bayer and rotated Bayer have favoured the luminosity (green) channel at the expense 
of the chrominance (red and blue) channels. This will lead to colour aliasing, which can be 
partially removed via a filtering stage. 
The TFHCP, is placed on a hexagonal lattice, which can be viewed as a lattice of rectangles of 
length 1.07 x d and height 0.93 x d. The aliasing pattern of the TFHCP is shown in Figure 3.36. 
The resolution of all three colour channels is comprised within two circles of radius 3X107Xd 
and 3x093xd  respectively. The FFHCP, is placed on the same hexagonal grid used by the three 
filter hexagonal pattern. Its aliasing pattern is similar to that of the TFHCP, but its resolution is 
reduced to within two circles of radius 4Xlb7d  and radius 4xO.93xd 
Table 3.2 summarises their respective performances. 
Bayer 
pattern 
Rotated Bayer 
pattern 
TFHCP FFHCP HexBayer 
 pattern 
Red channel 
min resolution  4xd 4xd 3x1.07xd 4x1.07xd 4x1.07xd 
max resolution 4xd 4<d 
1 
3x0.93<d 
1 
4x0.93xd 
1 
4x0,93xd 
Green channel 
min resolution 1 
2xJxd 
1 
2xxd 
1 
3x 1.07x 
1 
4x1.O7xd 
1 
4x0.93xd 
max resolution 1 
2Xd  2xd 
1 
3x0.93xd 
1 
4x0.93xd 
1 
2x1.07xd 
Blue channel 
min resolution 1 4xd 4xd 
1 
3x1.07xd 
1 
4x1.07xd 
1 
4x1.07xd 
max resolution 
4xd 4xd 
1 
3x0.93xd 
1 1 
4x0.93xd 4x0.93xd 
Yellow channel 
mm 	resolution - - - 1 4x1.07xd __________ 1 max resolution - - - : _ 4x0.93xd  _
Table 3.2: Performance for different colour filter schemes 
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Hexagonal Array Chip 
4.1 Introduction 
In order to establish whether or not a chip with a hexagonal array offers any improvement over 
a standard chip, a mathematical model of the array could be constructed and simulated. This 
mathematical model would also include all the electrical properties of a pixel. However the 
array is too large to be simulated, and the certain properties of the pixel such as cross-talk and 
parasitic components cannot be perfectly extracted. Thus a CMOS camera using a hexagonal 
lattice was manufactured. This prototype should be able to capture an image, then pass it on to a 
computer, and the different algorithms then can be applied to reproduce a picture of the image. 
The layout of an existing camera, designed by T.Bailey and A.Holmes, has been engineered, to 
be compatible with a hexagonal array [69]. 
4.2 Schematic of the chip 
A chip containing 320 rows, and 368 columns of hexagonal pixels was designed. An overview 
of it is shown in Figure 4.1. The chip is divided into five main blocks. The central part is the 
array of pixels. Standard 3T pixels with we11'Psubstraic  diode are used. The layout of an array 
of pixels, viewed through the Cadence tool is shown in Figure 4.2, whereas Figure 4.3 shows 
the array of pixels via a microscope. Pixels on the same column are biased via a column current 
source, and the data read out by a buffer. The buffer also acts as a parallel to serial converter, 
as the array contains 368 columns, thus 368 buffers in parallel, which must be multiplexed into 
one line. This line is passed into a 12 bit AID converter. The vertical shift register (VSR) 
provides the read and reset signals required by the pixel. The horizontal shift register (HSR) 
controls the buffer's parallel to serial converters. 
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Figure 4.1: Basic layout of the chip 
4.3 Timing of the chip 
The camera operates in a rolling shutter mode, which is illustrated in Figure 4.4. This means 
that rows are reset and left to integrate one after the other, under the supervision of the VSR. 
Once a row has integrated for a sufficient amount of time, the data from the pixel is read 
together with a second sample used to cancel the offsets of the pixel. The information is then 
multiplexed to the output using the HSR. In order to reduce the current consumption during the 
readout stage, a tree structure is used; this reduces the amount of capacitance the output buffers 
see. 
When a line is read, two measurements are made. One is the actual measurement and the other 
is a reference containing the pixels offsets. Both are stored on capacitors before being output 
from the chip, to an ADC. The ADC subtracts the array's offsets from the light's measurement 
before converting the information into 12 bit data. The resulting data is read by computer, and 
stored as a file. 
Hexagonal Array Chip 
Figure 4.2: Layout of the hexagonal pixel seen through the cadence tool 
4.4 Electrical properties of the pixel array 
4.4.1 Introduction 
Figure 4.5 shows a simplified block diagram of the system from the sensor to the output stage. 
Using Figure 4.5 together with properties of the noise with respect to luminosity seen at the 
output of the sensor, the characteristics of the pixel array can be computed. Noise seen at the 
output of the sensor can be broadly divided into two categories with respect to luminosity. The 
first category includes all the noise sources, which are independent from light intensity. These 
together form the noise floor of the camera. The second category includes light dependent noise 
sources. In the case of this sensor, photon shot noise is the dominant noise signal. 
4.4.2 Extracting pixel properties using photon shot noise in a noiseless camera 
The characteristics of a pixel can be extracted by analysing the effect of photon shot noise on 
the output of the camera. First consider a noiseless camera. The random flux of photons, which 
hit the photo-diode and are converted into a electrical signals, can be described as a distribution 
with a mean 11h00n  and a standard deviation Uphoton [70]. 
Each photon captured is converted into electrons, which are then converted into a voltage. The 
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Figure 4.3: Layout of the hexagonal pixel seen through the microscope 
voltage is then quantised into a binary code. As electrons are caused by photons, they can be 
described with a mean, /1electrons  and a standard deviation Clelectron. Referring to Figure 4.5 
and assuming that the gains in the system are constant for the whole range of light measured, 
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 can be written. 
/measured light 	/ 1photon X gainCAMERA 	 (4.1) 
Umeasur ed light = Clphoton X gainCAMERA 	 (4.2) 
The only data, which is available to the user is /-measured light and Clmeasrd light. Thus the 
properties of the camera will have to be determined using these two parameters. However, the 
photon shot noise has a basic property whereby its variance is equal to its mean, as seen in 
Equation 4.3. 
itphoton = (ophojon) 2 
	
(4.3) 
Using this property, equation 4.4 can be derived: 
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Figure 4.5: Steps used to record data from the hexagonal chip 
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Rearranging and simplifying leads to: 
(ameasured light)2 
gainCAMERA = 	 (4.6) 
(L meas,jred light 
As the buffer and ADC properties are known, the conversion gain of the pixel can be calculated, 
and once this value is known, the pixel capacitance can be computed. 
4.4.3 Extracting pixel properties using photon shot noise in a noisy camera 
The origin of noise in a sensor is dependent on the intensity of light captured by that sensor. 
Figure 4.6 shows how the noise should behave with luminosity. At low noise levels, the noise 
from the hardware dominates. But as luminosity increases, so does the light's photon shot 
noise. As luminosity increases the effect of hardware noise eventually becomes negligible with 
respect to the photon shot noise. As luminosity is pushed higher, however, some pixels start 
saturating leading to a decrease in noise (the drop is not sudden because the pixels have wide 
variations in their electrical properties caused by the minimum sized devices from which they 
are built). 
I 	 Pixels start saturating 
zi 
.91 
photon shot noise 
Dynamic Range 	log(Intensity) 
Figure 4.6: Noise versus luminosity for a CMOS camera 
As shown in the previous subsection, the properties from the camera can be found by looking 
at the effect of photon shot noise on the output picture. At the present time, photon shot noise 
is never going to be high enough with respect to the camera's noise floor to justify ignoring the 
noise floor in our calculations. Thus the noise floor will have to be subtracted from our noise 
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measurements leaving us with shot noise measurements [71]. 
Figure 4.6 provides information about the noise floor and the point at which the pixels start to 
be saturated. Therefore the dynamic range and the saturation SNR of the pixel can be computed 
using Equations 4.7 and 4.8. 
saturation signal 
Dynamic Range = 20 x log( 	 (4.7) 
NoiseFloor )  
saturation signal) 	
(48) SNR sa turatjon = 20 x log( saturation noise 
4.4.4 Experimental setup and results 
Random noise can be measured by subtracting two frames from each other. As a camera pos-
sesses many pixels, there is enough information contained in the difference of two frames taken 
under identical conditions to provide a fair idea of the mean and standard deviation of the noise. 
Basically there are two ways of taking a picture of noise. The first is to take a picture of a grey 
surface, blur the image with the lens and take two pictures. By varying the intensity of light 
of the surroundings, the influence of light on the noise can be measured. The second method 
consists of putting the camera in a closed box, where a light source is directly applied to the 
camera. Assuming the light is well distributed, each pixel should receive the same intensity. 
Note, however, that no camera lens is used. The light source in the closed box should be 
variable, in order to ensure that the noise can be measured taking into account the environmental 
light intensity. As luminosity cannot be perfectly distributed over the array, and fringe effects 
might affect results on the array's edges, only the central portion of the array is used. As two 
pictures are used to get measurements for noise, the standard deviation of the measurements 
will have to be reduced by Both methods are equally valid, but the second method was 
preferred as it did not need the light box as the first method did, which meant that it could be 
performed in any test room. 
To gather information from the monochrome sensor, the second method is used with a green 
LED as the source of illumination. The results showing noise versus signal amplitude plotted 
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on a log-log scale, are shown in Figure 4.7. Reading the results from the figure, the noise floor 
has a standard deviation of 2 codes, the saturation level is equal to 1450 codes and the noise 
observed at saturation is approximately 7 codes. Thus the dynamic range is equal to 57.2 dB, 
and the saturation signal to noise ration is 46.3 dB. 
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Figure 4.7: Noise versus luminosity for a CMOS camera (log-log scale in codes) 
From Figure 4.7 the dynamic range of the pixel can be calculated. On both sets of measure-
ments, the noise floor had a standard deviation of 2 codes, and a saturation level of approxim-
ately 1450 codes. The dynamic range of the pixel is then computed using equation 4.7 as 57.2 
dB. The noise, when the pixels reached their saturation level had a standard deviation of 6.75 
codes, from which the saturation SNR was evaluated as 46.6 dB using Equation 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8: Shot noise versus luminosity for a CMOS camera (log-log scale in codes) 
In order to determine parameters from the pixel, the noise floor of the camera needs to be 
removen from the measurements. This is done by subtracting the noise variance under no light 
condition (i.e. the noise floor) from the variance of the noise measured under illumination. The 
results are shown in Figure 4.8. The curves cannot be traced using straight lines, thus the gain 
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of the system is not linear with luminosity. The author therefore used a modified version of 
Equation 4.6 where the floor noise was extracted from the total noise observed as shown in 
Equation 4.9. 
(Umeasured light 
)2 
	(Onoise—floor)2 
gaZncAMERA 	 (4.9) 
Itmeasured light 
Looking at the curve in Figure 4.8, it is reasonably linear from 400 codes to 1300 codes. Data 
extracted from the monochrome array tells us that for a 432 code mean the standard deviation 
is 4.228 codes, for a 1307 code mean the standard deviation is 6.278 codes. The noise floor 
is 2.142 codes. GainCAMER.4 would range from 0.0308 to 0.0266, leading conversion gains 
ranging from 20.6 pV / e to 17.8 pV / e. Converting these values into capacitance gives a 
value in the range 8 fF to 8.98W. 
The capacitance was valued between 8 W and 8.98 fF. This is larger than expected since a pixel 
capacitance for a similarly sized square pixel is 3 to 4 W. The increase in capacitance, however, 
can be explained. The capacitance on the photo-diode is mainly caused by the active region of 
the pixel's reset transistor MR eSe t, which is connected to the photodiode. As a hexagonal pixel 
is longer but shorter than a square pixel, the area covered by the active region of the transistor 
AfRt increases leading to an increase in the Cp. However it is important to note that the 
pixel capacitance is also strongly influenced by the voltage across it. 
4.4.5 Conclusion 
The properties of the pixel, alongside those for a standard pixel used in [72] are summarised in 
Table 4.1. Both sets of pixels have similar properties, bar the pixel capacitance and conversion 
gain. These are mainly due to the fact that the active region of the transistor MRESET, con-
nected to the photodiode in the hexagonal pixel is large, resulting in a large pixel capacitance. 
Although this large pixel capacitance reduces the amount of thermal noise being dumped onto 
the photodiode at the end of the reset sequence, it also reduces the conversion gain of the pixel. 
This makes the pixel less responsive to changes in the intensity of light. 
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Parameters [ 	 Hexagonal pixel Square pixel 
Technology 0.35 pm 0.5 ,um 
Pixel size 6.2 pm by 5.35 pm 7.5 pm by 7.5 pm 
Photodiode fill factor 22.53 percent - 
Type of photodiode nwe ll / Psubstrate - 
Microlens fill factor 83.34 percent 70 percent 
Average pixel capacitance 8 to 9 fF (influenced by luminosity) 4fF 
Conversion gain 20.6 to 21.6 pV / e 	(influenced by luminosity) 40 pV/e 
Dynamic range 57.2 dB 57 dB 
Saturation SNR 46.6 dB 42 dB 
Noise floor 66 e - 
Table 4.1: Properties of the hexagonal pixel 
4.5 Mismatches in the pixel array 
4.5.1 Introduction 
As the prototype monochrome camera was switched on, a picture was displayed but it quickly 
became apparent that there was a gain mismatch between even and odd rows. Such a mis-
match is highly plausible due to the interleaved structure used in the pixel array. This section 
describes measurements if the mismatch between even and odd rows for monochrome and col-
oured hexagonal pixels. By exciting the array with LEDs emitting different colour spectra, the 
cross-talk between pixels could also be analysed. 
4.5.2 Measuring mismatch between even/odd rows 
To measure mismatch and determine whether it is dependant or independant of light, the pixel 
array has to be placed under different light intensities and its response measured. If the differ-
ence between the means of even and odd rows is constant for different intensities, the offset is 
considered as a fixed offset. On the other hand, if the difference between odd and even rows 
changes with intensity, then the mismatch becomes a gain mismatch. Fixed mismatches are 
usually due to the MOSFETs, but such errors should be cancelled by the double sampling tim-
ing used. On the other hand gain mismatches can usually be attributed to the photo-diode's 
capacitance, Cp. Such errors cannot be easily eliminated, thus minimising them is a priority. 
The mismatch between odd and even rows was measured on the monochrome hexagonal array 
by exciting it with a variable light source provided by a green LED. Only the central matrix of 
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60 times 60 pixels was used for the analysis as light uniformity was important for the validity 
of the experiment. The left hand diagram in Figure 4.9 plots the luminosity recorded for odd 
and even rows for different voltages applied to the LED with a resistor in series. The middle 
diagram of Figure 4.9 plots the difference between odd and even rows versus the amplitude of 
the even row. The plot shows that the absolute difference between odd and even rises in absolute 
terms with the intensity measured by the whole array, until the saturation point is reached. This 
curve shows that the mismatch is gain related and also demonstrates that the odd rows have a 
higher gain than even ones (This is discussed in section 4.5.3). Finally the right hand diagram in 
Figure 4.9 shows the percentage difference between the odd and even rows. From this diagram 
it becomes apparent that in the linear region of operation of the array, the odd rows have a gain 
seven to eight percent higher than the even ones. 
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Figure 4.9: Odd and even row mismatch discribed using absolute values (left), absolute differ-
ences (middle) and percentage difference (right)for the monochrome sensor 
The mismatch between odd and even rows was also performed for the coloured array. The 
results cannot be as precise as those obtained for the monochrome array, since the filters will 
cause the light distributed across the array to be non-uniform, leading to cross-talk effects, 
which might affect the results. In order to minimise this, the source of light was a D65 light 
box. However the light intensity produced by the box could not be altered, so the integration 
time was varied in order to artificially get different light intensities. Using the pictures captured 
from the array, the three plots shown in Figure 4.10 are drawn. The left hand diagram shows the 
means of the measured luminosity obtained for the even and odd rows of the array for different 
light intensites. The middle diagram shows the difference between the luminosity measured 
between the even and odd rows compared to the mean signal received by the array. Finally the 
right hand diagram plots the percentage difference between even and odd rows versus the mean 
value of the measured luminosity received by the array. Again the error is gain related, but this 
time the even rows have more gain than the odd ones. Furthermore it appears that filters have 
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an impact on the mismatch as the percentage mismatch for red pixels is 2.75 percent, for green 
pixels is 3.25 percent and blue pixels is 1.75 percent. It is important to note that significantly 
more measurements will be required to determine whether the difference in the colour channel 
mismatch will diverge from or converge to a common value. 
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Figure 4.10: Odd and even row mismatch described using absolute values (left), absolute dif-
ferences (middle) and percentage difference (right) for the colorised sensor 
4.5.3 Causes of the even/odd row mismatch in pixels 
Figure 4.11: The pixel array 
Gain mismatch is usually due to the photo-diode's capacitor as it is the element used to integrate 
light. The mismatch is most probably due to the parasitics on the photo-diode. The parasitics 
in question are the ones, which would have a different effect on pixels on even and odd rows. 
Looking at the picture of the pixel without the second layer of Metal (Figure 4.12) all the pixels 
look identical and all have identical neighbours. Consequently mismatch cannot be caused by 
these layers. However, once the second layer of layer (Figure 4.11) is added on, it becomes 
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Figure 4.12: The pixel array without metal two 
clear that it will affect the parasitic capacitance,as it is routed nearer the n11 photo-diode on 
an odd row than it is on an even row. On top of that, the metal two routing passes on the left 
of the photo-diode on an even row, whereas it passes on the right of the photo-diode on an odd 
row. During manufacturing, the second layer of metal lines might shift to the left or to the right, 
making it difficult to control the gain error. 
4.5.4 Reducing mismatch between rows 
In order to ensure that the track in the second layer of metal does not cause mismatch, odd 
and even pixels must be identical from the perspective of that metal track. One could make 
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sure that the path used by the second layer of metal always passes on the right or left of the 
pixel. However the row parasitic capacitance mismatch between the second layer of metal and 
the photodiode problem would be transferred to the top or bottom of each pixel. Thus it was 
decided to surround the photo-diode with the second layer of layer, as shown in Figure 4.13. 
4.5.5 Conclusion 
Due to the interleaved structure of the hexagonal pixel array, a visible gain offset is introduced 
between even and odd lines. The cause for this offset was narrowed down to the track made 
with the second layer of metal, which affected pixels on even and odd rows differently. 
4.6 Cross-talk in the pixel array 
4.6.1 Introduction 
As hexagonal arrays with TFHCP were manufactured, cross-talk between the three colour chan-
nels could be analysed by applying to the sensor light with a narrow bandwidth, produced by a 
LED. Very accurate results were not possible, as the response of the colour filters and the light 
generated by the LEDs were not known. However, such experiments can give an idea of how 
the three colour channels interact with each other. 
4.6.2 Effect of light wavelength on the intensity of cross-talk 
The magnitude of cross-talk between the colour channels is strongly correlated to the type of 
light applied. Red light generates electrons deep in the silicon. These electrons are generally 
unhindered in their progress through the lattice, and so can travel a long distance. On the 
other hand, blue light generates electrons near the surface. Near the surface of the silicon, 
where the quality is non-uniform since affected by the electronic components so the electrons 
generated there will have a short path-length. Green light generates electrons deeper than blue 
light would, but not as deep as red light would. Thus the electron would travel longer than an 
electron released by blue light, but not as far as one caused by red light. These hypotheses are 
confirmed experimentally in Findlater's Thesis [2]. 
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4.6.3 Cross-talk in the test chip 
In a true hexagonal array, the cross-talk between a pixel and its six neighbours would be 
identical. However odd and even rows have a gain mismatch. A pixel with a higher gain, 
has a lower pixel capacitance, so it will be more affected by the loss of an electron than a pixel 
with a higher capacitance or lower gain. However, as the number of electrons causing cross-
talk will be well spread out, the cross-talk will be better seen on pixels with a lower photodiode 
capacitance. 
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Figure 4.14: The array placed under DOS conditions 
The hexagonal array with the colour filters is first illuminated under D65 conditions, which 
seems to equally excite all three colour channels. As the intensity of the light cannot be 
changed, the integration time is and measurements made to quantify the mismatch between 
two consecutive rows. The results can be viewed on Figure 4.14 . These measurements are 
used as a reference in terms of mismatch, and shows that on the array used the row mismatch in 
the green channel is 3.25 percent, the row mismatch on the red channel is 2.75 percent and the 
row mismatch on the blue channel is 1.75 percent (for the array used to take the measurements). 
The colourised chip is first illuminated with a red LED. Measurements are taken for differ-
ent intensities and the results are displayed in Figure 4.15, where the amplitudes of the three 
channels on even/odd rows, the mismatch between odd/even rows and the percentage mismatch 
between odd and even rows are plotted. From the results, it is clear that the red channel has the 
highest magnitude. The mismatch between odd and even rows for the red channel is unchanged 
with respect to the results under D65 illumination. The green channel has a weak signal with 
respect to red but the mismatch has worsened by a factor of two. Finally the blue channel is 
also weak, the offset between odd and even rows is not only worsened but also inverted, i.e 
the high gain row has become the low gain row as far as the blue channel is concerned. These 
general observations are summarised in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.15: The array illuminated by a red LED 
Signal's magnitude Offset Amplitude with Offset direction with 
respect to the reference respect to the reference 
Red pixels strong same same 
Green pixels weak larger same 
Blue pixels weak larger inverted 
Table 4.2: Effect of the red LED on the array of pixels 
The colourised chip is then illuminated with the green LED. Measurements are taken for differ-
ent intensities and the results shown in Figure 4.16, where the amplitudes of the three channels 
on even/odd rows, the mismatch between odd/even rows and the percentage mismatch between 
odd and even rows are displayed. From these results, both the red and green channels are 
excited by the green LED. The row offset for the green channel is the same as for the mesur -
ements under D65, however the row offset for the red channel are inverted. The blue channel 
is the weakest channel, its offset is increased and inverted. These general observations are 
summarised in Table 4.3. 
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Figure 4.16: The array illuminated by a green LED 
The colourised chip is then illuminated with the blue LED. Measurements are taken for dif- 
ferent intensities of light and the results recorded in Figure 4.17, where the amplitudes of the 
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Signal's magnitude Offset Amplitude with Offset direction with 
respect to the reference respect to the reference 
Red pixels strong same inverted 
Green pixels strong same same 
Blue pixels weak larger inverted 
Table 4.3: Effect of the green LED on the array ofpixels 
three channels on the even/odd rows, the mismatch between odd/even rows and the percentage 
mismatch between odd and even rows are displayed. From the results, it is clear that the blue 
channel has the highest magnitude. The offsets for this channel remain unchanged with respect 
to the results obtained under D65 conditions. Both the red and green channel are weak with 
respect to the blue channel. Both the red and blue channel's offset are greater than the ones 
obtained under D65 illumination, the green channel being the most seriously affected, as the 
offset's direction has been inverted. These general observations are described in Table 4.6.3. 
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Figure 4.17: The array illuminated by a blue LED 
Signal's magnitude Offset Amplitude with 
respect to the reference 
Offset direction with 
respect to the reference 
Red pixels weak larger same 
Green pixels weak larger inverted 
Blue pixels strong same same 
Table 4.4: Effect of the blue LED on the array of pixels 
Consider the final experiment, the light is generated by a blue LED and red pixels have a red 
filter placed upon them. Both sets of colours are relatively narrowband, and sit at opposite sides 
of the visible spectrum. In principle it is unlikely that the light from the blue led will reach the 
red pixel's photodiode yet the signal on the red channel is still quite high. Since it is not caused 
by the light source it must be caused by cross-talk. 
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Figure 4.18: Errors in the filter arrangement when a rectangular pixel replaces a true 
hexagonal one 
At this point, one must not forget that rectangles placed on a hexagonal grid are being used and 
not true hexagones. Indeed some of the cross-talk could be in fact caused by the fact that the 
colour filters used are not true hexagonals. Figure 4.18 shows the array of hexagons and the 
equivalent array of rectangular pixels. The grey area shows the surface in which the filter colour 
is not what it should be for the centre pixel. The array concerned is quite small with respect to 
the overall area of the pixel, so using an array of rectangles placed on a hexagonal grid will not 
contribute greatly to cross-talk. 
Findlater [2] , has carried out a cross-talk experiment by shielding all the neighbours of one 
unshielded pixel using the same technology as the one used to manufacture the hexagonal 
array. He found that the cross-talk between the unshielded pixel under blue light and one its 
direct neighbours ranges from 0.6 to 1.2 percent ( distance: 9.6 Jim). However, the signal 
observed by one of its corner neighbours is less than 0.1 percent (distance: x 9.61tm). 
These mesurements show how cross-talk is dependant on distance. As the pixels used in the 
hexagonal array are much smaller and that only one out of three pixels in the array is turned 
on, the cross-talk values obtained on the hexagonal chip become plausible. However, this does 
not explain why the offset between odd and even rows suddenly changes, when the array is 
illuminated by different sources of light. 
Looking more closely at the pixel it was noticed that the lens and the colour filter were slighly 
offset with respect to the photodiode as shown in Figure 4.19. The cross-talk between the centre 
pixel and its top right neighbour, its right neighbour and its bottom right neighbour is higher 
than the cross-talk between the centre pixel and its bottom left neighbour, its left neighbour and 
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Figure 4.19: Errors introduced by the offset between the center of the microlens and the centre 
of the photodiode 
its bottom left neighbour. Applying the TFHCP onto the hexagonal array leads to the following. 
If the centre pixel is red, its top right and bottom right neighbours are blue, and the pixel on its 
right is green. Thus the signal on a red pixel will strongly affect the green pixel on the same 
row, and blue pixels on adjacent rows. If the centre pixel is green, the top right and top left 
neighbours are red, and the pixel on its right is blue. Therefore green pixels will strongly affect 
blue pixels on the same row, and red pixels on the adjacent rows. If the centre pixel is blue, its 
top right and bottom right neighbours are green, and the pixel on its right is red. 
Referring back to the results of the experiment in which the array is illuminated by the blue 
LED. The blue pixel should strongly affect a red pixel on the same line, but the green pixel on 
the adjacent lines. This should not cause any problems if the blue pixels on both even and odd 
rows were identical, but this is not the case. Imagine a blue pixel with a high gain. This high 
gain pixel is affecting a red pixel which also has a high gain, but is affecting green pixels with 
low gain. On the other hand, a low gain blue pixel is affecting a red pixel with low gain, but a 
green pixel with high gain. This means that the mismatch in the red channel will be worsened 
but not inverted. However the mismatch in the green chanel will be inverted, as the signal from 
blue pixels with high gain are primarily affecting green pixels with low gain, and inversely blue 
pixels with low gain, are affecting green pixels with high gain. 
In order to check out whether the observation made above is valid, the results for the experiment 
in which the red LED is used to illuminate the array were obtained from which the following 
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assertions can be made. The red pixel strongly affects the green pixel on the same row, and the 
blue pixel on the adjacent row. Using the argument developed in the situation where the blue 
LED was used to excite the array, the green pixel should not see a change in direction in its 
offsets, but the blue pixel should. This is actually the case looking at the experimental results. 
Finally look at the results for the array illuminated by the green LED. In this situation, the red 
pixel affects the green pixel in the same row, but the green pixel affects the red pixel on the 
adjacent row. Thus the offset in the green channel will not change direction, but will for the red 
channel. Again this is confirmed by the experimental results. 
4.6.4 Conclusion 
The cross-talk between pixels has been analysed by exciting the colourised array with specific 
colour signals. Good results were observed using red and blue LEDs. Although the experiment 
performed is not as good as one where part of the array is blocked by a metal layer, it does 
show that a combination of even/odd row pixel gain mismatch and a slight offset of the micro-
lens has dramatically affected how pixels talk to each other. Cross-talk is inevitable in CMOS 
sensors, but it should be well distributed across the array. This is not the case with the current 
layout used for the pixel. 
4.7 Colour reconstruction using the coloured samples 
4.7.1 Introduction 
The coloured version of the hexagonal array uses the TFHCP. In this section, the algorithms 
described in chapter three will be used on the raw pictures captured by the camera. A cheaper 
alternative for aperture correction is also tested and compared with the one described in chapter. 
4.7.2 Alternative aperture correction algorithm 
The aperture correction algorithm presented for the TFHCP requires a lot of memory lines, and 
its performance has not yet been proven. Thus an alternative aperture correction scheme is used 
to check whether the proposed aperture correction algorithm is good. The alternative solution is 
shown in Figure 4.20. It is basically the same filter as the one used for a Bayer pattern. In order 
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for it to be applied to the data, the picture already needs to have been bilinearly interpolated, 
and resampled. This scheme requires two lines of memory, less than the system introduced in 
chapter three. 
-->. 
Figure 4.20: Laplacian Filter 
The green content of the pixel lying on row i and column j is referred to as Gij, whereas 
the high pass content of the pixel lying on row i and column j is annotated as highpasG,,. 
Accordingly the high pass content of the green pixel on row i and column j can be computed 
as: 
highpassG, = 4 x G,3 - G_1,_1 - G 2 _ 1 , 1 - G 1 ,_ 1 - G1_ 1 ,_ 1 	(4.10) 
4.7.3 Image reconstruction 
Figure 4.21 shows the steps used in the programme to convert the raw image into a colour pic-
ture. Although two methods are shown, the colour is reconstructed using the same underlying 
method and only the sharpening stage differs. The core processing used in both methodologies 
is bilinear interpolation, colour correction and resampling. The first method used to sharpen the 
image uses the raw data available from the green channel. The algorithm used is presented in 
chapter 3. Once the data has been high-pass filtered, bilinear interpolation is used to complete 
the missing information. The resulting picture is passed through a non-linear filter before being 
added on to the colour corrected picture. 
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Figure 4.21: Reconstructing a colour image from the raw data output from a chip with a 
hexagonal pattern 
4.7.4 Performing the colour reconstruction 
The picture on the left of Figure 4.22 shows the greyscale image as it comes out of the sensor. 
As each pixel has either a red, green or blue filter placed on it, each pixel is allocated to its re-
spective colour bin. The resulting colour picture is shown on the right hand side of Figure 4.22. 
Using the bilinear interpolation algorithm shown previously, all the missing colour information 
is reconstructed. This results in Figure 4.23. 
Figure 4.22: The picture s greyscale 
The colour shown in Figure 4.23, does not appear real, thus a colour correction matrix is re- 
quired to render the colours nearer to what is seen in real life. The picture also looks rather 
cramped horizontally. This is due to the fact that a picture captured with a hexagonal array is 
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Figure 4.23: The picture once hexagonal bilinear interpolation has been applied 
being displayed on a square array. In order to get a more accurate image, the picture has to be 
re-sampled by a factor 15 to 13, horizontally. The readjusted picture is shown in Figure 4.24. 
Looking at the response of both cameras, it is clear that the high pass image taken from the 
picture's raw green data offers the best image. The second high pass filter suffers too much 
from the fact that the image has previously been low pass filtered. 
Figure 4.24: The picture after bilinear interpolation, colour correction and resanp/ing 
To improve the quality of the picture, some form of highlighting must be applied to it. The first 
method described takes the raw green data and high-pass filters it. The missing data is then 
reconstructed using bilinear hexagonal interpolation, before being re-sampled. The resulting 
picture is shown on the left hand side of Figure 4.25. The data is then added onto the original 
reconstructed picture. The second method basically waits till the original picture is bilinearly 
interpolated, colour corrected and resampled before a standard Laplace filter is placed on it. 
The resulting high pass image for this method is shown on the right hand side of Figure 4.25. 
The high pass image of the green channel is added onto all the colour channels of the finished 
picture. The results for both types of high filter pass filters are shown in Figure 4.26. The left 
hand side picture shows the picture corrected with the filters using the raw data, whereas the 
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Figure 4.25: Bilinearlinrerpoled high pass image of the raw data. The picture on the left uses 
raw data, whereas the one on the right uses already processed data 
one on the right shows the pictures corrected with the Laplacian filter. The picture on the left 
has better edges than the second one proving the effectiveness of its filters. 
Figure 4.26: Bi/inearlv wrcrpolL-'d high poss iniac of the raw data 
The first set of pictures used the MacBeth chart. The reasoning behind this is that this type of 
picture will show best the effects of the colour reconstruction and matrixing. However from a 
frequency point of view, such a picture gives no information on the performance of the chip. 
To get such an indication of such performance, a chirp chart is used. Displaying all the previ-
ous steps for this image is not really necessary thus only the final three pictures are displayed. 
The first (Figure 4.27) shows the chirp chart when no aperture correction is used. The second 
(Figure 4.28) shows the effect of the sharpening filter, which uses the raw green data. Finally, 
the third (Figure 4.29) shows the effect of the sharpening filter, which in this case uses the pro-
cessed data's green channel. Comparing them to the chirp chart artificially sampled in chapter 
three proves how effective the lens is at removing all the unwanted high frequencies. However, 
it has not been fully optimised, as some aliasing still appears. 
If one looks closely enough at the pictures, one will notice vertical lines. At first, sampling 
artifacts were suspected, but it was found out that these lines were in fact due to the even/odd 
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Figure 4.28: Picture sharpened using a standard Laplace filter 
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Figure 4.29: Picture sharpened using the hexagonal version of the Laplace filter 
row mismatch as explained in more detail in the next section. 
4.7.5 Conclusion 
This section has demonstrated how a real image captured by a TFHCP is reconstructed using 
the method presented in the previous section. Two alternative aperture correction schemes were 
tested. The original option described in the previous section gave better results than the low cost 
alternative presented in this section. This is mainly due to the fact that it uses raw data, and not 
data which has been created during the bilinear interpolation stage. 
4.7.6 Results from the array with the hexagonal bayer colour pattern 
No chip with a hexagonal Bayer pattern was ever manufactured during this project. Thus 
the only way to obtain one was to artificially create a Bayer Pattern. This was done using a 
hexagonal chip with no filters placed on it, and three colour filters. Taking three still pictures 
using three different colour filters successively, a hexagonal Bayer pattern can be artificially 
created as shown in Figure 4.30. One must be careful of several things when conducting the ex-
periment. First of all, the room must be dark and the only source of lighting should be provided 
by lamps directed towards the target. This is to ensure that no parasitic light finds a path to 
the lens without first going through the filter. The bulbs chosen to hit the target were of soft 
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tones, as standard ones tend to produce too much red light and not enough blue. A problem 
in the experiment is that the blue filters are very narrow-band compared to the red ones. An 
alternative solution would have been to change the exposure time for every colour in order to 
have an optimised picture. However, the author prefers to use uniform timing to reduce the 
probability of mistakes. In order to compare the performance of the HexBayer colour filter 
with the standard hexagonal colour filter, every HexBayer picture was matched with a standard 
Hexagonal picture. 
lamp 
ç7
colour filter 
(red, blue or green) 
Er 	ii I 	 I 	I ' 	U I I 
Target (McBeth chart 	
The data which would not be read by the HexBayer 
lamp 	 colour pattern are discarded  
The He\Ba\r pattern 
Figure 4.30: Creating the HexBayer colour pattern with colour filters 
Figure 4.31 show the pictures obtained from the monochrome hexagonal array with the use of 
red green and blue filters respectively. 
PiiILJ.Ii 
Figure 4.31: Pictures of the McBeth chart obtained with the red, green and blue filters respect-
ivelv 
Using those three pictures the HexBayer pattern and the TFHCP can be emulated. The miss-
ing colour information is reconstructed using bilinear interpolation as shown in the previous 
chapter. The pictures were then colour corrected and resampled. The results for HexBayer 
and TFHCP are shown respectively on the left and right hand side of Figure 4.32. Looking 
at both pictures, it is apparent that the HexBayer picture lacks colour information whilst the 
filter hexagonal colour pattern suffers from column noise. Although one could argue that this 
was caused by the two different sampling schemes, the origin of the error is actually due to the 
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even/odd row mismatch. 
Consider a uniform picture which is sampled by a camera with even/odd row mismatch. Ap-
plying the HexBayer colour pattern, all the odd rows are red and blue whereas all the even ones 
are green. Thus, when using bilinear interpolation, the mismatch between neighbouring rows 
will not affect the picture, as all red, green and blue pixels are affected the same way according 
to their colour. However, as there will be a mismatch between green and red/blue pixels, the 
colour correction matrix will have to be re-optimised to take into account the offset between 
green and blue/red channels. The picture on the left of Figure 4.32 shows how the mismatch in 
even and odd rows affects the colour reproduction by lowering the green rows and enhancing 
the blue/red ones. 
Figure 4.32: Effect of evenlodd row mismatch on the pictures taken with the HexBaver colour 
pattern and the TFHCP 
The even/odd row mismatch is more serious on the TFHCP. Suppose the amount of green light 
a red/blue pixel on an even row needs to be determined. This is carried out by averaging the 
three green pixels around it. Two pixels will be on the adjacent rows, whereas the third will be 
on the same row. The fact that even and odd rows are used to determine the colour of a pixel 
means that the offsets will also affect the results. This error can be seen on the picture as a 
column to column mismatch (see the right hand side of Figure 4.32). 
In order to demonstrate that the even/odd row mismatch is the cause for discolouration in both 
the HexBayer system and the appearance of column mismatch in the TFHCP, the even row was 
given some extra gain. From the experimental results, the observation that both sets of pictures 
show significant improvements support the assumption than even/odd row mismatch is indeed 
the cause. 
The three pictures using the hexagonal pixel array with the red, green and blue filters are read- 
justed using the above method to reduce row mismatch. The three corrected pictures are then 
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sampled to reproduce the TFHCP and the HexBayer pattern. The missing colour information 
in both pictures is reconstructed using bilinear interpolation, leading to Figure 4.33. The data 
is then colour corrected leading to Figure 4.34. Aperture correction is constructed by applying 
a Laplacian high pass filter on the raw green data. The resulting data, shown in Figure 4.35, is 
bilinearly interpoled and non-linearly amplified before being added onto the colour corrected 
image in order to improve its edges.. resulting in Figure 4.36 and Figure 4.37. 
Figure 4.33: Captured McBeth chart using the TFHCP (left), and the HexBayer pattern (right) 
after bilinear interpolation 
Figure 4.34: Captured McBeth chart using the TFHCP (ic/f), and the HexBaver pattern (right) 
after bilinear interpolation and colour correction 
Another picture was taken with real toys and the results for the TFHCP, and the HexBayer 
pattern are shown below in Figure 4.38 and Figure 4.39 respectively. 
4.7.7 Conclusion 
This section has introduced the results obtained from the TFHCP and the HexBayer pattern. 
The TFHCP has been shown to suffer greatly from even/odd row mismatch, which reduces 
the quality of its picture. The HexBayer on the other hand does not suffer so much from this 
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Figure 4.35: High pass image of the MeBeth chart using the TFHCP (ief), and 1/ic /iexl3avcr 
pattern (right) 
problem, as it only needs a white balancing correction to perform satisfactorily. This serves to 
demonstrates that a FFHCP would indeed be very robust with respect to pixel mismatch. 
4.8 Conclusion 
This chapter describes the experiments performed on the hexagonal array. The first set of 
experiments focussed on the array of pixels, whereas the second set of experiments dealt with 
the image reconstruction algorithms used for different colour filter arrangements and how these 
performed with raw data obtained from the array. 
Pixels used to emulate a hexagonal grid, have similar electrical properties to those used for 
standard square grids, bar a higher pixel capacitance. This pixel capacitance can be reduced 
by altering slightly the layout of the pixel. However the hexagonal array suffers from even/odd 
row mismatch, caused by a mismatch in the pixel capacitance on odd and even rows primarily 
due to the interleaved structure of the array. Therefore the pixel used in the hexagonal array, 
has to be constructed in such a way that it remains as similar as possible whether it lies on an 
even or odd row. 
The most spectrally efficient colour pattern, the TFHCP is very sensitive to odd/even row mis-
match, whereas the HexBayer and FFHCP are not. The observed mismatch could possibly be 
minimised through pixel redesign but this remains to be demonstrated in practice. On the other 
hand, from a performance point of view the TFHCP is better at sampling the data. Finally, the 
HexBayer pattern shows us that two wide-band used in the four filter hexagonal colour pattern 
cannot be combined as a means to improve spatial resolution performance. 
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Chapter 5 
Bandlimiting with a Switched 
Capacitor Based Readout 
5.1 Introduction 
One of the reasons for using hexagonal pixels is the ease with which the required algorithms 
can be computed using switched capacitor circuits. Switched capacitors were chosen to see 
what improvements, if any, they would offer over the standard AID converter and digital im-
plementation of reconstruction algorithms. Using switching elements in a circuit always injects 
noise onto the supplies. As the sensor requires a supply to operate, it is important to know 
how supply noise affects the array of pixels. Although this source of noise is not as critical as 
pixel mismatch, this problem can be dealt with by using appropriate timing schemes (double 
sampling, correlated double sampling, etc...). A pixel was therefore extracted and its sensitivity 
to the different supply noise source simulated. It became clear that the pixel was very sensitive 
to variations in the reset voltage, VRT. So, a regulator with high PSRR was designed to provide 
a clean VRT line, and tested with an array of pixels. Real results from an array of pixels showed 
that noise on the read (RD), and reset (RST) lines had a bigger effect than expected. Thus the 
read and reset lines would have to be well regulated in order to take full advantage of a very 
well designed regulator. 
The architecture of the VRT regulator is briefly introduced, and a way of combining the regu-
lator and the pixel, referred to as the bandlimited pixel, is investigated. Combining the pixel and 
an amplifier strongly attenuates the effects of the pixel's offsets, but the effect of the amplifier's 
offset is added. A switched capacitor solution is tested to cancel the offset of the amplifier in 
the bandlimited pixel. Such a design provides invaluable insight into the probability of success-
ful implementation of a three filter hexagonal colour pattern bilinear interpolation stage, using 
switched capacitor circuits. 
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5.2 Standard circuit topology 
5.2.1 Introduction 
The topology described in this chapter is one of the standards used at the time of writing this 
thesis. The circuit uses an array of 3T photo-receptive cells. The addressing system is the 
standard double sampling [67,73,74] associated with hidden node cancellation. 
5.2.2 Double sampling 
Figure 5.1 shows an overview of the hardware used to capture a picture using double sampling 
with hidden node cancellation. As the array is assumed to be very large, a row decoder is used 
to select a row whilst a column decoder is used to select a column. A current source is used 
to bias the pixel voltage source follower and a readout circuit is used to transfer the data to the 
outside world. Pixels are sensitive to variations in the VRT line so a regulator is used to provide 
a fixed VRT supply. 
z 
Figure 5.1: The double sampling system architecture 
Figure 5.2 shows the timing used for a standard double sampling system. The pixel is first reset 
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by turning on both MREAD  and MRESET. MRESET is switched off first, quickly followed by 
MREAD, leaving the photodiode to discharge. Once the integration period is over, MREAD  is 
turned on, and the voltage stored on the photodiode is buffered out. In order to eliminate the 
offsets of the pixel, MRESET is turned on then turned off again. The voltage on the photodiode 
is buffered out. Using the two measurements, the offsets of the pixel can be eliminated. 
	
I 	HI 
Ii — 
"tat 
Figure 5.2: Double sampling timing 
5.2.3 Reducing noise and FPN in a double sampling system 
Figure 5.3 shows the origins of noise in the system. The most important one is caused by 
manufacturing tolerances [75-77]. Pixels are designed to be as compact as possible. Thus 
minimum sized transistors are used, which leads to high VT mismatch and high pixel variation. 
To combat this, double sampling is used. At the end of a reset sequence, all the thermal noise 
is sampled onto the photo-diode's capacitance. Such noise can be minimised using capacitive 
feedback [32,34] or soft reset [31]. Finally, due to layout constraints the pixel reset node and 
the buffer supply node are connected together to a node the VRT node. The VRT node has a 
fixed voltage. 
5.2.4 Effect of supply noise on the RD, RST and VRT lines 
A pixel was extracted to analyse how it would be affected by supply noise. The pixel was 
properly biased and an AC analysis performed for a fixed VRT at 2.7 V. A range of voltages 
for the RD an RST line was tested. Although tested separately for the AC analysis, the RD 
and RST will be using the same supply derived from a charge pump (a high voltage ensures 
MRE.4D and MRESET are properly turned on). Figure 5.4 shows the effect of noisy RD, RST 
or VRT supplies on the pixel's column (or bitline), when all three transistors in the pixel are 
turned on. Figure 5.5 shows the effect of noisy RD RST, and VRT supplies on the pixel's 
photodiode. 
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Figure 5.3: Noise in the double sampling system architecture 
Looking at both Figures 5.4 and 5.5, it becomes clear that the pixel is most sensitive to noise 
on the VRT line, the effect of RST and RD being negligible in comparison. The output node of 
the pixel is again most sensitive to the VRT line if the reset transistor is turned on. If the reset 
transistor is off, the PSR for the VRT line is approximately 26 dBs. 
The pixel is a switched time device as much as it is a continuous time device. An AC analysis 
gives a good indication on how the pixel will behave when it is operated in continuous time, 
as long as it is backed up by transient simulations. However these simulations give us little 
information on how the pixel will react to supply variations during its switched time operation. 
On top of that, an array is made up of hundreds of thousands of pixels. Such a number is 
impossible to simulate, and the effects of parasitics are impossible to gauge. Therefore an array 
has to be built, and the effect of noise on the supplies and on the quality of the picture must be 
experimentally measured. 
Looking at the results of the AC simulations, the noise on the VRT node is the one, which will 
most affect the resulting image, as long as the RD and RST lines are keep at a high voltage. If 
the double sampling scheme, with hidden node cancellation is used, the two samples of VRT 
on the photodiode are uncorrelated, therefore the noise on VRT is increased by a factor of 
'l/. On the other hand, the noise on VRT injected on the column (or bitline) is sampled in 
quick succession, ensuring that most of the low frequency component of the noise on VRT is 
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Figure 5.4: Gain from the RD (left), RST(center) and VRT(right) supplies to the pixel's column 
(or bitline). The rejection of the sinail signal voltage fluctuations on the RST and 
RD lines improves as the voltage on the RD and RST lines becomes larger. The 
rejection of the small signal voltage fluctuations on the VRT line worsens as the 
voltage supplied to the RD and RST lines becomes larger. 
attenuated. If the correlated double sampling sampling scheme is used, the VRT noise sampled 
on the photodiode is eliminated. However the VRT noise injected onto the column is increased 
by a factor of Whichever sampling scheme is used, the noise on the VRT line is dominant, 
thus a regulator has to be designed to keep this node clean. 
5.2.5 The VRT Amplifier 
The VRT node can be regulated by either a regulator or an amplifier. Although there are many 
architectures for regulators [781,  the ones used in semiconductors are mainly series regulators. 
Such designs can be divided into two classes: one with the common source driver [79] , the 
other with a common drain driver [80] [81] [82] . The advantages of the first design are a 
low output resistance and good PSRR. However plenty of voltage headroom is required. For 
low voltage applications, charge pumps can be used but the noise they generate is not always 
acceptable. On the other hand, the common drain regulators can operate at low voltages but 
they suffer from poor output resistance, and require an external capacitor for compensation. 
Note also that external capacitors can introduce ground bounce noise if the ground node has 
not been properly designed. 
Using an amplifier permits us to have a low output resistance (at the expense of a higher current 
consumption), a high PSRR (if properly designed), and a rail to rail output stage. Finally, no 
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Figure 5.5: Gain fron the RD (left), RST (center) and VRT (right) supplies to the pixel's p1w-
todiode. The rejection of the small signal voltage fluctuations on the RST and RD 
lines improve as the voltage supplied to the RD and RST lines bcomes greater. The 
rejection of the small signal voltage fluctuations on the VRT line worsens as the 
voltage supplied to the RD and RST lines becomes larger 
external capacitors are required. However it is not power efficient, as bias currents are used to 
maintain a low output resistance. 
A regulator has a power consumption advantage, so long as the pixel array is designed in such 
a way that the regulator still sees a load current, even when the pixels are fully discharged. If 
no care is taken into ensuring a constant flow of current through the array, noise due to the 
output resistance variations appears. Note that this noise will be dependent on the amount of 
light captured by the array. 
The choice of design depends on the specifications required for the camera. In our case, an 
amplifier was chosen as no external components were allowed. The array was small enough for 
an amplifier to be chosen to supply the VRT node. The VRT amplifier design chosen was based 
on a Miller Amplifier. The standard Miller compensation, described in [83] and in [841, could 
not be used because of supply noise flowing directly from the supply lines to the output via the 
compensation capacitor and the parasitic capacitor,as described in Figure 5.6. 
The Ahuja compensation scheme [85], described in Figure 5.7 was chosen, as the author's 
paper showed good PSRR properties. However these were not quite as ideal as expected as 
shown in [86] and in [87] . Furthermore the virtual ground could not have any noise, as it 
would propagate directly to the output. The solution to this problem was a C-R-C pi filter using 
mosfets. As the VRT amplifier was designed to be a low noise circuit, all the biasing circuits 
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Figure 5.6: Supply noise flowing from the supply to the output via the compensation capacitor 
around it would also have to produce clean outputs. Basically, the bandgap and VCCS (used 
for the current reference) would have to be low noise, power supply variation rejection designs. 
The other advantage of the Ahuja scheme was the possibility of using moscaps, which have a 
capacitance density four times higher than the poly-poly capacitors. This enables a compact 
design, without resorting to an extra poly layer, which would push up costs. However, the 
parasitic diode on the moscap affects the performance of the compensation scheme. 
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Figure 5.7: Basic architecture for the Ahuja compensated amplifier 
5.2.6 Simulated performance of the VRT amplifier 
5.2.6.1 Introduction 
Before manufacturing an amplifier, care must be taken to make sure it will perform satisfactorily 
first time round for various qualities of silicon, temperature, mismatch, etc. All appropriate 
tests are performed using a simulator (eldo). The amplifier designed here must be able to reset 
a whole pixel array, without adding too much noise. It must also be able to maintain a constant 
voltage at the VRT node during the reading and reset sequences. 
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Figure 5.8: Testing the open loop gain of the amplifier 
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5.2.6.2 Testing the stability of the amplifier 
A stable amplifier has a phase margin of sixty degrees or above. However as the load is switch-
ing, a phase margin of seventy degrees of more is needed (rule of thumb [88]) for a unity gain 
bandwidth approximately five times larger than the clock frequency. measure the stability of 
an amplifier, one the open-loop gain of the device must be examined. For this a low pass RC 
network with a very low cut-off is placed in the feedback, as shown in Figure 5.8. The RC 
network will let the DC signals through, thus ensuring the amplifier is operating in the right 
DC conditions. The RC network blocks all AC signals hereby making sure that the amplifier is 
working in open loop for these signals. 
Amplifier under test 
As shown in Figure 5.9, the amplifier has a DC open loop gain of 65 dB, a unity gain frequency 
of 4 MHz and a phase margin of 80 degrees. 
Figure 5.9: The open loop gain of the amplifier 
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5.2.6.3 Testing the PSRR of the amplifier 
To test the amplifier PSRR, an AC simulation is performed using the power supply as the 
AC source, as shown on the left hand side of Figure 5.10. Using such a scheme reveals how 
the amplifier rejects noise from the supply, depending on its frequency. The nature of an AC 
simulation, however, is not perfect as it does not take into account the large signal effects a 
rippling supply can have on a circuit. Consequently the simulations must be backed up with 
a transient simulation, in which a sine wave is added to the supply. Such a simulation allows 
us to see how the amplifier can cope with real time noise, and then correlate it with the AC 
simulations. The right hand side of Figure 5. 10, shows that that the amplifier has a worse case 
PSRR of approximately 40 dBs. 
Supply is varying 
Bandgap 
Rf 	r 
Rref 	 LOAI 
Figure 5.10: Testing the PSRR of the amplifier 
5.2.6.4 Testing the rejection of the virtual ground noise 
The effects of noise on the virtual ground was performed using two different amplifier circuits. 
The first used no filter on the virtual ground node and the second possessed a filter on the 
virtual node. Two different types of simulations were performed: the first tried to quantify the 
open loop gain for the noise on the virtual ground, the second measured the closed loop gain 
for the noise on the virtual ground. Figure 5.11 shows the results for both setups. It becomes 
clear that the virtual ground node in the Ahuja compensation scheme is the critical factor. As a 
consequence RC filters were used to keep this node quiet. 
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Figure 5.11: Effects of noise on the virtual ground on the output of the amplifier 
5.2.7 Results from the VRT amplifier on a chip 
The VRT amplifier was manufactured on silicon (Figure 5.12 ) and tested using a low noise 
board. The board was designed to minimise external noise and distortion. Source follower buf -
fers were placed between the signal generators and the pins of the chip. The input resistance of 
the source followers were designed to match the signal generator's output resistance, in order to 
minimise distortion. The external biasing current sources had capacitance between their output 
and the supply voltage of the amplifier, in order to minimise the bias current modulation noise 
caused by the chip's parasitic capacitance connecting ground to the output of the current source. 
Sticking an oscilloscope to the output of the amplifier led to the the PSRR measurements versus 
frequency described in Table 5.1. 
The experimental results show that the amplifier does not perform as well as expected. Analysis 
shows that there are a number of reasons for this, including: 
A parasitic capacitor caused by the well of the MOScap affects the compensation net-
work, hence the power supply rejection. 
. On the silicon, the substrate ground and the analogue ground are not shorted together. A 
slight mismatch between them will worsen the power supply rejection. 
. Crosstalk on the PCB board starts affecting the validity of the results after 5MHz. A new 
chip would have to be designed around the PCB in order to minimise cross-talk. 
The amplifier requires a current sink as bias. Unfortunately, current modulation is in- 
troduced by the pad's capacitance to ground. A current bias using a current source is a 
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Figure 5.12: Layout of the VRT amplifier 
better option, as the pad's capacitance to ground will not create the current modulation. 
5.2.8 Improving the VRT Amplifier 
On examination of the results, the most obvious change to make to the VRT amplifier is a 
change in the bias method, in order to eliminate any bias modulation on the performance. 
The power supply rejection of the amplifier can be improved by having a closer look at the 
parasitics from the output stage and the compensation stage of the amplifier. The top schematic 
in Figure 5.13, shows the amplifier with the parasitic capacitors, which would affect its power 
supply rejection performance. In order to push the zero caused by the compensation capacitor 
and transistor, beyond the unity-gain bandwidth of the amplifier, MCOMP  is made as large as 
possible. This has the counter-effect of increasing the value CMCOMP,  which gives a path for 
the noise to travel to the output node. However this can be limited by replacing the compensa-
tion capacitor with a cascode structure, as shown in the bottom schematic of Figure 5.13. Noise 
on the cascode bias does not travel easily to the output node of the amplifier, thus this node can 
be set up without the use of a filter. 
Figure 5.14 shows the performance improvement in terms of power supply rejection, when a 
cascode is used as the compensation transistor. 
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[Frequency (in Hz) Load = 2nF Load= 470pF 	j 
1k greater than 46 dB greater than 46 dB 
10k greater than 46 dB greater than 46 dB 
100k greater than 46 dB greater than 46 dB 
200k greater than 46 dB 46 dB 
300k 46 d13 46 dB 
400k 46 dB 46 dB 
500k 46 dB 46 dB 
600k 46 dB 46 dB 
700k 46 dB 46 dB 
800k 46 d13 46 dB 
900k 46 dB 46 dB 
1M 40 dB 40 d13 
2M 40 d13 40 dB 
3M 36.5dB 40 dB 
4M 34 d13 40 dB 
SM 32 dB 30.5dB 
6M 30 d13 21 dB 
7M 27 d13 21 dB 
8M 26 dB 21 dB 
9M 26 dB 21 dB 
10M 26 d13 21 dB 
15M 26 d13 21 d13 
Table 5.1: Results for the PSRR measurements 
5.2.9 Improving the VRT Amplifier/Pixel system 
During the design of the amplifier, it became clear that two requirements were clashing during 
the second reset cycle used for double sampling the chip. During this time all the pixels in one 
line had to be charged up to VRT. Thus the output stage of the VRT amplifier had to be wide 
enough to provide the sudden massive surge of current. Simultaneously the PSRR had to be 
high, so that the voltage sampled onto the photodiode during the autocorrelation reset has the 
same value as the voltage sampled during reset. In order to achieve this the output transistor 
must be kept small in order to minimise the capacitance between the supply line and the output 
of the amplifier. 
Therefore it would be better to divide these two nodes, and have them connected to two dif -
ferent regulators, as shown in Figure 5.15. The redesigned pixel architecture takes this basic 
observation into account and builds upon it. 
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Figure 5.13: Capacitors affecting the PSRR of the amplifier and how it can be reduced using a 
compensation transistor with a cascode transistor 
Figure 5.15 shows the redesigned 3T pixel connected to two different types of regulator. The 
pixel is connected to a class A amplifier designed to have a very high PSRR at all frequencies. 
This ensures that no supply noise can corrupt the reset voltage on the photodiode during the 
resetting stage. The column part of the pixel is connected to a regulator, which must be able to 
cope with the transient requirements of resetting the pixel. PSRR is still important but not as 
much as before, since the source follower provides its own PSRR. Finally, the dummy pixel, 
ensures a path for the column current, if the voltage stored on the photo-diode turns off the 
source follower in the pixel. This ensures that the output resistance of the regulator can be 
higher, thus saving power (the output resistance is dependent on the bias current in the output 
stage). 
The main objection to this option, is the cost of adding an extra VRT line to the pixel in terms of 
fill factor. The layouts of square and hexagonal pixels were redrawn in order to accept this extra 
VRT line and in order to have a good picture of the compromises, which would invariably have 
to be made. The rectangular pixels used to created a hexagonal sampling grid have an inherent 
advantage over square ones in that they are more long than high, but care must be taken in the 
layout because of the even/odd row offsets. 
The first pixels to be modified were the square ones. The first attempt tried to keep the pixel 
and photodiode size identical and the resulting layout is shown on the left of Figure 5.16. The 
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Figure 5.14: Simulated peijormance of an amplifier with high PSRR. The top curve shows the 
resuls for a design with a single compensation transistor, whereas the lower curve 
shows the results for a design with a cascode transistor 
main difference between this pixel and a standard one is the size of the reset transistor. Reset 
transitors are made as small as possible to minimise charge injection into the pixel when it is 
reset. At the same time, the length of the gate is not of minimum size in order to keep the 
leakage resistance of MRE SET as high as possible. However in order to fit all the components 
into the PiXeI,MRESET had to be made wider and shorter, thus increasing charge injection, and 
decreasing the leakage resistance. 
The second attempt at redesigning the square pixel focussed on maintaining the transistor sizes 
and the pixel size. The layout shown on the right of Figure 5.16 shows the result. The pixel 
is now less uniform, and slightly smaller (approx 2 to 2.5 percent). However the RD and RST 
lines are no longer straight lines but meander across the pixel. This has the effect of slighly 
increasing the resistance of both these lines, but does not affect their reliability. 
The second pixel to be modified was the rectangular one, used to create a hexagonal sampling 
grid. The main difficulty was trying to keep the parasitics on the photodiode as uniform as 
possible. This was not helped by the fact that even and odd rows are interleaved. However a 
layout was succesfully achieved as shown in Figure 5.17. This pixel is the one adopted and 
referred to later on in this chapter. 
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Figure 5.15: Reviewed 3Tpixel in a camera system 
Figure 5.16: Modifying the layout of  square pixel to accept an extra VRT line 
5.3 Measuring the PSR of the pixel array 
Using an available array of square pixels, the sensitivity of the array to variations in the amp-
litude of VRT, RD or RST nodes was measured by injecting sine waves into the respective 
nodes. Table 5.2 shows the results observed when the VRT node was varied, while the RD 
and RST lines were kept sufficiently high and constant to avoid them from contributing noise. 
Table 5.2 also shows the results oberved when the RD or RST lines were varied over time. As 
the supplies used by these nodes are charge pumped at a certain clock rate, only the frequency 
below the Nyquist frequency can be represented. The noise on the reference voltage used by the 
charge pump can only be reproduced at up to half the sampling frequency of the charge pump. 
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Figure 5.17: Array of hexagonal pixels with two VRT lines 
Note that the crosstalk between the RD and RST lines was quite high, making it difficult, if 
not impossible, to pinpoint the source of noise. As shown in AC simulations, the pixel should 
be resistant to supply noise from the RD and RST lines, but such simulations do not take into 
account non-ideal features of the MOSFET. Transient simulations were performed to find out 
why noise was appearing on the image when the RD or RST lines were changed over time. The 
simulations assumed that the RD and RST lines were supplied from the same charge pumped 
source. 
Two simulations were performed, one with the charge pump's output voltage changed between 
the read and reset sequence, the other where the charge pump's output voltage did not vary 
between the read and reset. For the first experiment, the effect of a change in the charge pump's 
value between the read and reset stage is clearly noticeable, which is not the case when the 
charge pump's value remains constant over the reset and read sequence. The maximum peak to 
peak change in the pixel readout caused by a 200 mV peak to peak signal on the RD and RST 
lines is 6 mV. This value correlates relatively well with the experimental values, which give a 
value of 10 mV. 
It becomes clear that the charge pumped voltage needs to be fixed and independent from vari-
ations in the supply. Any form of charge pump requires a constant voltage source and this 
source needs to have a good power supply rejection ratio and a good drive capability to cope 
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Frequency 
(Hz) 
Noise seen on the 
picture due to RST 
fluctuation 
Noise seen on the 
picture due to RD 
fluctuation 
Noise seen on the 
picture due to VRT 
fluctuation 
20k 3.2 mV 1.0 mV 59.4 mV 
30k 3.3 mV 3.1 mV 59.4 mV 
40k 2.1 mV 3.0 mV 56.4 mV 
50k 0.0 mV 1.4 mV 29.7 mV 
60k 2.6 mV 0.0 mV 57.2 mV 
70k 2.7 mV 1.6 mV 59.4 mV 
80k 3.3 mV 1.5 mV 59.5 mV 
90k 3.5 mV 0.5 mV 59.6 mV 
lOOk 2.6 mV 1.0 mV 56.1 mV 
200k 1.4 mV 4.8 mV 60.0 mV 
300k 3.6 mV 1.9 mV 55.1 mV 
400k 3.8 mV 1.7 mV 55.8 mV 
500k 3.6 mV 2.8 mV 56.6 mV 
600k 3.4 mV 3.8 mV 59.3 mV 
700k 3.0 mV 2.4 mV 59.5 mV 
800k 4.3 mV 4.2 mV 60.5 mV 
900k 2.8 mV 3.5 rnV 59.1 mV 
1M 5.1 mV 5.1 mV 59.7 mV 
2M 1.6 mV 1.5 mV 63.7 mV 
Table 5.2: Power supply rejection by the array for different noise sources. 
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with the varying load (the charge pumping element). The most appropriate circuit for such a 
task is the Nmos source follower. The drawback of such a circuit is the process and temperat-
ure dependant V1 drop. In order to render the output of the Nmos source follower independant 
from the variations in 111, it is biased by an amplifier followed by a Nmos source follower 
output stage, which is biased exactly like it. The amplifier chosen was a n-type symmetrical 
long tail pair OTA, whose topology ensures high power supply rejection. However the max-
imum output voltage available is not high enough for a voltage doubler, thus a voltage tripler 
architecture was chosen. The charge pump's architecture is shown in Figure 5.18. 
Th 	popu o1d 	o om hIiow ml b 	imil 	poibk 	 VDDHI -- 
AmpUfi i o bj, th,o,, 1oIL,w, 	 : = 
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CLK 
Figure 5.18: High PSRR amplifier topology used to supply a reference for the charge tripler 
The voltage produced by the charge pump must be able to cope with the kicks of charge de-
manded when the pixel is reset, read and auto-zeroed. These kicks are made worse by the fact 
that the voltage produced by the charge pump is fed to the array via a level shifter followed by 
an inverter. Each time these two circuits change state, they cause a surge of current, which is 
drawn from the voltage doubler's storage capacitor leading to a sudden drop in the doubler's 
voltage. Therefore the design must be able to recover from these kicks. As the system used 
low clock frequencies, to ensure that the source follower providing the reference voltage to the 
voltage tripler has time to settle, the pumping capacitors were made larger than that required by 
a system using a faster clock. 
5.4 The bandlimited pixel 
5.4.1 Introduction 
The rejection performance of the pixel regulator will be limited by the noise injected by the 
RD and RST lines. It is therefore necessary to design a charge pump incorporating good PSRR 
(greater than 40dB). As shown earlier, the performance of the VRT can be improved if two 
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amplifiers are designed: one for the pixel, the other for the column. However, by slightly 
altering the design, the pixel and the pixel regulator can be combined, not only to improve 
PSRR but also to reduce the pixel's offsets. This new topology is referred to as the bandlimited 
pixel. 
Figure 5.19 shows the schematic of a bandlimited pixel. When both MREAD  and MRESET  are 
turned on, the amplifier and the column's source follower are connected together in unity gain 
feedback. The amplifier's gain is then used to ensure that the node COL and SETPIXREF are 
equal. This action effectively takes out the pixel's offset. The feedback will also have an effect 
on low frequency noise. 
PIXAMPAVDD KSI 	VRTPIXAVDD 
SETPIXREF r- T 	 T 
-- -------IMRUR 
- 	 MRESET 	I 
1I-. RD 
COL 
'COL 
Figure 5.19: The band/united pixel 
5.4.2 Theory 
When the pixel is reset, the system can be modelled as shown in Figure 5.20. Noise models are 
added into the system and from it the following sets of equations can be written. 
I 	r 
Mc -' 
TTTT ui T uj 
Figure 5.20: Model of the bandlimited pixel, when it is reset 
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gm X (Vs etpi rrej + Vj nputnoise - Vo) + 'Ampnoise 	 (5.1) 
+ 'Switchnoise - _____ 
	 p - 
____ - ( V e tpix X sCcomp) - 	 0 
RAmp RsWjjCh 
VPix - Vejpjx 
'Switchnoise + (VP x sCptxei) +RSWtCh 
	
= 0 	 (5.2) 
V0ut = ((IlB uff er X Vp) + VBuffernojse) 
x + SRBufferCColumn 	
(5.3) 
Combining equation 5.2,equation 5.2 and equation 5.2, Vpi x can be determined using equa-
tion 5.4 
gm X RAmp  x (1 + 5(RB uff er  X Coiumn)) 
Vpj s 	= 	V e tpixrej X 
/l 	
(5.4) 
Buffer X g X Rjt mp + As + Bs2 + Cs3 
+ 	Vinputnoise g X RA
m p X (1 + S(RB uff er  X C o ium n)) 
ftB uff er X g m  X RAmp + As + Bs2 + Cs  
RAmp X (1 + S(RB uff er X Column)) 
+ 	'Ampnoise X 
/iBttffer X  gm X  RAmp + As + Bs2 + Cs3 
g X RAmp 
- 	VBuffernoise X 
/1Buffer X  gm >< RAmp + As + Bs2 + Cs3 
+ 	'Switchnoise 
+ 5(RB uff erCC o lumn + RA m pCCom p) + 5 2 X (RA mpRB uff erCC ompCColumn) j 
ItBuffer X g,- X RAmp + As + Bs2 + C83 
where 
A 	= Cpjxe i + (Cpjxe i X RSih) + (Cpj x i X RAmp) 
B 	= (Cpjx i X Column X RBuffer) + (RA mP X Cpi X Ccomp) 
• 	(Cpixe i X Column X Rsth X  RBuffer) 
• 	(Rsi ch X RAmp X Cpixe i X Ccomp) 
• 	(Cpjxe i X Column X  RAmp X RBuffer) 
C 	= (RA mp  X RBuffer X Cp1i X C om p X CCoiumn) 
+ 	(Rs w tch x RAmp x  RBuffer x Cpj ei x CComp X C o lumn) 
Referring to equation 5.4, the following sources of noise L4mp7-toise, Vp ujjernoi se  and '5wjtc/flUj.5e 
will be attenuted by the pixel amplifier. However this attenuation will be limited by the gain 
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of the pixel's source follower, ILB uff er the rejection improves as the gain nears unity. The 
attenuation of the noise will only occur when the amplifier is providing gain. However this is 
not the case for noise present at the input (VJ flput72o j se ) of the pixel amplifier will be sampled 
onto the photodiode. It is therefore important to keep Vt p jx rej quiet. 
Depending on the region of operation of MRESET,  the values of 	and 'SwiC1?Wi.9e  will 
change. In a traditional 3T pixel, the thermal noise sampled onto the photo-diode is dependant 
on the region of operation of the cell's MRESET.  If a soft reset scheme is used, MRESET 
is operated in its subthreshold region, and the thermal noise sampled onto the photo-diode is 
lower than if a hard reset was used. 
5.4.3 Circuit overview 
Having an amplifier for each pixel is not viable, as the area used by the amplifier will decrease 
resolution or increase area and so the cost of the camera. Thus the amplifier is shared between 
a whole column of pixels as shown in Figure 5.21. 
5.4.4 Design of the circuit 
Figure 5.22 shows the schematic of the amplifier with the pixel and, as the reader will notice, 
it is a two stage amplifier. The first stage of the system comprises an auto-biased, folded-
cascode long-tail pair, followed by a source follower. A whole sequence of simulations must 
be performed on the circuit to ensure that it is working properly. The netlist used for the 
simulations in this chapter was extracted from the layout. 
5.4.5 DC Analysis 
The DC analysis ensures that all the transistors in the amplifier are operating in their saturation 
region, when the device is used to reset the pixel. The operating point can be found using the 
schematic shown in Figure 5.22. 
5.4.6 AC Analysis 
The AC analysis ensures that the whole amplifier plus pixel has an adequate phase margin. A 
good phase margin will ensure that the device will not oscillate and that it will settle down 
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Figure 5.21: A bandlimiting amplifier is shared by a whole column 
quickly when the pixel is reset. The setup must also take into account that soft reset might be 
used. By varying the voltage applied on -'RESET  the properties of the device change leading 
to a reduction in the amount of noise being sampled on the photo-diode if MRESET operates 
in its subthreshold region. However changing the properties of MRESET will also affect the 
stability of the whole system. Therefore the AC analysis will be performed for a range of reset 
voltages, to ensure that the amplifier plus pixel are stable, whatever the reset scheme used. 
In order to obtain the open loop performance of the amplifier, a low time constant RC network 
is used to separate the output from the input for all AC signals, such that only DC signals used 
to bias the system can flow. This was achieved on the layout by applying a special layer (layer 
mR in the Cadence tools), which introduces a small resistance in the extracted view. The AC 
analysis is performed for more than one Reset voltage. This is due to the fact that soft reset is 
going to be used, which means that that the reset transistor's properties are going to change. 
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Figure 5.22: Testing the operating point of the amplifier 
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Figure 5.23: Setup used to simulate the open loop gain of an amplifier, by incorporating a low 
pass RCfllrer in the feedback loop. 
One must make sure that these changes do not render the system unstable. Three AC analyses 
were performed, for the following reset voltages: 3.00 V, 3.05 V, 3.10 V 3.30 V and 3.60 V. 
The node used to check the stability of the amplifier is the column node, named COL in Fig-
ure 5.23; as it is directly connected to the feedback node of the amplifier. It is interesting to 
notice that the phase margin reduces with the voltage on the reset node. This is probably due to 
the fact that the reset transistor resistance is increasing as the reset voltage is dropping. 
In order to demonstrate this, two other nodes were examined in the extracted layout. The first 
is the node SETPIX, the second is the node PIX. Both nodes are placed at the opposite ends of 
the reset transistor and thus will provide information on how the reset transistor behaves. As 
the voltage on the reset transistor drops, the node SETPIX barely changes. However the phase 
component of the PIX node changes by shifting to the left. This change can only be due to an 
increase in the resistance of the reset transistor. 
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Figure 5.24: Simulating an open loop bandlimited pixel and viewing gain and phase margin at 
the COL node. Fives curves are shown each representing the open loop gain and 
the phase margin of the bandlimited pixel for different RST voltages, respectively 
3.00 V, 3.05 %< 3.10 V, 3.30 V and 3.60 V. 
5.4.7 PSRR Analysis 
The bandlimited pixel is an extension of the idea of regulating the pixel array. Hence the power 
supply rejection of the pixel amplifier must be kept high, whether MRESET operates in its 
subthreshold or linear region, when the photo-diode is reset. It is important to notice that there 
are more that one source in which power source noise can be injected onto the pixel. These 
are the supplies to the folded long tail pair amplifier (PIXAMPAVDD), the supply to the pixel 
column buffer (VRTPIXAVDD), the read (RD) and reset (RST) lines. The PSRR must be 
measured for different reset voltages since soft reset and hard reset are being used. 
Figure 5.27 shows the gain between the supply PIXAMPAVDD and the node PIX. When the 
reset voltage is high, the reset transistor does not offer a lot of resistance. At low frequencies 
the feedback of the amplifier counteracts the noise on the supply. As frequencies get larger, 
the gain drops, and so does the PSRR. At high frequencies, the amplifier no longer operates, 
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the PIX node. Fives curves are shown each representing the open loop gain and 
the phase margin of the bandlimited pixel for different RST voltages, respectively 
3.00 V, 3.05 V, 3.10 V, 3.30 V and 3.60 V 
and the PSRR is largely dependent on parasitic capacitances. As the reset voltage drops, the 
resistance in the reset transistor increases. This results in the addition of a low pass RC filter, 
between the output of the amplifier and the pixel. Such a filter reduces the noise flowing from 
the output of the amplifier to the pixel, increasing the PSRR. The effects of the low pass filter 
can be observed in Figure 5.27 as the reset voltage drops. 
To demonstrate that the reset transistor is mainly responsible for the improved PSRR, Fig-
ure 5.28 shows the PSRR observed at the node SETPIX, which is placed before the reset tran-
sistor. Although there is some changes in the shape of the PSRR due to variations in the 
amplifier as the reset node is reduced, the figure shows that most of the PSRR improvements 
occur after the reset transistor. 
Figure 5.29 shows the gain between the VRTPIXAVDD node and the PIX node. It can be 
observed that the unwanted ripple on the supply is attenuated by the source follower. However 
this has the drawback of creating a ripple on the pixel, as the folded long tail pair tries to 
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Figure 5.26: Simulating an open loop band/united pixel and viewing gain and phase margin 
at the SETPJX node. Fives curves are shown each representing the open loop 
gain and the phase margin of the bandlimited pixel for different RST voltages, 
respectively 3.00 V, 3.05 V 3.IOV, 3.30 Vand 3.60 V. 
maintain its two inputs in virtual short circuit. It is important to note that the PSRR of the 
second stage improves with a longer gate, but this is at the expense of a larger gate to source 
voltage. This is not always desirable as it reduces the swing of the pixel. A regulator will be 
required to provide a clean fixed voltage, to the node VRTPIXAVDD. Due to the feedback loop 
used by the bandlimiting system, noise from the RD node can be introduced onto the pixel. 
5.4.8 Thermal and flicker noise Analysis 
Thermal and flicker noise analysis is performed by using the AC noise command in eldo. This 
experiment will give an idea of the order of magnitude and the source of thermal and flicker 
noise. The main contributor's to the noise being sampled on the pixel's photo-diode are the 
pixel amplifier, MBUFFER and MRESET.  The noise produced by the pixel amplifier was 
thermal, and was reduced by increasing the amount capacitance on the node SETPIX. On the 
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Figure 5.27: C/oscJ loop gain from the PIXAMPA\'DD node to the PIX node (I . ii Ii 	Her 
the voltage on RST ranging from 3.0 V to 3.6 V 
other hand, MBLTFFER  produce a lot of flicker noise, as it was a minimum sized device. Again 
suitable capacitance on the column could reduce its contribution, but at the expense of reduced 
bandwidth. Finally MRESET  produced thermal noise, but the noise's magnitude was strongly 
dependent on the region of operation of JVIRESET. 
Table 5.3, shows the thermal and flicker noise contributions to the pixel for different voltages 
applied on the RST line, for different frequency bandwidths. Table 5.4 describes the contri-
bution of thermal and flicker noise separately. As the voltage placed on the gate of AIRESET 
decreases, the quantity of thermal noise decreases. This fall is largely due to the transistor 
MEESET. The flicker noise remains more or less the same, for different values of RST voltage, 
as it is mainly caused by the MBUFFER.  It is interesting to note that the bandwidth of the 
flicker noise, which is quite high. This shows that the noise on MBUFFER  might one of the 
major limiting factor's in a 3T pixel camera operating with correlated double sampling, as both 
contributions from MBLJFFER are uncorrelated. 
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Figure 5.28: Closed loop gain from the PIX'AMPAVDD node to the SETPIX node 
(PSRR T pIX )for the voltage on RST ranging from 3.0 to 3.6 V 
5.4.9 Transient analysis 
To test whether the pixel and its amplifier operate correctly, a transient simulation testing the 
reset/read sequence was performed on the extracted view of the layout. As the pixel's amplifier 
is heavily damped, to minimise the amount of thermal noise being dumped onto the photo-
diode, it is relatively slow to turn on and settle to its nominal value. On the other hand, the read 
sequence does not use the amplifier, thus leading to a relatively quick sequence. 
Figure 5.30 shows the pixel being hard and soft reset respectively. In the case where the 
pixel is hard reset, both MREAD  and MRESET  are turned on and operate in their linear re-
gion. The pixel's output settles to SETPIXREF. The reset sequence ends when MRESET  and 
MRE4D are turned off, leaving a the photodiode with a sampled voltage equal to SETPIXREF 
+ VgS(MBLTFFER). In the case where the pixel is soft reset, both MREAD  and MRESET  are 
turned on and operate in their linear region. After a suitable amount of time, the voltage on 
the node RST is slowly lowered. MRESET, which started off operating in its linear region, 
starts operating in subthreshold before turning off. As the reader will notice, the voltage on the 
photo-diode is affected by the lowering of the RST voltage. Such an offset will be difficult to 
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Figure 5.29: Closed lop gainfrom the ,,ode %/RTPSRRPIX to the PIX. SETPIX and COL node.s 
cancel, as it is dependant on the physical parameters of MRESET,  which will vary widely as 
the device is minimum size. To resolve this problem the RST voltage should be slowly lowered 
ensuring that MRESET  is effectively operating in its saturation region, then suddenly turned 
off. Such a signal will be tested on the manufactured array, in order to see whether the offsets 
in MRESET  are prejudicial to its proper functionning. 
Figure 5.31 shows the timing sequence used to reset and read a bandlimited pixel (hard reset). 
The absolute values used to turn on/off MRESET  and MREAD  were altered between the read 
and reset stages, to check the systems robustness to variations of RD and RST when these latter 
signals are high. Indeed the changes in the magnitude of the RST and RD voltages between 
the reset and read sequence had an effect on the output of the pixel. Therefore the bandlimited 
pixel will be sensitive to alterations in the amplitude of the RD and RST lines. The RD and 
RST lines will need to be regulated. 
5.4.10 Compensating the offsets introduced by the amplifier 
Although the column bandlimiting amplifier has been designed using as much care as possible 
since long transistors operating in strong inversion are laid out in a common centroid fashion, 
offsets will inevitably appear. To cancel these offsets, they should be measured and taken off 
the results. This can be done either by double sampling the output as is done in standard 3T 
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Total flicker and thermal noise seen on the pixel's photo-diode 
Frequency Bandwidth Reset = 3.1 V Reset = 3.3 V Reset = 3.6 V 
10 1 to 10 13 Hz 447uVRMS 800/1VRMS 950ILVRMS 
10 1  to 102 Hz 121P17RMS 121/1VRMS 121ILT'RMS 
10 2 to103 Hz I21ILVRMS 121 ILVRMS I2IILVRA,IS 
103 to 104 Hz 124ILVRMS 124 L VRMS 124 ii VRMS 
104 to 105 Hz 149 /1VRMS 148 ILVRMS 148 IIVRMS 
10 5 to 106  Hz 311PVRMS 248VRMS 245IIVRMS 
10 6  to i07 Hz 145 1LI/RMS 223 ,UVRMS 169 UVRMS 
10 7 to 108  Hz 34 VRMS 422 IUVRMS 171 ILVRMS 
108  to 109 Hz 21 ILVRMS 494 iiVsuis 493 iVjs 
109 to 1010  Hz 55 /iVRMS 198 IUVRMS 629 1.VRMS 
10' ° to10"Hz 92PVRMS 109 ILVRMS 26811VRMS 
10 11  to  1012  Hz 45 ,UVRMS 48 ILVRMS 92 ILVRMS 
10 12  to  1013  Hz 14 ILVRMS 15 IIVRMS 29 1UVRMS 
Table 5.3: Total thermal and flicker noise on the pixel 
cells, or, as there are as many offsets as there are columns, by storing the offset in memory and 
refreshing the memory at the beginning of every frame. 
5.5 Design of the switched capacitor readout circuit 
5.5.1 Introduction 
The aim of this project was to produce a hexagonal array with a built-in switched capacitor 
colour reconstruction processor. As the bandlimited pixel is going to be used, a special readout 
circuit is required to remove the offsets of the pixel amplifier from the data read out. A switched 
capacitor circuit can be designed to do just that. In addition, the performance of such a circuit 
should be evaluated, so as to gauge the advantage of using a switched capacitor implementation 
of the colour recontruction processor over a more standard digital implementation. 
5.5.2 A brief introduction to switched capacitor circuits 
In discrete electronics, the gain of an amplifier is controlled by feedback using resistors. However, 
such an architecture is not possible on a silicon wafer, as resistors take too much area. Switched 
capacitors permit the use of feedback using capacitors, which can be accurately manufactured 
and are relatively compact. Describing the operation of switched capacitor circuits is beyond 
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Total thermal noise seen on the pixel's photodiode 
Frequency Bandwidth Reset = 3.1 V Reset = 3.3 V Reset = 3.6 V 
10 1  to  1013  Hz 354.0 UVRMS 763.0 ILVRMS 913.0 ,LLVRMS 
10 1  to  102  Hz 2.7 jtVijjs 2.6 IIVRMS 2.7 ItVRMS 
10 2  to 103 Hz 8.6 ILVRMS 8.6 pVjpjs 8.6 1uVRMS 
103 to 101 Hz 27.0 ILVRMS 27.0 ILVRMS 27.0 I11 RMS 
10 to 10 Hz 86.0 iiVwi s 86.0 ILVRMS 86.0 IIVRMS 
105 to 106  Hz 286.0 ,UVRMS 224.0 UVRMS 220.0 UVRMS 
106  to 107  Hz 143.0 IUVRMS 221.0 IIVRMS 166.0 ,a VRMS 
107 to 108  Hz 34.0LLVRMS 422.0LVRMS 171.0 PVRMS 
108  to 	Hz 21.0 /IVRMS 494.0 ,uVRMS 493.0 IUVRMS 
109 to 1010  Hz 55.0 pVRMS 198.0 ILVRMS 629.0 I2VRMS 
10 10  to  1011  Hz 92.0pVjjis 109.0iViAis 268.0iVj15 
10 11  to  1012  Hz 45.0ILVR J 1S 48.01VRMS 92.0ILVRMS 
10 12  to i0 13 Hz 14.0 1LVRJLIS 15.0 ILVRMS 29.0 ILVRMS 
Total flicker noise on the pixel 
Frequency Bandwidth Reset = 3.1 V Reset = 3.3 V Reset = 3.6 V 
1 1  to 1 13Hz 274.0 ,UVRMS 267.0 ILVRMS 266.0 ILVRMS 
1 1  to 12  Hz 121.0 1IVRMS 121.0 ,LLVRMS 121.0 ILVRMS 
1 2  to 1 3 Hz 121.0 ILVRMS 121.0/IVRMS 121.0[LVRMS 
13 to 1 4 H2- 121.0 JLVRMS 121.0 1VJp,fS 121.0 ftl'RMS 
1 4 to1 5 Hz 121.0ILVRMS 121.0/iVRMS 121.0LLVRMS 
15 to 16  Hz 125.0 1RMS  121.0 IUVRMS 121.0 IU 1 RMS 
16 to 1 7 Hz 29.0 /IVRMS 107.0 ILVRMS 107.0 IWRms 
17 to l 8 Hz 5.5 ILVRMS 32.0 /2VRMS 32.0 1L1 VRMS 
1 8  to 19 Hz 1.7 .UVRMS 2.3 ILVRMS 2.3 pV'J?Js 
1 9 to 1 10 Hz 0.6 1 1 RMS 1.4 fLVjMS 1.4 ILVRMS 
110 to 1' 1 Hz 0.3 tVj?Jtqs 1.0 ILVRMS 1.0 [LVRJjS 
1 11  to 1 12 Hz 0.1 ItVRMS  
Table 5.4: Thermal Noise on the pixel 
the scope of this thesis, however, valuable information is available in the literature, e.g. [88-
901. 
Over the years, switched capacitor circuits have been developed to fulfil different operations, 
such as integrators and various sorts of amplifiers. However, supplies have been lowered to re-
duce power dissipation in digital circuits. This has lead to problems for the design of switched 
capacitor circuits, as the transmission transistors can no longer be turned on effectively as sup-
plies drop. New topologies have been developped to ensure that switched capacitor circuits 
could operate in low voltage environments such as switched op-amps [91-93], boosted switched 
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Figure 5.30: Transient response of the bandlimited pixel when hard (left) and soft (right) reset 
is applied 
capacitor and bootstrapped switched capacitor [94-96]. Switched op-amps looked to be the 
most promising option, but suffered from the fact, that in order to emulate the transmission gate 
being opened, both the sinking and sourcing transistors needed to be turned off at exactly the 
same time, which is not realistic. Boosted switched capacitor requires a charge pump to turn 
on the transmission gate. Such an option is not always compatible with the technology used, as 
the gate source voltage might become too high. To counter this problem, bootstrapped boosted 
switched capacitor circuits were developped. 
5.5.3 Circuit operation of the readout circuit 
The readout circuit is based on a switched capacitor amplifier, which can be found in [97]. The 
circuit has been slightly modified such that the input reference voltage includes the offset of 
the pixel amplifier. Figure 5.32 shows the operation of the switched capacitor readout circuit 
alongside the bandlimited pixel. 
The pixel is first reset, when MREAD  and MRESET  are turned on. Due to feedback action 
controlling the pixel amplifier, the output of the pixel settles to SETPIXREF. MREAD  and 
MRESET are switched off, leaving the pixel to integrate. At the end of the integration time, the 
pixel's voltage is read out by turning on MRESET. At the same time the switched capacitor 
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Figure 5.31: Timing and response oJthe bandlirnited pixel 
circuit's amplifier is auto-zeroed. The pixel is reset again, by turning on MREAD  and MRESET. 
The value at the output of the pixel is read by the switched capacitor circuit and the amount of 
light detected by the pixel .corrected for the pixel's offsets, is computed. 
The amplifier chosen for the SW circuit is a folded-cascode amplifier with a p-type input pair. 
The biases required by some of the amplifier's transistors, are provided by a biasing module 
outside the array of amplifiers. Although such a technique is not as ideal as having the bias 
generated inside the area, time constraints required the chip to be designed rapidly and to in-
corporate a bias system, which could support a variable number of columns. The number of 
columns, of course, depends on the amount of silicon available. 
5.5.4 AC Analysis 
AC analysis is only performed when the amplifier is operating with non-capacitive feedback. 
This step ensures the amplifier is stable when it is performing auto-zeroing. During the auto-
zeroing period, the amplifier sees its feedback capacitor and its input capacitor connected in 
parallel to its output. Thus the amplifier will see at least a lpF load during this period. The 
feedback loop is broken with a large RC constant, and the resulting frequency response meas-
ured. 
The results are shown in Figure 5.33 and show that the amplifier has a DC gain of 95 dB, a 
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Figure 5.32: Operation of the bandlimited pixel and the switched capacitor readout 
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Figure 5.33: The AC response of thexfi switched capacitor buffer's amplifier 
unity gain bandwidth of 2.81 MIHz and a phase margin of at 80.07 degrees. 
5.5.5 PSRR Analysis 
Switched capacitor circuits operate in two stages: 
• During the auto-zeroing period, the amplifier is under full continuous time feedback. 
• During the calculation period, the amplifier is under capacitive feedback. 
To quantify the robustness of an amplifier with respect to the power supplies, two experiments 
were carried out. Both setups are shown in Figure 5.34. The one on the left shows the standard 
method used to calculate PSRR for a continuous time filter. However, the one on the right 
describes how the PSRR can be simulated using an amplifier with the capacitive feedback 
applied to it. The capacitive node is held by a very large resistor and a fixed supply (NB: The 
simulator must be properly setup, so any additional errors due to the large resistor have no 
influence on the results in the area of interest). The voltage chosen for the fixed supply is the 
one obtained when the amplifier is connected as a buffer. 
Figure 5.35 shows that the amplifier is very sensitive to supply noise when operating with 
capacitive feedback. It reaches a low of 15 dB PSRR at IOMIHz and settles at 20 dBs for higher 
F1S] 
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0.5p] 
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Figure 5.34: Setting up the amplifier used in the switched capacitor readout, for a PSRR ana-
lysis 
frequencies. This performance is not really acceptable and will have to be improved, otherwise 
some form of supply regulation might be required. The performance during auto-zeroing is not 
impressive either. It could be improved by adding capacitance to the line, but that might prove 
too costly from an area point of view, and a regulator placed above all the switched capacitor 
circuits might be a cheaper option. 
5.5.6 Noise Analysis 
Similarly to power supply response, noise analysis behaves differently depending on whether 
the amplifier is under continuous time feedback, or capacitive feedback. Figure 5.36 describe 
the setup used to perform the noise analysis. 
Figure 5.37 shows a discrete time model used to describe correlated double sampling [98]. The 
switched capacitor first samples its offset and the buffered voltage on the pixel, then samples 
the output of the pixel when it is reset. The time between both samples is referred to as Tdelay. 
Figure can be described by Equation 5.5. 
out,, = inn - inn-1 	 (5.5) 
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Figure 5.35: The PSRR response of the switched capacitor buffrr's amplifier during the auto- 
zeroing period (red curve), and the capacitive feedback period (green curve) 
Converting Equation 5.5 into its z-domain equivalent gives us Equation 5.6 [991. 
out. = in. - (in, x z1) 	 (5.6) 
outz  
gains = 	= 1 - Z 
in, 
gain 	1 - 
IgainI = 	X \/(1 - COS(WTdelay )) 	 (5.7) 
The gain provided by the correlated double sampling is shown in Figure 5.38. The delay 
between the two samples for the buffer is 12us. The effectiveness of the correlated double 
sampling stops at 20kHz. Looking at the noise figures of the OTA used in the buffer, the cor-
related double sampling bandwidth is too low as Flicker noise is strong in the 10MHz region 
From the pixel perspective, the gain of the pixel amplifier reduces the noise at the output of the 
pixel, up until the region of the 600kHz (Unity gain banwidth of the bandlimited pixel), when 
the pixel is reset. When the pixel is read, the amplifier is off, and the noise is not dampened. 
Therefore correlated double sampling will have little effect in reducing the pixel's noise. 
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Figure 5.36: Setting up the amplifier for a noise analysis 
Delay 
in 	 Out 
Figure 5.37: Modelling correlated double sampling 
5.5.7 Transient analysis 
A transient analysis is performed to check if the amplifier designed can cope with the large 
signal changes caused by the switched capacitor circuit, or if other distortions will affect its 
performance. The circuit was tested by applying to it what it would see from the bandlimited 
pixel, assuming that SETPJXREF was set to 1.5 V. As shown in Figure 5.32, the first signal 
the switched capacitor will input is the integrated pixel value, which depending on the light 
intensity will lie between 0 and 1.5 V. The second signal the switched capacitor will input is 
its resetting value, ideally 1.5 V. From the results obtained an offset of 1 mV was observed, 
even though the amplifier's offset was cancelled via correlated double sampling. Such an offset 
is usually caused by charge injection, which can only be eliminated by using a symmetrical 
structure. However, such an option is not possible in this case, as the amplifier has to fit in a 
column. 
5.6 The bandlimited chip 
A chip containing the bandliniited pixel and its switched capacitor based readout was layed 
out and manufactured as shown in Figure 5.39. The pixel amplifier used an area 350 pm long 
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Frequency (in Hz) thermal noise 
during 
auto-zeroing 
1/f noise 
during 
auto-zeroing 
thermal noise 
during 
capacitive 
feeback 
1/f noise 
during 
capacitive 
feedback 
1 to 10 0.34 p V 33.9 p V 0.70 p V 70.28 it V 
10 to 100 1.06 It V 33.92/2 V 2.20/1 V 70.59 It V 
100 to 1k 3.35 it V 34.07 p V 6.95y V 73.60/1 V 
lktolOk 10.60pV 35.52pV 21.97p.V 98.79pV 
lOktolook 33.51pV 47.67pV 69.47pV 230.001tV 
100k to IM 104.29 p V 109.56 p V 219.1111 V 564.25 it V 
lMtoIOM 196.09pV 197.57pV 560.45pV 336.30pV 
1OM to lOOM 86.18 p V 86.28,u V 335.36 p V 86.68 it V 
lOOMtolG 23.13pV 23.13pV 86.531,tV 86.68pV 
1G to lOG 7.53 p V 7.53 p V 27.5911 V 27.53 it V 
lOG to IOOG 3.28 it V 3.28 it V 8.7011 V 8.74 It V 
ito IOOG 242.09 p V 257.02 p V 698.76 it V 719.00 p V 
Table 5.5: Noise measurements during auto-zeroing, and capacitive feedback periods 
and 5.6 pm wide. For a CIF chip, containing 352 columns, the area used up by all the pixel 
amplifiers would add up to 0.69 mm 2 (This surface does not include the area required by 
a regulator for the node VRTPIXAVDD). A VRT amplifier for such an array would require 
only 0.05mm 2 . Although the bandlimited pixel does offer some advantages, such as offset 
cancellation and probably less noise being sampled onto the pixel if soft reset is considered, the 
area used up by the pixel amplifier is far too high to give it an advantage over the use of a VRT 
regulator associated with the double sampling timing. 
The size of amplifier for the switched capacitor readout was 320 pm long by 5.6 pm wide. The 
surface covered by the switches and capacitors was 250 pm by 5.6 pm. This surface is similar 
to that expected to be covered by an A/D converter. 
The chip itself was not tested, as the manufacturing process took much longer than expected, 
as a new technology was being tested out. As the chip was delivered just before the date for 
completion of the PhD, the author was unable to test it. 
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Frequency response of conelaled double sampling 
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Figure 5.38: Frequency response of correlated double sampling 
5.7 Colour preprocessing using switched capacitor circuits 
5.7.1 Introduction 
by virtue of the simplicity of the three filter hexagonal colour pattern, a switched capacitor 
implementation appears feasible. Two different topologies for bilinear interpolation are invest-
igated and discussed to see whether or not they could offer a performance advantage over a 
digital implementation. 
5.7.2 Bilinear interpolation using serial processing 
Figure 5.40 describes a switched capacitor implementation of a serial bilinear interpolator. Lu-
minosity is captured by the bandlimited pixel. The offsets of the pixel's amplifier are taken out 
by the readout stage. The data is then converted to serial data by selecting each column one 
after the other. As the data is being read out very quickly (8 M1-Iz for a CIF array for instance), 
the readout stage must be followed by a buffer stage, in which the amplifier has a source fol-
lower as a final stage to cope with the parasitics on the serial line. A tree structure will also be 
necessary to prevent excessive amounts of current being required in the buffer stage. Once the 
data has been multiplexed onto a serial line, it needs to be stored. 
As bilinear interpolation for the three filter hexagonal array requires three lines to interpolate 
successfully one line, the information contained in a line is going to be used three times during 
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--I 
- 
Figure 5.39: The chip containing the bandlimiting pixel and its switched capacitor based out-
put (bottom). Hexagonal pixels used in the layout of the chip (bottom) 
the processing of a frame, thus a line should be stored three times. In order to compute the 
missing colours of a pixel, a matrix of three columns and three rows is required. The three rows 
are provided by the memory, but to obtain three columns, delays must be introduced in the form 
of unity gain switched capacitor buffers. Using the information gathered by the three by three 
matrix, two switched capacitor summing adders are used to compute the value of the colours 
the pixel cannot detect. 
5.7.3 Bilinear interpolation using parallel processing 
Designing a high speed switched capacitor circuit is not impossible, but such a design generates 
a lot of thermal noise. In order to reduce the quantity of thermal noise, the amplifier must be 
kept slow. This also means that serial data processing is out of the question. Thus the data is 
processed when it is still in the column of the amplifier, as shown in Figure 5.41. 
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Figure 5.40: Bilinear interpolation using serial processing 
5.7.4 Is a switched capacitor implementation of bilinear interpolation a viable 
alternative to a good AID converter? 
A switched capacitor readout for the bandlimited pixel was designed. It had the following 
properties. First, it used a lot of area, due to matching requirements. Second it was sensitive 
to supply and reference variations. All these nodes would need some form of regulation placed 
on them. Third, the switched capacitor elements produced thermal noise and some flicker noise 
which had not been attenuated by autocorrelation. All these observations are laso reported by 
Lentola et al in [100]. Converting the data into a digital format is a much better option. 
5.8 Conclusion 
Starting with the desire to improve the power supply rejection of the array of 3T pixels, after 
experimental results showed the sensitivity of the array to variations in the supply lines was 
high, high PSR regulators and charge pumps were investigated. In order to simplify the design 
of the regulator, double VRT pixels and bandlimited pixels were investigated. A chip using the 
bandlimited pixel was designed and manufactured. However due to delays, it was never fully 
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Figure 5.41: Bilinear interpolation using parallel data 
tested. Although the bandlimited pixel sounds like a good idea, the area required by the pixel is 
too high to justify it over the standard 3T pixel with a well designed regulator and charge pump. 
A switched capacitor implementation of the colour reconstruction processor used for the three 
filter hexagonal array was also investigated, using information from the readout circuitry used 
to eliminate the offset in the pixel amplifier of the bandlimited system. Such a system will not 
offer any advantages over the more conventional A/D and digital processing architecture. 
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Digital Reconstruction of the three 
Filter Hexagonal Colour Pattern 
6.1 Introduction 
Array of pixels 
ppppp 
• __ _ffflTIi  IWT1m 
I Horizontal Shift Register 
Figure 6.1: Using an AID converter per column 
As shown in the previous chapter, switched capacitor circuits suffer from noise, mismatch and 
inadequate power supply rejection. Thus using such a system for colour image processing is 
not the best option. For this project the more conventional design approach of having an A/D 
converter in each column was preferred. The digital data obtained from each column A/D 
converter is then multiplexed to an output bus as described in [101] and shown in Figure 6.1. 
Such a design topology minimises the critical design area to the input of the A/D converter, 
-0 
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which must reject power supply variations, have low noise and low mismatch from column to 
column. 
Given the above information, the reconstruction algorithms have to be built using digital mod-
ules. Although the manufactured chip does not use the above structure as it multiplexes the 
analogue data before passing it through an A/D converter (as done in [1021), it still outputs 
serially twelve bits of binary data. This is ideal for building and eventually testing a colour re-
construction processor for a TFHCP. When a successful processor is built, it can be compared 
with one designed for the Bayer pattern. Comparing them will give a clearer idea of the ad-
vantages/drawbacks of the digital implementation of a TFHCP. Finally, the code used to built 
the colour processor is translated into an FPGA to implement a real time camera. 
6.2 System Overview 
6.2.1 Introduction 
reset -n 
pcidata newpcidata 
(12 bits monochrome (32 bits RGBX divided 
pciclk into 2 packets of 16 bits 
pcic1k2 cic1k2 p 
pcifst newpcifst 
Figure 6.2: The top view of the processor 
Figure 6.2 shows the top view of the image processor, named VPHEX, used to reconstruct 
the image captured by the hexagonal array combined with a TFHCP. The information about 
the pixel is transferred by a twelve bit wide data bus from the sensor to the image processor, 
and called pcidata. The sensor also provides a clock operating at the same rate as pcidata, 
named pciclk, which is used to synchronise the data. Finally, the sensor provides a reset signal 
pcifst, which indicates the start of a new frame. From the twelve bits of information, the image 
processor must produce red, green and blue information. The data bus to the computer is limited 
to sixteen bits. However, the image capturing device in the computer can read an RGBX signal, 
whose standard is composed of two sets of sixteen bits. The first set of sixteen bits is made up 
of eight bits describing the red information and eight bits describing the green information. The 
second set of sixteen bits includes a set of eight bits describing the blue content of the pixel. 
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The other set of eight bits can be random data, but blue data was placed into this free space in 
order to facilitate debugging. The data rate for the output data, named newpcidata, is twice the 
rate of the incoming data. So a clock running at twice the rate of pciclk is required. This clock 
is obtained by altering the sensors FPGA and is named pciclk2. The processing of the image 
will take time, thus a new frame reset is created, named newpcif.st. 
6.2.2 Top level of the colour reconstruction processor 
The VPHex module receives four sets of data from the sensor array control circuit, which is 
implemented on the same FPGA as our colour reconstruction processor. The first set of data is 
a clock named pciclk, running at the same speed as the data outputted from the ADC, pcidata. 
The second is a frame reset, named pcifst which indicates the beginning of a frame. The third 
is a tweve bit wide bus, peidata, carrying the amplitude of the signal observed at the pixel. 
Finally, the fourth data set is a clock running at twice the rate as peicik, and named pciclk2. A 
global reset, reset, is used to reset the FPGA when it is powered up. 
The input signal pcidata is made up of a twelve bit wide monochromatic information about the 
magnitude of light detected by a pixel. It is converted into three eight bit wide red, green and 
blue colour information. As the PCI card can only handle a maximum of sixteen bits, the data 
is divided into two blocks of sixteen bits. The first block contains red and green information, 
whilst the second contains duplicate blue information. As the data output runs at twice of the 
rate the input data, a clock running at twice the rate of pciclk is required, hence the input signal 
pciclk2. A new reset signal ne wpcifst is created to indicate the start of a colour frame. 
Figure 6.3 shows the top view of the Colour Processor. It is composed of the following modules: 
. CounterVl, which counts a whole frame, by dividing it into rows and columns. The 
module also provides all the signals required for the allocation of memory. 
• 14hichcolourVI, which allocates the correct colour to a pixel. 
• Ram VI, which contains the RAM used to store the seven rows of pixel information 
required by the bilinear interpolation and aperture correction stages. 
• RampointerVl, which manages the allocation of memory in the RAM. 
• Dlype7by71/'I, which stores a seven by seven matrix of pixels contained in the captured 
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Figure 6.3: Modules inside the Colour Processor 
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picture, which is used by the bilinear interpolation an aperture correction stages. 
• BilinearVl, which fills in the colour gaps introduced by the colour filter array. 
• ColeorrectionVl, which corrects the colour information captured by the camera to 
make it compatible with the display. 
• ApertureVl, which calculates the high pass image from the green information. 
• AperplusbilinVi, which adds the picture and its high pass content together. 
• Re.samplerVl, which resamples the hexagonal information so that it can fit a standard 
display made of square pixels. 
• ParatolinpointerVl, which shuffles the data from the ReasamplerVl into a serial 
stream. 
• OutBrnpVl, which allocates the data into a RGBB format, which can be read by the 
computer. 
6.2.3 The Count erVI module 
The flowchart used in the CounterVl module is shown in Figure 6.4. The time allocated to a 
frame is 320 rows of 500 clock cycles duration. The picture itself is only composed of 308 rows 
made up of 368 columns. Two binary counters are used in the CounterVl module. One counts 
up to 500 clock cycles, in which the 368 bits of picture information is included. The other clock 
counts up to 320 clock cycles, each of these representing one row of data. 308 of these clock 
cycles will correspond to valid information captured by the camera. Both counters are reset at 
the beginning of a frame. If the information within a frame contains valid information about 
the picture, the output datcz 0 k goes high. The LSB of each counter is used to tell whether the 
row being read is even or odd. 
CounterVl is also used to provide essential information to the RAM allocation module by 
telling it where the current line, which is being read should be stored. Each also informs the 
RAM allocation module, which blocks of RAM contain the seven lines required for bilinear 
information and aperture correction. 
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Figure 6.4: The flow chart used for the CounterVl module 
6.2.4 The IlT  hi ch.col our V I module 
An even row has the sequence Red, Green, Blue, Red, Green, Blue... whereas an odd row has 
the sequence Blue, Red, Green, Blue, Red, Green... If the LSB of the row's number is equal 
to zero, the row is an even one. On the other hand if the LSB of the row's number is equal 
to one, the row is an odd one. The FVhichcolourVl module, whose flowchart is described in 
Figure 6.5 adds onto the the twelve bits of information, the colour of the pixel, and whether the 
aforementioned pixel belongs to an even or an odd line. Such information is important for the 
smooth operation of the bilinear interpolation stage. Three bits are added onto the twelve bits 
of peidata. Two tell us which colour filter is placed upon the data (red, green or blue), and one 
tells whether the pixel in question lies on an even or odd row. 
6.25 The RAMVI module 
Figure 6.6 shows a unit of synchronous RAM, clocked via the pin clock, which can store one 
bit of information. It has four inputs, and one output. The device used cannot read and write 
at the same time, thus an input read/write is used to tell the device whether it is going to 
read information (via pin data) or write out what it has stored (via pin q). An address bit is 
provided to select the RAM Unit. 
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Figure 6.5: The flowchart used for the WhicheolourVl module 
data 
address 
read/write 
cik 
Figure 6.6: Ports used for the RAM module 
As the information from a pixel is fifteen bits wide, fifteen units of RAM are used in parallel, 
and given the same address. The line of information captured by the camera contains 368 
pixels. Thus there must be enough capacity to store the 368 times fifteen bits of information. 
Information gathered by a pixel is stored as a fifteen bit wide RAM, with the same address as the 
column from which the light intensity measurement originates. The whole line of RAM share 
the same read/write, data, q and elk. The bilinear interpolation and aperture correction stages 
of the image reconstruction processor require seven lines of information. As the unit RAM 
module cannot read or write at the same time, an extra line is used to read in the information 
from the sensor, whilst the seven others transfer the required data for the bilinear interpolation 
and aperture correction stages. 
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6.2.6 The Rarnpoin.erVJ module 
Ru in point r V I manages the blocks of RAM. Couri tf rVI gives it information where it should 
store the newly read line of data, and which seven blocks of RAM are used to store the seven 
lines required for bilinear interpolation and aperture correction. A line contains 368 pixels, each 
described by fifteen bits of data (twelve for intensity, two for colour, and one to say whether the 
pixel is on an even or odd row). The data for each pixel is transmitted serially, thus Coup terV I 
also provides a zero to 367 nine bit counter named RAMAddress, which ensures that every 
pixel read in goes to its allocated space in the line of RAMs. This clock is also used to serially 
transmit the pixel information stored in the seven lines of RAM, to the bilinear interpolation 
and aperture correction stages. 
6.2.7 The Dtype7by7Vl module 
The bilinear interpolation stage requires a three by three matrix of colour right information, in 
order to enable it to successfully estimate the missing colour. On the other hand, the aperture 
correction stage requires a seven by seven matrix, in order to get a satisfactorily high pass 
image using the raw data captured by the green pixels. The way the RAM is wired up, only 
one column of information from seven consecutive lines is available at any one time. Therefore 
a seven column long buffer is required. As a pixel is described by fifteen bits of data, fifteen 
D-type flip-flops in parallel will be required to store the information captured by one pixel. The 
schematic of the Dtype7by7Vl module in shown in Figure 6.8. 
6.2.8 The BilinearVl module 
Bilinear interpolation is used to reconstruct the missing colour information caused by the use of 
three different colour filters. Every pixel can capture the colour covered by its filter. The amp-
litude of the two other ones has to be estimated using the pixels neighbours. The information 
required for bilinear interpolation is taken from the 7by7DtypeVl block. Depending on the 
colour pixel and whether it lies on an even or an odd row, different equations are used to obtain 
the three colours. The information about a pixel includes its magnitude, colour and whether it 
lies on an even or odd row. 
If the central pixel is red, only red information can be captured and quantified. Blue and green 
information has to be estimated using the red's blue and green neighbours. On the left hand 
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Figure 6.8: Overview of the Dtype7by7Vl block 
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Figure 6.9: The pixel processed has a red filter 
side of Figure 6.9, the central pixel is red and is placed on the even row. The amount of red 
information can be directly red from the pixel's measurements. On the other hand blue and 
green information have to be estimated from their neighbours. 
Grow3,c013 	X Grow , coi + X Grow4coi2 + X Growo 	 (6.1) 
Brou ,3 co13 = X Br0Co + X Brow , coi + X Brou,2 co13 
Since the ratio 1 is not binary friendly, a more convenient ratio of being leads to Equation 6.1 
being rewritten as Equation 6.2. Changing the ratios, means that the new values will be smaller 
than the ones inputted, leading to a loss in brightness. However as the brightness can be con-
trolled on the display, the intensity of the image can be scaled back to normal there. One can 
argue that this will have an effect on the dynamic range of the image, but the camera outputs 
twelve bits and the display only requires eight. 
1 	 1 	 1 
Rrow3, co13 = X Rrow,coi + X Rrow ,coi + X R03,0i3 	 (6.2) 
Grow3,coi3 	X Grow3,cok + X G 0wco + X Gr0w,coi 4 	 4
Brow3,coI3 	X Brow , coi + X Brow , coj + X Brow2,c013 
On the right hand side of Figure 6.9, the central pixel is red and is placed on the odd row. The 
red, green and blue information can be evaluated as: 
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1 	 1 	 1 
	
Rrow3,c013 = X R rowo + X Rrow,coi + X R03,03 	 (6.3) 
Grow3,c013 = X Grow , coj + X Gr0w col3 + X Grow2 col3 
Brow3,col3 = X Brow , coi + X Brow ,c0j + X Brow ,co 
GREEN  PIXEL ON AN EVEN ROW 	 fl 	GREEN PIXEL ON AN GOD ROW 
'"'n 	- I 	(0000) 000,6 	 I 
(Odd) 	00o4 	J 	°'°" '°''  
() 	m3 	 - 
(odd) 	,ow2 
	
(0000) OO* 2 
(0000) 	000 I 
	() 	00* I 
(0.02) 	 0000 	 I 	 I 	I 
Figure 6.10: The pixel processed has a green filter 
In Figure 6. 10, the central pixel is green. On the Figure's left hand side, the central pixel is 
on an even row, whereas on the Figure's right hand side, the central pixel is on an odd row. 
If the central pixel is on an even row, the red blue and green information for that pixel can be 
evaluated as: 
R- row3, co13 = 	X Rrow,co + x R 0 2, 0 3 + X Rrow4,co13 	 (6.4) 
G 0w3, 013 = X Grow , coi + X Grow, 	+ X Grow3,c013 
Brow3,co13 = X Brow ,coj + X Grow4,coj2 + X Brow , coi 
In the case where the green pixel is on an odd row, the red, green and blue information can be 
computed as: 
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1 	 1 	 1 
Rrow3, c013 = X R rO ,j , co + x + X Rrow2,c014 	 (6.5) 
= X Grow , coi + X Grow 	+ X Grow3,coi3 
B03, 0i3 = X Brw co + X Br ow ,coi + X 
BLUE PIXEL ON AN EVEN ROW 	 BLUE PIXEL ON AN 000 ROW 
Io 	rowE  
(row,) row 5 	 I 	 '°°  
crorrrnrows[j 	 IIIoW ) 	" 3 111 	I 
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	___ 
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Figure 6.11: The pixel processed has a blue filter 
In Figure 6.11, the central pixel is blue. On the Figure's left hand side, the central pixel is on 
an even row, whereas on the Figure's right hand side, the central pixel is on an odd row. If 
the central pixel is on an even row, the red blue and green information for that pixel can be 
evaluated as: 
1 	 1 	 1 
R03, 0i3 = X R r0w3, coii + X Rrow, coi + X R0w4,0i2 	 (6.6) 
G03,013 = X Gr0w,coi + X Grow,coi + X Grow ,coi 
Brow3,col3 = X Brow ,coi + X B ow , c0 + x Brow3,c013 
In the case where the green pixel is on an odd row, the red, green and blue information can be 
computed as: 
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Rrow3,c013 = X R row , coi + X Rrow,coi + X Rrow2,c013 	 (6.7) 
Grow3,c013 = X Grow , coj + X Grow, coi + X Grow4,col4 
Brow3,c013 = X Brow , coi + X Brow3,c013 + X Brow3,col3 
The information contained in one D-type flip-flop contains fifteen bit of information. The 
fifteen bits of information are divided into four blocks: data (twelve bits), colour (two bits), 
whether the row in which the pixel lies is even or odd (one bit). By using the colour information 
of the central pixel (the one being processed), and whether it lies or not on an even or odd row, 
the value for the three colours can be computed, as shown in Figure 6.12. 
Is the row 
..-1s the pixel' YES 	The red green, and blue content of the Is the pixe YES 	The red green, and blue content of the 
colour red? pixel is determined using Equation 5.2 colour red" pixel is determined using Equation 5. 
NO NO 
Is the pixel YES 	The red green, and blue conten
:of  
the Is the pixel YES 	The red green. and blue content of the 
I 	greet pixel is determined using Equan 5.4 colour pixel is determined using Equation 5.i 
NO NO 
Is the pixel YES 	The red green, and blue content of the s the pixel's YES 	The red green. and blue content of the 
colour blue" pixel is determined using Equation 5.6 colour blue" pixel is determined using Equation 5. 
NO NO 
Red, green and blue Red. green and blue 
are set to zero. are set to zero. 
Figure 6.12: The flowchart used for the BilinearVl module 
6.2.9 The ColCorrectVl module 
The ColCorrectVl module transforms the bilinearly interpolated information gathered from 
the camera so that the colours are properly displayed on a computer screen. As shown previ-
ously, the colour filters do not match those used by an eye. It is therefore necessary to perform 
colour correction to get realistic colours. As light intensity and composition change depending 
on the environment in which the picture is taken, a white balancing module and an exposure 
control module would be required. However, in this implementation no white balancing and 
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exposure control circuits were designed so the balancing and exposure steps were performed 
manually. 
6.2.10 The Ap€riureVl module 
The module ApertureVl is used to add a high frequency component to highlight the edges. 
As shown in chapter three, the high-pass component of the image is computed by applying 
a hexagonal variation of the Laplace Filter on the green data. All pixels, which do not have 
a green filter, cannot have a high-pass element directly applied to them, thus their high pass 
contribution has to be determined from their neighbours with green filters. As for bilinear 
interpolation, the equations used to compute the high pass component of a pixel will depend on 
the type of filter used on the pixel and whether or not it lies on an even or odd row. 
The high pass component for red pixels cannot be directly estimated, as the aforementioned 
pixel cannot detect green light. Thus it has to be estimated using its three green neighbours. 
On the left of Figure 6.13, the red pixel is shown located on an even row. On the right of 
Figure 6.13, the red pixel is shown located on an odd row. 
II 
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Figure 6.13: The pixel processed has a red filter 
When the red pixel is on an even row, its high pass content has to be computed using the high 
pass content of its three green neighbours: hp - G04,012, hp - Grow2col2 and hp - Gr0w3c014. 
The high-pass content of the three mentioned green pixels is computed from their respective 
green neighbours as shown below: 
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hp - Grow4,coI2 
6 
X Grow,co2 - 
1 
X Gr ow,coii - 
1 
X Grow3,coii 	(6.8) 
1 
-_ X Gr ow, coi 
1 	 1 
- 	X Grow,coii - 	X G row , coi - 
1 
X Gr0w2,c012 
lip 	Grow2coI2 = 	X Grow2,c012 - 	X Grow3,coii - 	x Grow , coi 
X Growi,coii - 	X Growi ,col4 - X G04,0i2 - X Gr owO,col2 
lip - Grow3,coI4 
6 	 1 
= 	X Graw3,coi 	- 	X G row j,coi - 
1 
X G row , coi2 
1 
- 	X Grow4,col2 
1 
- 	X G row , coi - 
1 
X Gro w ,coi - 
1 
X Growi ,col4 
Combining all three together gives us Equation 6.9, which is used to compute the high-pass 
content of the green colour channel, when the pixel has a red filter and lies on an even row. 
1 	 1 	 1 
	
lip - Grow3,col3 = 	Grow4,co12 + Grow2,co12 + Grow3col4 	 (6.9) 
1 	 1 1 	 1 
Grow3,co11 - 	 - Grow1,co14 - Grow,coii 
1 	 1 1 	 1 	 1 
Grow6,co12 - 	Growi,coii - GrowO,co12 - Grow4,col5 	Grow2,co15 
When the red pixel is on an odd row, its high pass content has to be computed from its three 
green neighbours whose high pass content can be directly evaluated. The three green pixels 
concerned are Grour2,c0 13 and and are described in Equation 6.11. 
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6 	 1 	 1 
hp - Grow4,col3 = 	X Growt,coi - X Grow,co i - X Grow,coi 	(6.10) 
- X Grow5,coll - 	X Grow,coii - X Gow,coi - X Grow,coi 
6 	 1 	 1 
hp - Grow2,col2 = 	X Grow,coi - X Growi,coi - >< Growç, co 
1 	 1 1 	 1 
- X Grow3,coll 	X Grw,co - X Growi,coii - X Growi,c4 
6 	 1 	 1 
hp - Grow3,c014 = 	X Grow,coi - >< Grow , co i - X Grow,coii 
1 	 1 1 	 1 
X Grow , co j 	- 	X Grow,coi - >< Grow , coi - X Grow,coi 
Combining all three together allows an estimate of a value for the high pass content of the green 
channel, when the pixel is red and lies on an odd row (Equation 6.11). 
hp - G03,013 	= X Grow,coi 	+ X Grow,coi 	+ 	Grow3.co1I 	 (6.11) 
X Grow,coii - 	X Grow3 call - x Growi ,col4 - 	x GrowGcol3 
X Grow,coii 
1 
- 	X Growi,caj i - 	X Grow,coi 	- X Grow4,col6 - 	Grow2,co16 
To get an average, Equation 6.9 and Equation 6.11 should be divided by three, which is not a 
binary friendly number. Thus the result was reformulated using a binary friendly four, giving 
us Equation 6.12 and Equation 6.13. 
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hp - Grow3,co13 	= 
1 	 1 	 1 
>< Grow , coi + x G 0 2, 01 + 	Grow3,co14 
1 
X Grow3,coii 	- 
1 1 
X Grow5,coj 	
- 
1 
X Growi ,col4 - 	X Grow ,coii
32  
1 - X Grow,coi 	- 
1 1 
X Growi,oii - 
1 
X Grow , coi - 	X Grow,eoi -32 
hp - Grow3,col3 
1 	 1 
X G row4 col3 + 	X 
1 
Grow2, col3 + 
1 
X Grow,coi 	- 
1 1 
X Grow,coii - 
1 
X Grow i,coi 	- X Grow,cai32 
32 
X G05 0,1 	- X Growi ,coil - 32 X G0003 - 	X Grow,coi -32 
(6.12) 
1 
Grow2,co15 32 
(6.13) 
1 
Grow 2,co16 
32 
The high pass content can easily be computed for a green pixel. Figure 6.14 describes the 
situation where a green pixel is on an even row (left), or on an odd row (right). The equations 
used to find their high pass components are respectively: 
Ii 	GREEN PtXELONA EVEN ROW 	iii 	GREEN P1XELONAN ODD ROW 
------ 
rON 
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Figure 6.14: The pixel processed has a green filter 
hp - Gr0 3,0013 = 	X Grw0 - X Growoi - X Grow,coii 	(6.14) 
8 	 8
X Grow4,cok 	 X Grow ,coji - X 	 - X Growi ,col3 
1 hp - Grow3,c013 = 6 X Grow , co - 
1 X 
	 - X 	 (6.15) 
1 	 1 	 1 1 
X G row , coj - 	X Grow ,coi - X Grow ,coi - X Growl ,col3 
In the case of a red channel, the high pass content of its neighbouring three green channels are 
FVE.i 
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added togther, then divided by four. In order to keep magnitudes similar, the high pass contant 
of the green channel must be multiplied by three, then divided by four. 
hp - G03,03 = 
- 	X Grow.j, oi - 
32 
hp - Grow3 col3 = 
- 32 
X G ow4,co,5 - 
Ii 
 
3 	 1 	 1 
	
X G 0 3, 013 - X G,.oWCO - 	)< Growco (6.16)32 
32 
X Grow2,coll - 	x Grow ,coi - 	X Growi ,col3
32 
3 	 1 	 1 
X Grow3,coi3 - x Growoj - 	X 6row4,col2 (6.17)32 
X G,.0w2 012 - 	x G0W,c0 - 	X G,. OW  col3 
BLUE PIXEL ON AN EVEN ROW 	 i Ii 	BLUE PIXEL ONAN ODD ROW 	 ii 
-- -- 	 -- U 
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Figure 6.15: The pixel processed has a blue filter 
Pixels with blue filters cannot have a direct high pass value associated with them, as only green 
pixels are use in the computation of the high pass component. If the pixel processed is a blue 
one on an odd row,its high pass component can only be estimated using its three neighbouring 
green pixels: G,,,,,3 col2, Grou,4 co13 and G7-Oli,2C013. The high pass component of the green 
channel for the three relevant pixels can be computed using the following three equations. 
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hp - Grow3,col2 
- X Grow4,colO 
hp - Grow4,c013 
1 
- X G row ,co i 
hp - Grow2,col3 
- X G row , co i 
6 	 1 	 1 = x - X Gr ow5,coi2 - X Grow' ,col2 	(6.18) 8 8
- 	x Grow4,coM - X Grow2,colO - X Gr ow,coi 
6 	 1 	 1 
= 	X G row ,coi - X G row6,coi3 - X G02,0:3 
1 	 1 	 1 
- 	X Gr ow, coi - X G row , coi - X G row , co i 
6 	 1 	 1 
= 	X Grow2,coi3 - X Grow4,coi3 - X GrowO,co13 
1 	 1 	 1 
- 	X Grow,coi - X Gr owi ,col2 - X Growi ,col5 
On the other hand, if the blue pixel lies on an odd row, the high-pass component for the blue 
pixel has to be estimated using its three green neighbours: Grow3,col2, Grow4,c014 and G7o , 2,0l4, 
as described in Equation 6.19 
hp - Grow3,col2 
- X Gr 0w 4 coil 
hp - Grow4,cc,14 
- X G row , co i 
hp - Grow 2, c014 
- X Grow,coi 
6 	 1 	 1 
= 	X Grow,coi - X Grow,coi - 	X G row l ,cc,12 	(6.19) 
- 	X Grow , coi - X Grow,coii - X G row , cc,i 
6 	 1 	 1 
= 	X Grow,c oii - X Grow,coii - x Grow , coi 
1 	 1 	 1 
- 	X G r0woj - x G,3,0i2 - X G row ,coi 
6 	 1 	 1 
= 	X Gro w , co i - X G row , coi - 	 i4 X Growü,co 
1 	 1 	 1 
- 	X G row , co i - X Growi ,col2 - X Growi ,col5 
The average high pass image seen by the blue equation is the sum of the surrounding pixel's 
high pass information divided by the number of surrounding pixels. Similarly to the scenario 
with the red pixels, the factor three is replaced by a binary friendly factor four. Adding the high 
pass information gathered around the blue pixel on the even row gives us: 
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hp - Grow 3, col3 = 	X Growoi + X Grow,co + X Grow,coi 	 (6.20) 
1 	 1 	 1 	 1 
X Growi col2 - - X Graw3,col5 - - X Grow4,colO - X Grow5,c012 
- 16 16 32 
-- X Growco o 	X Grow ,coi3 - 	X Growø,coi - 	X Grow,coi - 	
X Growi ,col5
32 
Adding the high pass information gathered around the blue pixel on the odd row gives us: 
hp - G03,0i3 = 	X Grow ,coi + X Grow,coi + x Grow,coi 	 (6.21) 
1 	 1
X Growi,coi - 	X G0 3,0i5 - 	X Grow,coii - - X Grow5 col2 - 16 32 
- 32 
X Grow2 coil - 	X Grow,coi - 	X Grow,coi - 	X Grow,coi - 	X Growi cot5
32 
Figure 6.16 below describes the flow chart used for the aperture correction stage. Depending 
on the colour of the central pixel, and whether or not it lies on an even or odd row, the high pass 
intensity is computed using either equation 6.12, equation 6.13, equation 6.16, equation 6.17. 
equation 6.20 or equation 6.21. 
the row 
the pixel YES 	High pass intensity is Is the pixel YES 	High pass intensity is 
colour red' dctermmed using Equation 512 colour red? determined using Equation 5.13 
NO NO 
the pixel YES 	High pass intensity is Is the pixel YES 	High pass intensity is 
lour greet detennined using Equation 5.16 colour gree 	' deterntined using Equation 5.17 
NO NO 
the pixel YES 	High pass intensity is Is the pixel YES 	High pass intensity is 
lour blue? detertnined using Equation 5.20 colour blue" determined using Equation 5.21 
NO 	 NO 
Red, green and blue 	 Red, green and b 
are set to zero, 	 are set to zero. 
Figure 6.16: The flowchart for the ApertureVl module 
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6.2.11 The ResarnplerVl module 
ResainpierVl is a module used to convert the information captured by a hexagonal camera 
into a format, which is compatible with standard displays. As hexagonal pixels have a width to 
height ratio of 15 to 13, the data has to resampled by a factor of 15 over 13. Also as consecutive 
rows are offset by half a pixel width, the resampler should resample data in such a way that the 
offset is taken out. 
Figure 6.17 shows the data and how it is resampled for even and odd rows. In order to achieve 
this, a module ResamplerVl, whose flowchart is shown in Figure 6.18 is used. 
It is important to note that the resampling module will output one or two numbers when it is 
successfully resampling. This means this data will have to be reordered to provide a steady 
flow of information. As the resampler is creating fifteen words out of thirten, and as the rate of 
information in and out of the Resampler module should remain the same, some of the inform-
ation created will have to be stored in memory. The module used by the resampler to organ-
ise the resampled information into a steady stream is called the ParaToLinConverterVl. 
ParaToLinConverterVl uses a circle of d-types, so as to minimise the amount of memory 
blocks used. Figure 6.19 describes the flowchart used for this module. 
6.2.12 The Outbmp4Vl module 
The module OutBmp4VI ensures the PCI card in the computer receives the information re-
quired to produce an image on its screen. 
6.3 Implementation of the FPGA 
An Altera FPGA was programmed using the verilogHDL code, which had to be first processed 
by Synplify and Quartus. The real time colour processor, operating at a data rate of 2MIHz for 
TFHCP worked fine as shown by the picture shown in Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.21. The pink 
errors seen in the white background are caused by faulty pixels in the array. This highlights 
the important of using an anti-speckle filter, which would of eliminate such errors, leading to 
a higher quality picture. The picture also displays the column errors caused by even/odd row 
mismatch 
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new_even(0) = (15/60) x even(l) + (45160) x even(0) evcn(0) 
new_odd(0) = odd(0) odd(0) 
even(1) 
new-even(l) = (7/60) 	even(2) + (53/60) x even)!) 
new_odd(l) = (39/60) x odd(l) + (21160) x odd(0) odd(1) 
new_even(2) = (59/60) x even(2) + (1/60) x even) I) even) 
new_odd(2) = (31/60) x odd(2) + (29/60) 	odd(1) 
Odd)2 
new even(3) 	(51/60) x even(3) + (9/60) v even(2) 
new_odd(3) = (23/60) x odd(3) + (37/60) x odd(2) even(3) 
new even(4) 	(43160) 	even(4) + (17/60) * even(3) 
... 
odd(3) 
new_odd(4) = (15/60) x odd(4) + (45/60) * odd(3) 
even)4) 
new even(S) = (35/60) x even(S) t (25/60) n even(4) odd(4) 
.. 
new odd(S) = (9/60) n odd(5) + (51/60) x odd(4) 
even(S) 
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odd(7) 
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odd(S) 
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odd(9) 
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.. 
new_odd)!!) = (17/60) x odd(10) + (43160) x odd(9) 
even) 10) 
new_even(12) = (39/60) x even)!!). (21160) x even(10) odd(10) 
new_odd(12)=(9160) nodd(!1)+(51/60)zodd(I0) 
even(I I) 
new_even(13) = (3 1/60) * even(12) + (29/60) x even(I 1) 
new_odd(13) = (1/60) 	odd(12) + (59/60) x odd(1 I) ........... 
o4I•) 
even(! 2( 
new_even(14) = (23/60) * even(13) + (37/60) x even(12) 
new_odd(14) = (53/60) x odd(12) + (7160) x odd)! I) odd(i2) 
new_even(15) = (15/60) 	even(14) + (45/60) x even(13) even(!3) 
. 
new_odd(15) = (45160) 	odd(13) + (15/60) x odd(12) 
new_even(16) = (7/60) x even(15) + (53/60) x even(14) 
new_odd(16) = (37/60) x odd(14) + (23/60) x odd(13) 	 odd(14) 
new_even(17) = (59/60) x even(15) + (9/60) xeven(14) even(IS) 
new_odd(17) = (29160) n odd(15) + (39/60) * odd(14) 	 odd(15) 
new_even(I8) = (51/60) x even(16) + (9/60) x even(15) even(16) 
new_odd(18) = (21/60) x odd(16) + (39/60) x odd(15) 
new_even) 19) = (43/60) even) 17) + (17/60) x even(1 6) 	
odd) 16) 
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even) 17) 
odd( 17 
Figure 6.17: Action of the resampler 
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Figure 6.18: Flowchart for the ResamplerVl module 
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Figure 6.19: Flowchart for Para ThLinConverterVl 
6.4 Adding an anti-speckle filter to the colour processor 
Pixels in an array are sometimes faulty. Such errors will affect the quality of the processed 
image, as shown in Figure (pink spots). It is assumed that if a pixel is faulty, its value will 
be very different from that of its neighbours with the same colour filter. To minimise the 
effects of such errors, an anti-speckle filter is used. Each pixel is compared with its six nearest 
neighbours, which have the same colour filters, as shown in Figure 6.22 for a green pixel. If the 
value of the tested pixel is located within the range of values obtained from the outer cells, then 
its value is left unchanged. On the other hand if its value is larger than that of its neighbours, 
its value is replaced by highest value given by its six neighbours. If the value of the tested pixel 
is lower than that of its neighbours, its value is replaced by the lowest value given by the six 
neighbouring cells with the same filter. It is important to note that this type of amplifier will 
have no effect on a cluster of failing pixels, will eliminate some high frequency information 
and will require extra memory lines. 
In our previous design, the aperture correction stage required seven rows of data. In order to 
maintain the bits of seven rows will have to be simultaneously be corrected by the anti-specke 
filter. This means the anti-specke filter will need 11 rows of data. 
To ensure that all the neighbours of the tested pixels are available, eleven row by five column 
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Figure 6.20: Picture of the MacBeth chart 
Figure 6.21: The author frightening the FPGA into full co-operation 
matrix of D-type flip-flops is required. Depending on whether the central pixel is on an even or 
odd line, the location of the neighbours will vary as shown in Figure 6.23. 
Looking at Figure 6.23, all the neighbours for the seven pixels tested can be found, depending 
on whether the central pixel lies on an even or odd row. The results are placed in Table 6.1. 
The anti-speckle filter was only simulated using verilog code, as there was not enough space 
on the FPGA to implement the real time system. The results are shown in Figure 6.24. On the 
left hand side of Figure 6.24, the anti-speckle filter is not used. The image suffers from faulty 
pixels. However, on the right hand side of Figure 6.24, the anti-speckle filter has been turned 
on. The filter is effective at removing faulty pixels, as long as they are isolated. 
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Figure 6.22: The Anti Speckle filter 
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Figure 6.23: The anti-speckle filter 
6.5 Hexagonal pattern versus the Bayer pattern 
The industry standard CFA is currently the Bayer pattern. In order to justify a switch to the 
proposed TFFICP, the new method must demonstrate that it is less hardware intensive and gives 
better performance. In this cost study, only the elements which differ in the two systems are 
highlighted. 
The hexagonal array is more efficient at capturing images, therefore requires less pixels to attain 
the same colour resolution. Assuming that the reference square pixel has a side of length 5.6 
urn, leading to an area of 31.36 irn2 , table 6.2 indicates the area consumption used by the 
Bayer pattern and the TFHCP. The saving in terms of a factor of 1.15. 
Due to the different interpolating and aperture correction systems used for the different schemes, 
the amount of RAM required to perform bilinear interpolation, aperture correction changes. If 
only bilinear interpolation is required, a system using the Bayer pattern would require four 
lines. On the other hand, a system using the TFHCP would also require four lines. If Aperture 
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pixel neighbours if the central neighbours if the central 
pixel is on an even row pixel is on an odd row 
Pixel 1 PXrowO,co12, Pix 0w 1, 0,0 PX row0, co12,PX row 1 ,coll 
PXrow 2,col2 PX i- ow l ,col3, PXrow3,co10 PiX row i ,c014,PZXTOw3,coIl 
PXrow3,co13, PX row4,co12 PXrow3,co14,PXrow4,co12 
Pixel 2 PXrowi ,col2, PXrow2,col1 Pjx row i ,co12 ,PX row2,co1O 
PX row3,co12 PX row2, co14, PjX TOW 4, C0 11 PXrow2,co13,PXrow4,co10 
PX row4, co14, PjX row5, coI2 PXrow4,co13,PXrow5,co12 
Pixel 3 PXrow2,co12 ,  PjXT0W3,cOI0 PXrow2,co12,PXrow3,co11 
PXrow4,co12 PjXTOW3,CO13, PX row ,co jø PXrow3,co14,PXrow5co11 
PX row5, co13, P row6,co12 PXrow5,co14,PXrow6,co12 
Pixel 4 PjXrow3,c012, PiX row4,coll PX row3,co12 ,PX row4,co1O 
PX row5,co 12 PXrow4,col1, PX row6,co11 PXrow4,co14,PXrow6,co10 
PX row6,col4, PX row7,col2 PX row6,co14,PX row 7, co12 
Pixel 5 PX row4,co12, Parow5,colO PX row4, co12,PX row 5, co11 
PjX row6, ø12 PXrow5,co13, PXrow7co10 PXrow5,co14,PXrow7,co11 
PX row7, co13, PX row8, co 12 PXrow7,co14,PXrow8,co12 
Pixel 6 PXrow5,co12, PX row6, co11 PX row5, co12,PX row6, co10 
PXrow7.co12 P1x T0 6, 014, PXrow8, co1i PZX T0W 6, co13,PiX row8, co10 
PX row8, co14, PXrow9,co12 PX row8, co13,PX row9,co12 
Pixel 7 PX row6, co12, PlXrow 7,co10 PXrow6,co12,PXrow7,co11 
PX row8,co12 PXrow7,co13, PXrow9,c o10 PX row7, co14,PX row9,co11 
PXrow9,co13, PXrow1Oco12 PXrow9,co14,PXrou , 10,co12 
Table 6.1: Pixels used depending on whether the central pixel lies on an odd or even row 
correction is added, a system using the Bayer pattern would need six lines of memory whereas 
a system using the TFHCP needs eight lines of memory. If anti-speckle is added, a system 
using the Bayer pattern needs eight lines of memory. On the other hand a system using the 
TFHCP will need twelve lines of memory. A unit of RAM has an area approximately equal to 
a pixel. Assuming that the information captured by a pixel is converted into twelve bits, a line 
of memory for a camera using the Bayer pattern would amount to the number of columns times 
fourteen (twelve bits for the information and two for the colour of the pixel). For an equivalent 
camera using the TFHCP, the number of RAM units used is the number of columns used by 
the Bayer pattern times times fifteen (twelve bits for the information, two for the colour of 15 
pixel and one used to indicate whether the pixel lies on an even or odd row). The cost in area 
for both systems for the different sets of requirements for the picture reconstruction are shown 
in Table 6.3. 
Whether the camera uses the Bayer pattern or the TFHCP, a matrix of data is required to buffer 
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Figure 6.24: The effect of the anti specke filter on a picture capture with faulty pixels. On the 
left lies the picture where no anti-speckle filter has been used, whereas on the 
right lies the picture where an anti-speckle filter has been used 
Type of Array Area used by Bayer Area used by a TFHCP Savings 
CIF (352x288) 3.279 mm  2.755 mm 2 0.424 mm  
VGA (640x480) 9.634 mm 2 8.354 mm 2 1.28 mm , 2 
SVGA (1280x 1024) 41.104 mm 2 35.624 mm  5.48 TIM  
Table 6.2: Comparing pixel array area for a real time camera using the Bayer pattern and one 
using a TFHCP 
the data read from the RAM, in order to perform bilinear interpolation, aperture correction or 
applying the anti-speckle filter. Pixels used in the TFHCP need fifteen bits, whereas pixels 
used in the Bayer pattern only need fourteen bits. If only bilinear interpolation is required, a 
Bayer and a TFHCP will require a three by three matrix. If apperture correction is added, a 
Bayer pattern will require a five by five matrix, whereas a TFHCP will require a seven by seven 
matrix. If an anti-speckle filter, another matrix needs to be added to the one already utilised for 
bilinear interpolation and aperture correction. This new matrix is five by seven big for a Bayer 
system, and is a five by eleven matrix for a TFHCP. The amount of bit of information required 
for a Bayer system is fourteen, whereas the TFHCP is fifteen (the extra bit of information is 
used to indicate whether the row is even or odd). The cost in area caused by the use of d-type 
flip-flops is described in Table 6.4. 
All real time cameras using the hexagonal array require a resampler. The resampler designed for 
the TFHCP required placed on the 368 column wide camera manufactured on silicon required 
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Processing Requirements RAM used by Bayer pattern RAM used by the TFHCP Savings 
CIF (352x288)  
Bilinear interpolation four lines of memory four lines of memory  
0.618 mm 2 0.574 min  0.044 mm  
Bilinear interpolation six lines of memory eight lines of memory 
and aperture correction. 0.928 mm 2 1.148 min  -0.220 mm  
Bilinear interpolation, eight lines of memory twelve lines of memory 
aperture correction 1.237 min  1.721 min  -0.484 mm 2 
and anti-speckle filter. 
VGA (640x480)  
Bilinear interpolation four lines of memory four lines of memory 
1.124mm 2 1.044mm 2 0.080mm2 
Bilinear interpolation six lines of memory eight lines of memory 
and aperture correction. 1.686 7 2 2.088 mm . 2 -0.402 mm  
Bilinear interpolation, eight lines of memory twelve lines of memory 
aperture correction 2.247 mm  3.131 mm  -0.884 min  
and anti-speckle filter. 
OF (1280x 1024)  
Bilinear interpolation four lines of memory four lines of memory 
2.247 mm 2 2.088 mm2 0.159 771711  
Bilinear interpolation six lines of memory eight lines of memory 
and aperture correction. 3.612 mm  4.175 mm 2 -0.563 mm  
Bilinear interpolation, eight lines of memory twelve lines of memory 
aperture correction 4.494 mm 2 6.263 mm  -1.769 mm  
and anti-speckle filter.  
Table 6.3: Comparing the costs in RAM lines between a real-time camera system using the 
Bayer pattern, and one using the TFHCP 
at least 1144 d-types, or an equivalent area of 1.1 mm 2 . This cost will increase linearly with 
size, to lest us say 1.65 min  for a VGA, 2.2 in M2  for an SVGA. 
6.6 Conclusion 
This section covers the implementation of a colour reconstruction processor. Although white 
balancing and exposure control were not implemented in the design alongside the rest of the 
design, the results obtained gave a good insight on the cost/savings incurred if one had to switch 
from a Bayer to a TFHCP. Table 6.5 shows that savings when switching from a Bayer based 
camera to one using the TFHCP, occur only when the array becomes larger. This is mainly due 
to the fact that the savings in pixel area have to offset the cost of the resampler. However one 
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Number of d-types Number of d-types required Savings 
required for the Bayer for the TFHCP 
pattern  
Bilinear interpolation 126 D-type flip-flops 135 D-type flip-flops 
0.013 mm 2 0.014 mm 2 -0.001 MM  
Bilinear interpolation 350 D-type flip-flops 735 D-type flip-flops 
and aperture correction 0.035 mm  0.074 mm 2 -0.039 mm 2 
Bilinear interpolation, 448 D-type flip-flops 1560 D-type flip-flops 
aperture correction and 0.045 mm  0.156 mm  -0.111 mm 2 
Table 6.4: Comparing the costs in D-tpe flip-flops lines between a real-tune camera system 
using the Bayer pattern, and one using TFHCP 
could argue that CMOS cameras are at the time of writing this document, already offered with 
resamplers, leading to the conclusion that a switch from the Bayer pattern to the TFHCP would 
be beneficial for any sort of array. 
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Processing Requirements Savings 
CIF(352x288)  
Bilinear interpolation - 0.633 mm 2 
Bilinear interpolation - 0.935 mm 2 
and aperture correction. 
Bilinear interpolation, - 1.271 mm  
aperture correction 
and anti-speckle filter. 
VGA (640x480)  
Bilinear interpolation - 0.291 mm 2 
Bilinear interpolation -0.811 mm 2 
and aperture correction. 
Bilinear interpolation, - 1.365 mm 2 
aperture correction 
and anti-speckle filter. 
SVGA _(1280x1024)  
Bilinear interpolation 3.120 mm  
Bilinear interpolation 2.678 mm 2 
and aperture correction. 
Bilinear interpolation, 1.400 mm 2 
aperture correction 
and anti-speckle filter. 
Table 6.5: Area savings occurred when converting from the Bayer 
FvI& 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
The cost of a circuit is primarily influenced by the amount of silicon area it uses. As the pixel 
array covers most of the area in the camera, a more efficient sampling scheme would require less 
pixels, hence area, whilst maintaining an equivalent image quality. Sampling with an array of 
hexagons is the most efficient way to capture a circularly bandlimited two-dimensional signal. 
Colour will be provided by applying a colour filter array onto the array. Two options were 
investigated, one using three different colour filters, the other four. However both colour filter 
arrays ensure that all colour channels have the same hexagonal two-dimensional frequency 
response. The colour filter array using three colours is chosen, as it offers the best spatial 
frequency response. The image processor for this type of array is implemented on FPGA to 
produce real time video. A cheap CMOS camera must be able to provide the best picture at 
minimal cost. Digital logic injects a lot of noise onto the supplies and this can be picked up 
in the image captured. The thesis investigates different options to improve the power supply 
rejection of the array. 
A camera array made of hexagonal pixels is more efficient at capturing a circularly bandlirnited 
two dimensional signal. In addition, the lens used by the camera can be optimised to eliminate 
the high frequency components of the signal, preventing aliasing (Chapter 3). Due to manufac-
turing constraints, a truly hexagonal pixel cannot be built on a low-cost process, thus an array 
of rectangles placed on a hexagonal lattice was manufactured. Due to a layout feature, the gain 
of the pixels in the even rows was different from those in odd rows (Chapter 4). Such an error 
could be minimised by changing the layout architecture of the pixel, but it would also require 
optimisation. In order to find an optimum solution, an array, composed of blocks made up of 
different pixels needs to be manufactured and the performance of the different pixel sets quan-
tified in order to settle on a best design for the pixel. However such a procedure would require 
funds, which were not available. 
Three different colour filter array patterns, which could be placed on the hexagonal array, were 
investigated (Chapter 3 and 4). One colour pattern used three colour filters (red, green and blue) 
in equal numbers distributed uniformly over the array. Thus all the colour filters belonging to 
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one colour channel were placed on a hexagonal lattice. The second colour pattern used four 
colour filters (red, green, blue and yellow) in equal numbers and again every filter belonging 
to a separate colour channel was placed on a hexagonal lattice. The final colour pattern used 
three colour filters, placed according to a slight variation of the industry standard Bayer pattern. 
Although the final colour filter array does not offer the performance of the other two, it will offer 
an insight into the performance of a four colour system (The filter set for a four colour system 
was not available). Using the experimental results from the first and third colour pattern, it 
was discovered that the three filter hexagonal colour pattern was extremely sensitive to gain 
mismatch in adjacent rows (Chapter 4). On the other hand the four filter hexagonal colour 
pattern was impervious to the problem thanks to white balancing. However the fact that three 
filter hexagonal pattern offered better resolution, and that pixel mismatch could be minimised 
through a better layout strategy meant that this option was recommended. 
The algorithms used to reconstruct a colour image captured from an array using the three filter 
hexagonal colour pattern were implemented on a FPGA so as to get real time video, in order 
to cost/savings such a system would offer over a system using the industry standard Bayer 
pattern (Chapter 6). Due to the cost of the resampler used to convert the data captured on a 
hexagonal lattice into a display using squares, the camera using the three filter hexagonal colour 
pattern only becomes viable when the array reaches the size of SVGA, or greater. Although 
the hexagonal pixel has no real future in consumer cameras due to the cost of the resampler 
used to make the data compatible with standard displays, it has plenty of scope of utilisation 
in the field of machine vision, where its superior sampling pattern can be fully exploited. One 
possible application is fingerprint recognition systems. 
Investigation into the pixel array showed that it was very sensitive to supply variations, par -
ticularly VRT (Chapter 5). As a camera is a mixed-mode electronic component, the supply 
lines will be noisy. To avoid this supply noise contaminating the pixel array, two power man-
agement architectures were investigated. The first uses charge pumps, regulators with high 
supply rejection. The second uses bandlimited pixels operating alongside charge pumps with 
high power supply rejection, where a column amplifier is used to reset the pixel. By iterating 
the first design, the regulator was minimised in size, without losing performance (high power 
supply rejection and drive capability), to such an extent that it ended being physically ten times 
smaller than the second option. 
Although the bandlimited pixel did not offer all the benefits first imagined (no FPN, reduced 
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pixel noise...), the design highlighted the importance of the effect of the charge pump noise on 
the quality of the image, the fact that a good portion of pixel noise came from the pixel's source 
follower. Such observations were ploughed back in the first power management option, is being 
currently being used in products. 
7.1 Future Work 
One of the main arguments against hexagonal sampling, is that image information is mainly 
concentrated in the vertical and horizontal directions. Therefore, another pixel arrangement 
should be tested. It is shown in Figure 7.1. The spectral response of each colour channel is 
identical, vertical and horizontal resolution are optimised. By building two cameras, one with 
the three filter hexagonal pattern, and another with the pattern shown in Figure 7. 1, the debate 
could be closed by observing the results of both systems, by taking real pictures. 
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Figure 7.1: Sampling pattern optimising the horizontal and vertical direction 
The current generation of regulators have two drawbacks. They are not modular, and the bias 
current for their output stage increases as the array size increases. The next generation of 
regulators should offer high power supply rejection, low current consumption and modularity. 
A possible solution is shown in Figure 7.2, as suggested. 
In order to simulate the noise rejection of an amplifier, AC analysis is performed, this is then 
backed up by transient simulations, using either a sine wave, or an FM generator. Stability 
simulations are performed using AC analysis, backed up with a transient step analysis. In order 
to speed up power supply rejection simulations, it would be interesting to develop a method 
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Figure 7.2: Designing a state of the art regulator for the pixel array 
using a transient step analysis on the supply and from the output signal determine the power 
supply rejection. 
7.2 Conclusion 
In retrospect, it would have been good to have build a hexagonal chip with pixels with the same 
area as a standard chip with the Bayer pattern, in order to make both systems more comparable. 
A better testing environment should have been designed, so as to ensure a proper comparison 
between the Bayer pattern and the three filter hexagonal colour pattern. 
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